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THIRTY-FIRST ANNUAL REPORT.
To the Senate and House of Representatives in General Court assembled.
In performing its allotment of duties as counselor, peace-
maker, arbiter, investigator and monitor, the Board of
Conciliation and Arbitration, acting in the name of the
people for the purpose of conserving their industrial activity,
encountered a variety of controversies in its thirty-first year
just passed, and now reports all the awards it made in 1916,
the principal reconciliations of disputants and its procedure
in other instances which illustrate problems arising in the
ever-changing labor world.
There have been gratifying instances of co-operating with
public-spirited citizens, chambers of commerce, mayors,
selectmen and local boards improvised for special cases.
While the statutes invest local boards of conciliation and
arbitration with powers similar to those of the State Board,
such bodies, being without responsibility and having no
traditions to transmit, often neglect to seek the advice and
assistance of this Board to which they are entitled by law.
What local mediation might be, if exercised by a permanent
body, is exemplified in Lynn by a joint conference com-
mittee of employers and shoe workers known as the Board
of Adjustment. Disagreements in the shoe industry of that
city are conciliated by the secretaries or by the members of
their board in conferences; and when these fail to agree the
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evidence and arguments committed to writing at their hear-
ing of the parties are sent to the State Board with a request
for advice and assistance. By collective agreement of the
parties who have constituted the local board and by vote of
its members the question submitted to the State Board is
substantially the same in each case: What ought to be the
decision of the Lynn board of adjustment on the evidence as
submitted? and the State Board's recommendation is adopted
as the decision of the Lynn board. Fourteen such cases
have been so determined, as detailed in the reports of cases
which follow. The experience of members of a permanent
body renders the Lynn board a valuable asset to that indus-
trial community, and has given to local arbitration a higher
character than has hitherto been reached by temporary
tribunals.
Where gentle measures are ignored by the artless, suspected
by the stranger to our laws, or discredited by the misled,
and pride of power rules at the expense of reason, a lockout
or strike is sometimes incidental to a controversy. Heralded
to propagate some hidden or professed theory, and with a
purpose to supersede any issue of distributive justice or more
immediate question of expediency, wanton shutdowns and
desertions from occupation are injurious to the employers,
the workpeople and the public; and such harsh measures
intruded without reason into a debate are too often accepted
,
by reformers as the only matters of importance in the rela-
tions of capital and labor. While strikes and lockouts are
relatively few, they too often serve to suggest doubtful
remedies; by exciting public apprehension they invite inter-
ference, well-meant or otherwise, which excludes considera-
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tion of the matters in dispute and ruins expectation of fair
play. Conservative people in every walk of life, and leaders
of long tenure on either part of the industrial contract,
recognize such hostile measures as an obstacle to mental
progress no less than to physical production, prohibitive of a
fair partition since cessation of effort can yield no spoils to
divide. Hostile parties may become reconciled and only
then can their cause be adjudicated. Under our laws there
can be no arbitration until peace has been restored; a strike
settlement is distinct from the adjustment of any contro-
versy to which it may relate, and requires an agreement of
parties to abandon strife. If any dispute remains, they are
qualified to solicit the judgment of an arbitrator. The sin-
cerest adjustment of a strike is one by which offensive action
can never be resumed. A compact to renounce hostility and
threats, and to have recourse to the ways of peace, is known
as a trade agreement. There are in existence hundreds of
such agreements directly induced by this Board or of a like
design.
x\ny controversy, whether or not accompanied by lockout
or strike, is best settled by agreement. When the parties are
unwilling to solicit a conference for that purpose, the assist-
ance of an experienced mediator is required. A negotiation
thus assisted and a settlement thus induced constitute a
conciliation. This is often misnamed arbitration, — an error
which breeds confusion, for, though the parties have received
suggestions of prudence and expediency, the final act is their
own and not the decision of an umpire. Some conciliation
necessarily precedes arbitration, as when the parties concur
in selecting the Board, in stating the points of controversy,
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and in promising to remain at peace pending the award, and
to abide by it. Concurrence lacking, the mediator endeavors
to induce it, and accepts help from any quarter; non-official
mediators are helpful when their efforts are regulated and
co-ordinated by the advice of the State Board.
Conciliative proceedings are the best for settling industrial
disputes; but when peaceful parties have conferred and failed
to agree, arbitration is the only method that remains; it
begins when they join in invoking the judgment of a non-
party; the final act is not theirs but the award of the arbi-
trator; preparation for arbitration often results in conciliation,
and at any stage of arbitration a mutual adjustment is in
order and should take precedence of it.
The Board of its own motion may investigate a difficulty
that persists to the detriment of a business or industry,
publish the facts and assign blame to the party at fault.
The 118 arbitration awards which appear in this report
are the Board's response to 134 joint applications, owing to
some instances of grouping several cases into a single investi-
gation. Fourteen of the awards were adopted by the Lynn
adjustment board and by the parties in interest as the de-
cision of their local board. Forty other joint applications for
arbitration which were received at the State House resulted
in mutual settlements, pursuant to the Board's advice.
Besides the 174 controversies thus disposed of, 7 of which
remained from 1915, there are 33 submissions now under
consideration. Thirty certificates, determining that the
business enterprises represented by 32 petitions were all
conducted in a normal and usual manner and to the normal
and usual extent, were issued. The 207 arbitration requests.
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increased by 32 normality petitions, make a total of 239
formal demands for the Board's service during the past year.
Moreover, the Board mediated of its own motion in 97 con-
troversies, the parties to which appeared to think that a
willingness to negotiate might be deemed a confession of
weakness. Seven such cases were investigated with publicity.
These 97, with the 239 cases of voluntary resort, make an
aggregate of 336 definite labor troubles with which the Board
was concerned. Some hundreds of minor difficulties, threats,
rumors and reports were also the object of the Board's
inquiries, often beyond office hours and far into the night.
Holidays and Sundays are frequently given up to the restora-
tion or maintenance of industrial peace.
The Board requests that the salaries paid its members and
secretary be considered by the Legislature, and that the same
be established in accordance with the terms of a bill here-
with submitted.

REPORTS OF OASES.

REPORTS OF CASES.
SACO-LOWELL SHOPS— LOWELL.
In the latter part of 1915 the Moulders' Union of Lowell
wrote to the Saco-Lowell Shops proposing a trade agreement
for the ensuing year. No notice was taken of it, for the
company was not disposed to make any agreement with the
union. Another communication from the union requested
specifically a minimum wage of $3 a day and a 10 per cent,
increase on all castings made for other manufacturers. This
request was refused, whereupon a strike was declared, and on
Tuesday, December 14, 1915, 150 quit work, thereby entail-
ing the idleness of 50 others. Twenty-five moulders were
retained at work, and at the end of a week there were 60
employed in the department.
The Board's investigation of the difficulty revealed that
the strike was self-limited, destined to run its course and
vanish. In January, 1916, the strike dissolved and the men
began to return to work.
BAY STATE FISHING COMPANY— BOSTON.
In the latter part of 1915 the Bay State Fishing Company
of Boston refused to accept from its employees a schedule of
hours prepared by the Fishermen's Union. A rival company
had granted the hours requested. There was no question of
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wages. A strike was declared; as the company's boats
arrived the crews left, and finally the whole fleet of nine
ships was tied up in port for several weeks, except that a few
irregular trips were made. The employer expressed a will-
ingness to settle, but refused to treat with the union as such.
A committee of employees conferred with the management,
which agreed that all, 108 in number, should return to the
boats as soon as practicable without discrimination, allowing
a reasonable time for adjusting crews to the boats then out.
The union ratified the agreement and declared the strike off.
Three weeks later some 7 or 8 men had not been shipped.
On or about December 15, 1915, the employer's agent
discharged 3 men as each arrived, because, as he stated,
their leadership ashore was apparent; he announced, more-
over, his intention to discharge 25 others. The union then
declared a second strike.
The parties met in conference at the Board room in the
State House on January 5, 1916, and again on January 14.
In the meantime the employees submitted to the companj^
nine propositions, which contemplated: the reinstatement of
the discharged; restoration to former positions of all strikers;
preference in employment of members of the union; hours of
labor in port to be from 7.30 a.m. to 5 p.m.; crews to have
one night's shore leave each trip; future differences to be
settled amicably by agreement or by submission to the judg-
ment of the State Board; and thirty days' notice to be given
of any desire to change the agreement.
No adjustment having been reached, a hearing with a view
to reporting the facts and assigning blame for the existence
and continuance of the strike was had on January 21. The
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possibility of reaching an agreement was apparent, and the
hearing was suspended with the understanding that the
parties would confer. On learning that no move had been
made to effect a meeting, the Board called a conference of
parties on January 24, which resulted in a good understand-
ing. In a fe\Y days the strike dissolved and the parties have
been at peace ever since.
HAMPDEN LUMBER COMPANY— SPRINGFIELD.
On Monday, January 3, 50 mill carpenters employed by
she Hampden Lumber Company at Springfield went out on
ttrike to enforce demands for a 44-hour week without reduc-
cion in pay and a minimum wage of 40 cents an hour. The
nompany claimed that owing to competition it was as unable
tow to comply with the demands as in April, 1915, when
shey were first presented. The company at that time had
ttated that the demand was inopportune, and had repeated
the statement on November 1, 1915. Now it was renewed in
January. The management expressed a belief that it could
not consider the demands before the first of March. It was a
part of a concerted movement of the woodworkers throughout
the State to put mill carpenters on an equal footing with
building carpenters. The Hampden Lumber Company is a
manufacturer of wooden building products, such as doors,
sashes and mouldings.
On Monday, January 17, the strikers returned to work as
the result of an agreement reached on the previous Friday,
having compromised for a 48-hour week with the same pay
as for the 50-hour week, to go into effect on February, 1.
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The Merrick Lumber Company, the Ely Lumber Company,
the Casper .Ranger Lumber Company and the Doane-
Williams Lumber Company, all of Holyoke, doing a similar
business, granted its employees the same terms.
In this case notice of the difficulty was received from the
mayor of Springfield, and the parties were advised by the
Board as to their rights and duties under the law.
RENFREW MANUFACTURING COMPANY— ADAMS.
Twenty-eight quillers went out on strike against the
Renfrew Manufacturing Company at North Adams on
January 3, demanding a change from a piece price to a wage
of $21 a week. This resulted in the unemployment of about
750 operatives in other departments of the textile industry.
The Board offered its services as mediator to both parties
and remained in communication.
On January 17 the management made a general offer of
increase averaging more than 5 per cent. The quillers and
others returned to work, and in a few days the mill was
full-handed except for the vacant places left by operatives
who had obtained work elsewhere. These gaps were soon
filled, and the controversy passed from notice.
UNION STREET RAILWAY COMPANY— NEW BEDFORD.
On January 6 a conference of representatives of the Union
Street Railway Company of New Bedford and their em-
ployees was held in the presence of the Board. The
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employees expressed a desire for arbitration, but the company
refused to join issue.
On February 16 the Board, finding that the controversy
persisted, went to New Bedford and gave a hearing, and on
the 19 th, complying with the provision of the law, made and
published the following report: —
In the matter of a controversy between the Union Street Railway Company of
New Bedford and certain of its employees.
The Board, being informed in a petition signed by certain employees
of the Union Street Railway Company that a strike of 75 or more of
its employees was seriously threatened, caused a conference of the
parties to be held before the Board in an endeavor by mediation to
accomplish an amicable settlement of the controversy alleged to exist
because of the discharge of certain employees, which other employees
of the company alleged to be without right. These employees requested
that the controversy be submitted to arbitration; but the company
decHned to do so.
Being informed subsequently that the controversy stiU continued,
the Board visited New Bedford in order to hear the parties and to in-
vestigate the controversy, as required by law upon request of a party.
It was found that the controversy now related to the discharge of one
motorman.
Having heard the parties and being fuUy informed of the facts, the
Board finds that in discharging the motorman in question the company
acted within its rights, and was not bound to submit to arbitration
the question of its right to do so.
By the Board,
Bernakd F. Supple, Secretary.
DUCKWORTH CHAIN AND MANUFACTURING COMPANY—
SPRINGFIELD.
On January 7 the employees of the Duckworth Chain and
Manufacturing Company in Springfield notified the Board
of the company's alleged failure to observe the conditions of
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a trade agreement in the matter of the rate for overtime
work. The company is a manufacturer of cycle and ma-
chinery chain. The employees in question were 45 girls.
The trade agreement is quoted as follows:—
Begianing December 1, 1915, 48 hours will constitute a week's work
with pay as previously paid for 54 hours.
AU employees to return to work October 21, 1915.
All time after the regular daily working schedule shall be paid for at
the rate of time and one-half.
Double time to be paid for Sundays and the following holidays:
Memorial Day, Independence Day, Labor Day, Columbus Day,
Thanksgiving Day, Christmas and Patriots' Day.
A minimum wage of $8 to be paid to all female employees who have
been in the employ of the company for six months.
Piecework to be adjusted so as to enable aU female employees to
earn the minimum.
In case a grievance arises that cannot be adjusted by the foreman
it may be taken up with the superintendent, either individually or
through the shop committee. On failure of the parties to agree the
grievance shall be submitted to the State Board of Arbitration for final
decision.
On January 11 a letter was sent to both parties, advising
them to meet and try to perfect a mutual understanding.
Nothing further was heard of the controversy.
COMMONWEALTH SHOE AND LEATHER COMPANY— WHIT-
MAN.
On January 11 the following decision was rendered: —
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
the Commonwealth Shoe and Leather Company of Whitman and em-
^ ployees in the making department. (72)
Having considered said apphcation and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the work
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and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the subject-
matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert assistants
nominated by the parties, the Board awards that there shall be no
change in the price paid by the Commonwealth Shoe and Leather
Company of Whitman for trimming toes and sides, pulling tacks and
resetting, as the work is there performed.
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
W. L. DOUGLAS SHOE COMPANY, GEORGE E. KEITH COM-
PANY, M. A. PACKARD COMPANY, E. E. TAYLOR COM-
PANY— BROCKTON.
Employees in the dressing and packing departments of
W. L. Douglas Shoe Company, George E. Keith Company,
M, A. Packard Company and E. E. Taylor Company at
Brockton moved on their employers for an increase in wages
in the latter part of 1915. On January 11, not having agreed,
the parties presented four joint applications for arbitration to
this Board. The submission was not complete until February
15, when the applications were filed.
On the day set for hearing the parties conferred in the
presence of the Board and reached an agreement, except in
the case of M. A. Packard Company, by which beginners
would receive in their first six months of cleaning and lacing,
as performed in the respective factories, $1.50 for a day of
9 hours, and all others performing such work would receive
$1.75. It was obvious to all concerned that a conference in
the Packard case would terminate in the same way, and on
February 29 and March 4 a notice of such a settlement was
received from the parties.
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THE OTIS COMPANY— WARE.
On January 11, 14 and 15 strikes occurred in the mills of
the Otis Company at Ware; 34 card-tenders in all were idle.
The Board communicated with both parties and with the
selectmen of the town. On February 2 the employer informed
the Board that the strike had been adjusted and all hands
were back at work.
M. SHORTELL & SON— BEVERLY.
A certificate of normality of business was issued on
January 13, as follows: —
In the matter of the application of M. Shortell & Son, shoe manufacturers of
Beverly. (2)
This application, made to the Board under Acts of 1914, chapter
347, requests the Board to determine whether the business of said
company is being carried on in a normal and usual manner and to the
normal and usual extent.
Having considered said application and heard the petitioners, in-
vestigated the character of the business and the conditions under
which it is carried on, which is the subject-matter of the application,
the Board determines that the business of said M. Shortell & Son at
Beverly, which is that of manufacturing shoes, is being carried on in
the normal and usual manner and to the normal and usual extent.
By the Board,
Bernaed F. Supple, Secretary.
CHURCHILL & ALDEN COMPANY— BROCKTON.
The following decision was rendered on January 13:—
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
Churchill & Alden Company, shoe manufacturer of Brockton, and em-
ployees in the finishing department of Factory No. 1. (81)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the work
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and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the subject-
matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert assistants
nominated by the parties, the Board finds that the item of labor,
specified as ''gumming full bottoms and top-pieces, two colors," is
not performed in said factory, and awards for gumming 24 pair: 9
cents for full bottoms and 11 cents for fuU bottoms and top-pieces,
one color, as prices to be paid by Churchill & Alden Company at
Brockton in Factory No. 1 for work as there performed.
By the Board,
Bernabd F. Supple, Secretary,
BAY STATE COTTON CORPORATION— LOWELL.
On the 17th of January more than a hundred weavers quit
working for the Bay State Cotton Corporation in Lowell,
causing a shutdown of the whole plant. Their demand was
for 10 per cent, increase in wages. The Board offered its
services as mediator, and gave suitable advice on January 18
to the employer, who accepted the offer and took occasion
to say that the strikers were already receiving 15 per cent,
more than others doing similar work. A conference of parties
was had on the 22d; the management offered a 5 per cent,
increase, which after some hesitation the employees accepted,
and on Monday, January 24, all hands returned to work.
PLYMOUTH CORDAGE COMPANY— PLYMOUTH.
About 1,125 employees of the Plymouth Cordage Company
quit work on January 17. The Board immediately put itself
into communication with both parties, and endeavored by
advice to reconcile them. On the 28th, 29th and 31st a
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public hearing was given at Plymouth for the purpose of
inducing an agreement. On February 2 the following recom-
mendation to the striking employees was issued:
—
To the Striking Employees of the Plymouth Cordage Company.
The Board recommends that the striking employees of the Plymouth
Cordage Company return to their former positions as soon as oppor-
tunity of employment is afforded them, and that the employer receive
them without prejudice or discrimination, to the end that both parties
may legally go forward with an arbitration to determine what is a fair
wage for performing the work required in the various departments of
the industry.
The employer is wilhng to join with you in an arbitration. By
resuming your former positions you can then become a party to an
arbitration as provided by law.
It is understood by both parties and the State Board that any in-
crease in wage resulting from the arbitration shall date from the time
the employees affected returned to work.
The State Board will proceed with the arbitration as soon as it is
notified by your attorney or representatives that normal working
relations have been resumed.
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
The employees were not ready to accept the advice, and
the strike continued throughout the first fortnight in Feb-
ruary. On the 14th the empjoyees returned to work with a
view to qualifying for the services of the Board as arbitrator,
the law requiring that the parties must be at peace without
strike or lockout during the pendency of arbitration pro-
ceedings. A joint application was received on March 2,
and hearings were given on March 2, 9 and 18, and argu-
ments of counsel duly considered.
On April 4 the following decision was rendered: —
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In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
Plymouth Cordage Company of Plymouth and employees. (19)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the work
and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the subject-
matter of the controversy, the Board awards that the following prices
be paid by Plymouth Cordage Company at Plymouth for work as there
performed : —
Day Workers.
Per Week.
Beginners, girls or boys, $6 00
Women or girls of one year's experience in preparation rooms, . $7 50
Men receiving $9 per week, per cent, increase, .... 12|
Men receiving $9.60 per week, per cent, increase, .... 10
Men receiving over $9.60 per week and less than $12, per cent.
increase, 7?
AU others, per cent, increase, 5
Piece Workers.
Opening, per cent, increase, 6
Spinning, per cent, increase, 8
Balling, at the rate of $1.50 per 90 bales per day plus bonus
rate for each bale in excess of 90 bales as paid January 16, 1916.
All others, per cent, increase, 7J
The foregoing award to be construed as applying to wages paid,
and prices for piecework as paid, by the employer January 16, 1916.
By agreement of the parties the decision is to take effect as of the
date of the return to work of the striking employees, the 5 per cent,
increase as paid by the employer to be considered as included in this
award.
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
DAVIS & FURBER— ANDOVER.
On Monday, January 17, about 500 machinists, carpenters
and moulders employed by Davis & Furber at Andover quit
work to resent a refusal of their demand for a 15 per cent.
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increase in wages. On the 18th the Board offered its services
as mediator to both parties. The offer being accepted,
separate interviews were had with them until January 22,
when a conference of parties was held in the presence of the
Board. A settlement was reached and the men returned to
work.
WESTFIELD MANUFACTURING COMPANY— WESTFIELD.
On or about January 17 the following terms were agreed
to by the Westfield Manufacturing Company and their
employees : —
The Westfield Manufacturing Company hereby notifies its employees
that beginning to-day an increase of 10 per cent, will be made on all
present-day and piecework rates.
Time and one-half will be paid for aU time worked after the regular
daily working schedule.
Double time mR be paid for work on Sundays and State and national
holidays.
Grievances not adjusted by the foremen may be taken up with the
superintendent, and if he cannot adjust satisfactorily they may then
be taken up vnth. the manager by a shop committee appointed by the
employees of the company.
Failing to agree, the matter shall be submitted to the mediation of
the State Board of ConciHation and Arbitration for final decision.
Where a lay off becomes necessary, on account of lack of work, the
man longest in the employ of the company will be given preference,
aU other things being equal.
The above conditions take effect to-day, January 17, 1916, and con-
tinue in force until September 1, 1916.
In accordance with this agreement the firm, on account of
lack of work, laid off a few men. This gave rise to a sus-
picion of unfriendly intentions, and precipitated a strike.
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On August 18 approximately 500 employees went out on
strike to enforce demands for an 8-liour day, with double
pay for Sundays and holidays, and 50 per cent, extra for
overtime work. The works had been operated in the manu-
facture of munitions for the Russian government. The com-
pany notified this Board on Saturday, the 19th, whereupon
the Board went to Westfield and mediated between the
parties on August 21 and 23. The strike lasted about three
weeks, when negotiations resulted in providing the discharged
employees with good jobs and all hands returning to work.
The controversy was formally adjusted on October 14, when
a new working agreement, regulating wages and hours of
labor, was adopted.
W. & V. O. KIMBALL— HAVERHILL.
On January 18 a joint application was received from
W. & V. O. Kimball, shoe manufacturers of Haverhill, and
top-cutters in their employ. A dispute had arisen concerning
a temporary price to be paid for cutting tops, etc., pending
the establishment of permanent prices. On the 19th the
following letter was sent, which was accepted by both parties
as a decision : —
Messrs. W. & V. 0. Kimball and T. W. Penwell, Haverhill, Mass.
Gentlemen:— Having considered the question contained in the ap-
plication of the parties, "What shall be a fair price to pay on account
per hour?" the Board is of opinion that the established price now paid
for cutting tops should continue untU changed by agreement of parties
or an award of the Board.
Yours respectfully,
Beenakd F. Supple, Secretary.
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ALLEN, FOSTER & WILLETT — LYNN.
The following recommendation was rendered on Jan-
uary 25 : —
In the matter of the joint arbitration of a controversy between Allen, Foster &
Willett, shoe manufacturers of Lynn, and stitchers, submitted, pursuant to
agreement, to Lynn board of adjustment and to this Board for determina-
tion upon consideration of the evidence submitted to said board of adjust-
ment. (1)
This Board, having considered the evidence submitted, recommends
that the decision of the board of adjustment should be 2| cents a pair
for stitching tops of Polish gypsy shoes on post machine when backs
and toes are closed; Unings turned by the operator.
By agreement of the parties the decision shall take effect as of the
date on which the work was introduced.
By the Board,
Bernakd F. Supple, Secretary.
J. H. WINCHELL & CO., INC. — HAVERHILL.
On January 26 the following decision was rendered : —
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
J. H. Winchell & Co., Inc., shoe manufacturer of Haverhill, and em-
ployees in the cutting department. (78)
Having considered said appHcation and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the work
and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the subject-
matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert assist-
ants nominated by the parties, the Board awards that the following
prices be paid by J. H. WincheU & Co., Inc., to employees in said
department at Haverhill for work as there performed : —
Cutting by Machine.
Per Hour.
Operating clicking machine, . $0 40
Cutting cloth linings on beam machine, 33
Cutting doublers on beam machine, 33
Cutting paper on beam machine, 25
Crimping on Locket machine, 33
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Cutting by Hand.
Side leather : — Per 12 Pair.
Regular short foxing, $0 06
No. 7 curved Oxford foxing with square top, .... 07
Blucher Oxford, 26
BB,
Satin, I
gj^^^ ^^ classed as side leather.
Patent,
Doped leather,
J
Skins, of the kinds of leather at present, included:—
Boots :—
"Whole shoe," No change.
Vamp and foxing, No change.
Vamp, extra over side leather, $0 02
Low-cut :—
Whole shoe, .No change.
Vamp and foxing, No change.
Colored leather cut in pairs : —
Tan vici, • . . . 06
Other kinds of colored leather, .... No change.
Straight tips with shoe, No change.
Right and left tips with shoe, No change.
Cutting cloth tops 2-thick, . . . . 50% of leather
prices.
Eight-wide shoes, No extra.
The Board makes no award on "Button boots when whole shoe is cut by
one man."
By the Board,
Bernaed F. Supple, Secretary.
BEGGS & COBB — WINCHESTER.
On January 31, 100 laborers employed in the tannery of
Beggs & Cobb in Winchester struck for a wage rate of S2 a
day. The Board interposed on February 2, and learned that
the parties were engaged in negotiating a settlement. On
the 4th it was ascertained that the strike was at an end, and
that as many laborers as could be provided for had been
given work.
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MASSACHUSETTS NORTHEASTERN STREET RAILWAY COM-
PANY— HAVERHILL.
.
On July 10, 1915, a certain employee of the Massachusetts
Northeastern Street Railway Company was discharged, the
company alleging that he was addicted to the use of intoxi-
cating liquors; it was the third offense and the second
violation of a promise to abstain. Half a year later this
became the subject of correspondence between the railway
men's union and the company, the employees claiming that
Johnson should be restored to his position, the employer
refusing to permit it. The employees suggested that the
matter be left to arbitration. The services of the Board were
invoked on January 31, 1916, and communication was had
with the parties on the one side and the other. The parties
did not agree and there seemed to be no relaxation of their
attitudes until March 4, when the question of a strike was
decided by the employees in the negative. Nothing further
was heard of the difficulty.
JOHN PILLING SHOE COMPANY— LOWELL.
On February 1, 150 employees of the John Pilling Shoe
Company at Lowell, engaged in stockfitting and treeing, quit
work to enforce a demand for higher wages. They remained
out for several days. On the 5th the employer offered a
5 per cent, increase, which did not satisfy them, and the
strikers were accordingly paid off. Two days later the first
definite demand was formulated for a 10 per cent, increase in
wages. The company claimed that it had already been pay-
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ing 20 per cent, higher wages than any other shoe manufac-
turer in the district.
The Board offered its services to both parties. On Feb-
ruary 8 notice of strike was received from the mayor, but by
that time the strike was practically over and a full comple-
ment of hands was at work in the factory. Some of the
employees had found work in other places, but it was under-
stood that they would return and no difficulty would be made
in receiving them into their former positions.
GEORGE W. PRENTISS & CO. — HOLYOKE.
Notice was received on February 3 from the mayor of
Holyoke that employees of George W. Prentiss & Co., in
that city, had gone on strike, but that negotiations were in
progress with a prospect of a prompt settlement. Such was
the fact, for on the following day a telegram to that effect
was received from the mayor.
BAY STATE CORSET COMPANY— SPRINGFIELD.
The following decision was rendered on February 3 : —
In the matter of the joint applicationfor arbitration of a controversy between the
Bay State Corset Company of Springfield and employees. (84)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the
work and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the sub-
ject-matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert as-
sistants nominated by the parties, the Board awards that there be no
change in the prices paid by the Bay State Corset Company of Spring-
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field for ironing in the laundry department as the work is there per-
formed; except that 6| cents per dozen be paid for ironing corsets
selling to the trade for $2.75 to $4.25 (inclusive) per dozen.
By the Board,
Bebnard F. Supple, Secretary.
STRATHMORE PAPER COMPANY— SPRINGFIELD.
Rag-room employees of the Strathmore Paper Company
at Mittineague struck on or about February 7, according to
notice received from a citizen of the district. Interviews
were had with both parties on February 9, with the result
that they decided to leave the matter to the judgment of the
Board. Mr. Bump of the Board went to Springfield for the
purpose of securing a joint application, and brought about a
conference, which resulted on the 11th in a settlement of the
difficulty.
W. & V. O. KIMBALL — HAVERHILL.
On February 8 the following decision was rendered : —
In the matter of two joint applications for arbitration of a controversy between
W. & V. O. Kimball, shoe manufacturer of Haverhill, and employees in
their cutting department. (99, 100.)
Having considered said applications and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the work
and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the subject-
matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert assistants
nominated by the parties, the Board awards that the following prices
be paid by W. & V. 0. Kimball to employees in said department at
Haverhill for work as there performed: —
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Cutting Men's Shoes by Machine.
'
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Cutting Men's Shoes by Machine— Concluded.
Per Twelve Pair.
Vici.
Black
Leather (ex-
cept Vici
and Paten|;).
Patent.
Tongues: —
Blucher-Oxford
Blucher,
Bal.
Straps, ....
Extra.
Plain-toed vamp,
Whole vamp, with tip,
SO 028
028
028
021
SO 015
01
SO 028
028
028
021
SO 015
01
$0 028
028
028
021
15
01
Colors, putting up colors, including marking: —
Vici,
Other leather,
Samples,
Side patterns: —
Whole shoe,
Vamp tip, fixing
Top,
Lots of 18 pair, . .'
Lots of 12 pair,
Lots smaller than 12 pair,
Skirts shall be cut by the hour (by agreement).
Blocks shall be kept in good condition (by agreement)
.
" Working in " stock already cut : —
No extra unless cut over.
If cut over, shall be paid for at the regular rate.
Cutting by machine, per hour, $0.40.
Per 12 Pair.
. SO 08
... 06
50 per cent, extra.
No extra.
03
02
01
021
021
'By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
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UNITED STATES WHIP COMPANY, DONOVAN BROTHERS—
WESTFIELD.
On February 8, 40 girls employed in the plaiting room of
the United States Whip Company at Westfield went out on
strike in resentment of a difficulty between the foreman and
one of the department who had been discharged. Her return
was demanded and refused. On February 10 the employer
received from the plaiter girls a written demand for 10 cents
increase on each gross, and a more equitable distribution of
the work. On the 17th, 60 employees in other parts of the
factory struck, delivering at the office demands in writing,
as follows:—
1. Twenty-five cents increase in salary a day.
2. Eight hours' labor a day.
3. Recognition of the union.
4. A settlement with the plaiters.
5. Better treatment by the bosses.
For the Committee,
Jack Z. Brash.
On the 18th the State Board investigated and endeavored
to arrange a conference. The employer expressed satisfaction
with conditions as they were.
On the 19th the employees of Donovan Brothers' lash
factory, said to be connected with the United States Whip
Company, went out on strike without making any de-
mands.
Most of the employees on strike were non-English speaking,
with whom the English-speaking operatives were not in
sympathy. The strike gradually dissolved, those who were
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out seeking for their old places or finding work elsewhere.
By the end of the month the business of the factory became
as it was before the strike.
BULLOCK MANUFACTURING ASSOCIATES— SPRINGFIELD.
On February 15 the entire force of employees of the
Bullock Manufacturing Associates in Springfield, 50 in
number, went on strike to secure an 8-hour day with the
same pay that they had been receiving for 10 hours' work.
The workers included polishers, buffers, machinists, tool-
makers and assemblers. The company manufactured small
tools for dentists, jewelers, printers, etc.; not only was the
occupation agreeable to the workers, but the employment
was steady; but the time had come, they said, when their
earnings should be greater.
Notice of the difficulty was received on the second day of
the strike, from the mayor of Springfield. The Board offered
its services as mediator to both parties. The controlling
member of the company was traveling. Pending her response
the strike, after several days, dissolved.
GOSNOLD MILLS— NEW BEDFORD.
A strike of 800 operatives of the Gosnold Mills at New
Bedford took place on February 16. The Board offered its
services as mediator, but could not secure the employer's
consent to a conference. The difficulty was destined to run
for about a month. It was the continuation of a smaller
strike on January 5, when six slasher-tenders struck for 25
per cent, increase in wage rates for work on colored goods.
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On January 7 they met the employer an^ learned that any
possible settlement must be made with the Cotton Manu-
facturers' Association. The slasher-tenders delegated the
power to settle to the Textile Council of New Bedford, of
which Francis J. Duffy, Jr., is the secretary. Since January
10 there has been ample communication between the organ-
izations represeilting the respective parties to this dijflSculty,
but no progress towards a settlement, and learning this the
State Board renewed its mediation on February 15, with a
view to preventing an extension of the strike to all employees
of the mill on the following day. It was learned that the
slasher-tenders were replaced by strike breakers, one of
whom was an ex-member of the union. The demand of
25 per cent, had been abated to a 10 per cent, increase, and
the principal point in dispute was now the question of the
strike breakers. The strikers demanded that they be dis-
charged. They did not desire the reinstatement of the
original strikers, provided union men were employed.
In order to avert, if possible, a strike of all the operatives,
interviews were had with the management of the mill and
the officers of the company, but without avail. The manu-
facturers' association had dispersed, and the mill manage-
ment would do nothing to settle the controversy without
their consent. With a view to delaying the onset of the
general strike as much as possible, a conference of the mill
management and the leading labor representatives was there-
upon brought about. On bringing the parties together on
February 15 the Board stated that the strike difficulty was a
matter distinct from the controversy which occasioned it.
If for any reason the controversy could not be settled just
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now, it was of the utmost importance to prevent, or at least
delay, the strike that was scheduled for the morrow, but the
workmen's representatives were determined to carry out
their first intention. The conference resulted in a disagree-
ment owing to resentment caused by the publication of a
manifesto by the manufacturers' association in all the after-
noon papers, which they construed as a threat for an open
shop.
On the following day several hundred employees, but not
the whole force, remained from work or quit work. The
difficulty lasted for three weeks more before peace move-
ments gave promise of a happy result. The obnoxious
slasher simplified the difficulty by resigning and taking
himself out of the situation. Conferences were had during
the next three days which resulted in a settlement on
March 10, subject to ratification. On Monday, the 13th,
mule spinners, weavers, loom fixers, beamers, quillers, carders,
ring spinners and some slasher-tenders and warp twisters
returned. The Weavers' Union and labor leaders expressed
the hope that it would be the last time that a large strike of
twenty-six days would grow from such a small beginning.
With the exception of a few weavers who had found employ-
ment in other mills, all the former employees were re-
employed. The demand for a 10 per cent, increase and
another for a standard list still remained to agitate the
workers.
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A. M. CREIGHTON— LYNN.
The following recommendation was rendered on Feb-
ruary 17: — •
In the matter of the joint arbitration of a controversy between A. M. Creighton,
shoe manufacturer of Lynn, and cutters, submitted pursuant to agreement
to the Lynn board of adjustment and to this Board for determination u-pon
consideration of the eviden(fe submitted to said board of adjustment. (7)
Having considered the evidence submitted to said board of adjust-
ment, and having heard the parties, the Board recommends that the
decision of the board of adjustment should be that there are two
notches in pattern No. 568, used in the cutting department of A. M.
Creighton at Lynn.
By agreement of the parties the decision shaU take effect as of the
date on which the work was introduced.
By the Board,
Beenard F. Supple, Secretary.
HOWARD PRINT, INC. — BROCKTON.
The following decision was rendered on February 21 : —
In the matter of the joint arbitration of a controversy between Howard Print,
Inc., and printing pressmen and assistants in the employ of that corpora-
tion at Brockton, submitted to a special board pursuant to agreement, and
to this Board for determination upon the evidence received by the special
board. (6)
The Board, having considered the evidence submitted, finds that the
local condition of employment in the industry is that when workmg
overtime later than 8 o'clock p.m., 30 minutes' time is granted to such
employees with pay at overtime rates, and the Board so awards.
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
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MOONEY & RICHARDSON — ROWLEY.
On February 23 the Board's attention was called to a
growing difficulty in Rowley between Mooney & Richardson,
heel manufacturers, and employees. The Board offered its
services as mediator, but on February 26, 42 employees went
out on strike, and the chairman of the selectmen, as required
by law, gave notice thereof. Twenty-three employees
remained at work. Several weeks before the employees, or
many of them, had joined the union, and its agent, Elmer F.
Robinson, presented a price list which the employer rejected,
for the reason that he did not wish to have anything to do
with outsiders. The occasion of the difficulty, it appeared,
was the discharge or lay off of seven employees, but the firm
explained that that was due to shortage of orders, for they
did not make up stock in advance of demand. The em-
ployees expressed a willingness to submit their grievances to
arbitration, but the employer declined. An interview with
the employer and its counsel was had by the Board on
March 7, and as a result of this interview the following
letter was received from the employer on March 10: —
Ha\dng considered the suggestions of your Board, made at our con-
ference of March 7, 1916, looking to a possible method of determining
the difficulties prevalent at our plant in Rowley, with the consequent
loss to our former employees and the tradespeople of the town, and the
jeopardy to which the public peace is exposed by those who by intimi-
dation and threats are interfering with those desiring to continue in
our emplojTnent, permit us to say—
1. That on February 14, 1916, a Mr. Robinson, not employed by
us, presented to us an unsigned writing which purported to be demands
of a labor union in respect to the manner in which we should conduct
our business. Among these demands is the following: "No one to be
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employed in this factory who is not a member of the United Shoe
Workers of America in good standing."
If no other reason existed this demand made consideration by us
of the other demands contained in that paper impossible because we
conduct an open shop, believing that this policy in the long run has
been for the benefit of our employees, as well as our own, and we feel
that we have a moral as well as a legal right to determine whom we
shall employ without dictation from any source.
2. That on February 19, 1916, we discharged from our employ the
persons whose names appear in Schedule A below solely for the reason
that the conditions in our business did not require their further services.
With them we have absolutely nothing to discuss, and must refuse to
meet them or any one representing them in conference upon any matter.
3. That on February 26, 1916, the persons whose names appear in
Schedule B below walked out of our plant without individual or col-
lective demand upon us in respect to wages or other conditions of em-
ployment, and since that date neither individually nor collectively
have they made any requests for re-employment, except that E.
McHugh attempted to return to work, but was prevented by strikers,
and is now working in Haverhill in a dry-goods store.
4. That the employees whose names are in Schedule C below have
not reported for work since the dates indicated in the schedule. None
of them have ever made any demands upon us in respect to wages or
other conditions of employment.
5. If any of the persons whose names appear in Schedules B and C
have any grievances against us as to wages or other conditions we shall
be glad te meet such persons personally and discuss the situation fuUy
and frankly with them. But in saying this we wish it to be distinctly
understood that we shall not meet any of them as the representatives
of any labor union, and we shall not discuss with them the demands
contained in the paper above referred to, or any demands formulated
by any labor union or its representatives. We assure them, however,
that the fact that they now are or have been members of a labor union
win not prejudice us in respect to what they may wish to present to us.
Further than this we do not feel called upon to go.
A list of the employees was furnished to the work people'^s
agent, with the assurance that past or present membership
in a union would not be prejudicial to anything they might
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wish to present, but with the further information that the
employer refused to meet any representatives of the union
or discuss any demand formulated by the union or its repre-
sentatives. The Board requested that they appoint a com-
mittee to confer with the employer. The Board's suggestion
was rejected on March 17 by a unanimous vote.
Two months later the employer submitted an application
for a certificate of normality, and an affidavit in support of
its assertions. An investigation ensued which resulted in the
following decision on June 22 : —
In the matter of the application of Mooney & Richardson, heel manufacturers
of Rowley. (40)
This application, made to the Board under the Acts of 1914, chapter
347, as amended by General Acts of 1916, chapter 89, requests the Board
to determine whether the business of Mooney & Richardson is being
carried on in a normal and usual manner and to the normal and usual
extent.
Having considered said appHcation and heard the petitioners (notice
of hearing having been given to strikers and employees in the manner
prescribed by law), the Board determines that the business of said
Mooney & Richardson in Rowley, which is that of manufacturing
heels, is being carried on in the normal and usual manner and to the
normal and usual extent.
By the Board,
Bernard F.' Supple, Secretary.
H. B. SMITH COMPANY— WESTFIELD.
A strike without notice of 75 laborers in the employ of
H. B. Smith Company at Westfield, on January 10, was
increased to 300 in the two days following. The strike
resulted in closing the works and adding to those idle 600
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mechanics, moulders, machinists and pattern makers. The
strikers were not accustomed to the use of Enghsh, speaking
Spanish, PoHsh, ItaHan and Syrian, most in the order named.
Several conferences were had with the company, when the
spokesmen demanded an increase of 25 cents a day. At a
conference in the presence of the Board on January 17 the
employer offered to take back all to former positions, and
then consider such complaints as they might present, and
join issue with them in arbitration if no agreement were
reached. The employees declined to declare the strike off
on such terms.
The Board thereupon (January 17) made the following
recommendation: —
Having conferred with Richard D. Reed, representing the H. B.
Smith Company, in an endeavor to secure a fair method of settling the
existing controversy, the State Board of Conciliation and Arbitration
advises you as follows : —
First.— The employer will receive back into Ms employ all striking
employees without prejudice or discrimination.
Second. — The employer will then take up any grievances with a
conunittee representing the employees, and deal with the matters in
controversy in the same w^ay as is provided in the agreement with
the moulders.
Third.— Any grievance which the parties fail amicably to adjust
by conference, the employer will join the employees in referring the
question in dispute to be determined by arbitration as provided by
statute.
This provides the proper machinery for a fair, equitable and final
determination of any question relating to wages, hours of labor and
working conditions. The State Board holds the opinion that any change
of wage resulting from a conference of the parties or by arbitration
should date from the time the employees return to work. The State
Board recommends that the employees call off the strike, return to
their former positions, and instruct their committees to take up and
dispose of the list of grievances by agreement with the employer.
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The employer is willing to submit to arbitration any question in
dispute which may not be settled by the committee and himself. Under
the law no arbitration can go forward while a strike exists. Therefore
this imposes a duty upon the parties to resume friendly and normal
relations of employment'.
On January 24 some laborers and nearly all the pattern
makers returned to work, and the striking laborers con-
ferred by committee with the employer on the 25th. No
agreement was reached, though the employer offered the
day hands, who had been receiving $1.75, and the night
hands, whose pay had been $2, a 25-cent increase and
another month of Saturda^^ half holidays, making four
months, and the laborers, knowing that certain skilled work-
men were paid 50 per cent, extra for work performed after
hours, would not abandon that demand. The employer,
believing that the dispute concerning the rate of pay for
overtime work was the chief obstacle to an agreement, con-
cluded to abandon the work, and so informed the strikers'
committee on January 29. With the understanding that no
overtime work was to be required, an agreement was reached
on that day whereby all hands were to return to work on
January 31, accepting the 10-hour day, the 25-cent increase
and Saturday half holidays for the months of May, June,
July and August.
While the machinists, loop-moulders and core-makers were
idle in consequence of the strike they discovered grievances
of their own, but, confiding in the employer's assurance that
any controversy should be adjusted in conference after the
strike was over, they retiu-ned to work in order to help a
settlement. By February 1 practically all hands were back at
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work. Soon after that conferences with the skilled workmen
began. The company expressed a desire to pay all the
expense that the public had been put to in preserving the
peace. A bill for the services of the metropolitan park
police, the State police, deputy sheriffs, regular and special
officers, amounted to $3,800. The town, having paid this,
was reimbursed by the company. There were other expenses,
bringing the visible total loss to the company to $4,700.
On Friday, February 24, 118 loop-moulders and core-
makers sent a committee to their employer to enforce the
request for an increase in wages for day workers and piece-
workers. On learning that their demand was refused they
declared a strike, and on Friday, the following day, 118
loop-moulders and core-makers quit work for the purpose of
enforcing their demand. These were followed by laborers
whose work is largely dependent on the moulders and core-
makers. The employer was of the opinion, he said, that
despite the settlement of their previous strike, in January
the moulders had resolved to restrict the output, which
was a poor consideration for an increase in pay, and contrary
to the understanding at that time. The present strike was
a downright violation of the agreement in his opinion. The
strikers sought interviews which were refused, it being con-
trary to the policy of the firm to deal with men not actually
employed. The Board was endeavoring to compose the
differences between the company and employees in other
departments when it was learned that a strike of machinists
had been threatened. This was averted by the advice of the
Board. A conference of machinists was had on the following
Friday, March 17, and a good understanding was reached.
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A public hearing was given in Westfield on March 15. On
the 16th the employees began to return to work, and by the
following Monday all hands had returned.
STEAM FITTERS— WORCESTER.
On February 28 the steam fitters and helpers of Worcester
made a demand through their union for a wage scale to
become effective on and after June 1, 1916, — for journey-
men, $24.25 per week; for experienced helpers, $15 per week.
This notice, which they claimed was pursuant to Articles
3 and 11 of their trade agreement, was in writing, and a
copy thereof was transmitted to the State Board of Con-
ciliation and Arbitration. The employers' reply on March
22 was that according to Article 11 their agreement was
unchangeable for three years; that is to say, until January
12, 1917. The Board mediated between the parties with a
view to preventing hostilities. While the Board was of the
opinion that either party might move a change in the agree-
ment at any time, the employers contended strenuously
that they had never agreed to such a proposition, that the
agreement did not show it, and that, since an issue arose
between them and the Board, they would leave the matter
to any past member of the Supreme Court of Massachusetts,
allowing the employees to select one of them as sole arbiter.
This proposition was rejected by the steam fitters on June 8,
and a strike was imminent.
On October 14 the employers sent the following letter to
the employees : —
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According to one of the articles of the agreement of January 12,
1914, we now wish to serve three months' notice that we shaU termi-
nate the agreement entered into at that time at its expiration, which
will be January 12, 19J7. Apparently from the way the matter has
worked out recently no agreement exists at the present time between
us, but we write this letter simply to protect ourselves at any future
time should it be necessary.
Business was brisk. Men had no difficulty in obtaining
employment. The strike was no longer a question for the
reason that none remained to wage it.
B. SCHULTZ & CO., D. POSOLINSKI & SONS, A. ISRAEL, DINE
MANUFACTURING COMPANY, IMPERIAL DRESS COM-
PANY, ISRAEL & GREINER, ROSENFELD & LONDON COM-
PANY— WORCESTER.
A movement of the workers on women's garments in
Worcester for larger earnings, a shorter work day and better
shop conditions began in the last week of February, and,
lasting two months, attracted the attention of the employers'
association, the mayor of Worcester and the general officers
of the Ladies Garment Workers' International Association.
A strike of about 250 took place on March 10. This Board,
on notice from the mayor, renewed its mediation between the
parties, and gave such advice as facilitated a calm expression
of opinion on one side and the other. Many difficulties had
been removed, but no final adjustment reached in the latter
part of March.
On March 31 the following offer of the seven employers
involved was transmitted by the Board: 10 per cent, general
increase in wages; learners guaranteed |)4.50 a week; all
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strikers to be received by their former employers without
discrimination. The employees did not deem these conces-
sions enough. The dij65culty then passed by general consent
into the hands of a local arbitration board of five, which
rendered the following decision : —
Whereas, Certain differences have arisen between B. Schultz & Co.,
D. Posolinski & Sons, A. Israel, Dine Manufacturing Company, Imperial
Dress Company, Israel & Greiner and the Rosenfeld & London Com-
pany, all being garment makers in the city and county of Worcester, and
their respective employees concerning wages and employment; and
Whereas, These differences as aforesaid have been referred to a com-
mittee of four citizens, two of whom, to wit: William D. Luey and A. M.
Hillman, as representing the employers, and Frank H. Hankins and
Joseph O'Keefe as representing the employees, for the purpose of pass-
ing upon and adjusting these differences; and
Whereas, This said committee of four, as aforesaid, have had nu-
merous conferences and have reached an agreement for the purpose of
conciUating these differences, and wish to subscribe to terms of this
agreement.
Now, therefore. It is agreed for and on behalf of the employers
and employees as follows : —
1. That an increase of 10 per cent, be given the employees by the
emploj^ers over the prices prevailing before the strike, this increase to
affect all employees.
2. That the minimum wage to be paid to apprentices be S4.50 per
week. When their earnings as pieceworkers amount to more, they
are to be paid what they earn.
3. That all employees at present on strike are to be taken back to
work, and no prejudice shall be shown or discriminations made against
any M^orkers.
4. That piecework prices on new styles, as well as other disputes
that may arise in the factory, shall from time to time be adjusted by
the employer and three of his employees selected for that purpose by
the employees of the shop, it being understood that none are to be
selected as members of this committee who have not been in employ-
ment at that factory for at least six months.
5. That the following matters— (a) the number of hours to con-
stitute the regular working week, and (b) the pay for overtime— are
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to be taken up by a committee of five hereinafter provided for, who
shall sit and conclude their deliberations on (a) and (6), as aforesaid,
within fifteen days from the date thereof.
6. Pending the decision of this arbitration committee upon any
future dispute, the workers are not to resort to strikes and the employ-
ers are not to resort to lockouts.
7. That all differences that may arise in the future between the em-
ployers and the employees shall be referred to a committee of five,
four of whom shall consist of William D. Luey, Dr. Frank H. Hankins,
Joseph O'Keefe and A. M. HiUman, and the fifth member of this
committee shall be John W. Mawbey.
8. That this agreement shall continue in force until December 31,
1917.
9. That as part of this agreement, and in consideration thereof, the
employees agree to return to work on Tuesday morning, April 4, 1916.
In witness whereof, the parties hereto do set their hands, this third
day of April, 1916.
William D. Luey,
A. M. HiLLMAN,
For Manufacturers.
Joseph O'Keefe,
F. H. Hankins,
For Employees.
Seen and approved.
Benjamin Schlesinger,
President, I. L. G. W. Union.
Mr. Schlesinger's name was appended by request of the
other four as a token of recognition of the union. The strike,
therefore, ended with the understanding that any further
difference would be adjusted in the same manner.
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HUCKINS & TEMPLE COMPANY— MILFORD.
The following decision was rendered on February 29 : —
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
Hucklns & Temple Company, shoe manufacturer of Milford, and em-
ployees in the heeling and sole-leather departments. (5)
Ha\dng considered said application and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the work
and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the subject-
matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert assistants
nominated by the parties, the Board awards that the following prices
be paid by Huckins & Temple Company to employees in said depart-
ments at Milford for work as there performed:—
Heeling— Model B Machine.
Regular : — Per 12 Pair.
Yellow-tagged, $0 07i
White- and pink-tagged, No change.
Blue-tagged, No change.
Mihtary: —
Yellow-tagged, 07|
White- and pink-tagged, No change.
Blue-tagged, No change.
I5, No change.
If, No change.
Samples, all kinds, Extra, 50 per cent.
Gluing heels and top-hfts, by agreement, 02
Sole-leather sorting, Per day, $2.75.
By agreement of the parties the price for gluing shall take effect as
of date of December 13, 1915; the other prices to take effect as of date
of January 17, 1916.
By the Board,
Beenard F. Supple, Secretary.
GRANITE WORKERS— QUINCY.
Twenty-five hundred employees of the Quincy granite
quarries went on strike on the first day of March to empha-
size their disagreement with the manufacturers on a proposed
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wage list for three or five years. The old schedule had just
expired. The men involved were cutters, polishers and tool
sharpeners. Twenty-five hundred other employees — team-
sters, machinists and apprentices — were rendered idle by
reason of the strike. The strike came to an end on April 7
as the result of a conference of parties in the presence of the
Board.
On March 28 the mayor of Quincy gave the Board the
notice required by law. At a conference of parties on April 6
Messrs. Francis Morrison, Henry C. Smalley, Thomas
Bishop, Edward D. Marnock, Alfred O. Dyke and Mr.
Dunphy appeared for the employers, and Messrs. Alexander
W. Russell, Loretto Tocci, Joe Mazzola, Caesar Vanelli,
Matthe Kaukola, Henry Pagnani, Michael Treacy, James F.
Reid and James Nimeskern for the work people. These
represented, on the one hand, 25 concerns employing granite
workers, members of the Granite Manufacturers' Association
of Quincy, of which the employers present were a committee.
It appeared that all but two points in dispute had been settled,
one of which related to the term of the contract, the employers
desiring a four-year and the journeymen a five-year agree-
ment as hitherto. The men stipulated a compliance with
national, state and municipal laws. The employers resented
this as implying a disposition to disobey the law, but the
employees insisted upon the demand. At the end of a long
session the Board recounted various methods of peaceful
adjustment, suggested arbitration by a local board, ex-
plained the operation of the State Board under the law, and
recommended that the clause relative to national, state
and municipal laws be withdrawn by the employees. The
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advice was accepted, and on the following day the parties
completed their agreement for five years, and all but the
polishers and sharpeners began to return to work. The
polishers and the sharpeners, however, returned under a
separate agreement on the following Monday. The last
remnant of dispute was removed by joint agreement on the
11th and the last detail of the strike vanished on the 17th.
WORCESTER BREWING CORPORATIOi;!, BOWLER BROTHERS,
LTD. —WORCESTER.
At 10 o'clock in the forenoon of March 1 the engineers
employed by the Worcester Brewing Corporation at Worces-
ter quit work and were followed towards the end of the
day by the chief engineer. The Board began an investiga-
tion. It appeared it was the time when agreements were
expiring by limitation. A proposed contract had been
presented to the company four days before, but the com-
pany's authorized agent was absent. The engineers' com-
mittee was so informed and requested to await his return for
a week, and any change in wages that might be agreed to,
to take effect from March 1. The brewery workers, bottlers
and drivers are affiliated with the American Federation of
Labor, but the engineers and firemen have independent
unions; all were agitating new terms, and the engineers ex-
pressed an intention to strike on March 1 in the event of
the employer's refusing the proposed agreement.
It was customary for both brewing companies to col-
lectively agree with the respective unions. The men returned
to work on realizing the unreasonableness of their act, pur-
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posing to work until the return of Mr. Finnegan, and
announcing their intention to strike in the twenty-four hours
ensuing his return if no agreement was reached. Conditions
were exactly the same in both breweries, and Bowler
Brothers, Ltd., would agree on their part to any adjustment
that seemed good to Mr. Finnegan. The Board remained in
communication with the parties and with Mr. Finnegan after
his return.
The renewal of the strike, which did not take place within
twenty-four hours, was delayed until the 22d. The Board
promptly announced a public hearing for the 24th. Con-
ferences were had with the prospect of peaceful adjustment,
whereupon the hearing was suspended until the 27th. An
agreement was reached on the 24th, as follows: Brewers',
bottlers' and drivers' pay to be increased $2, making the
brewers' and drivers' weekly wage $21 and the bottlers' $19.
The helpers were raised $1.50 to $19. It was agreed that
drivers should work 8 hours a day from May until November,
and 9 hours a day from November to May, but men em-
ployed within doors are to work only 8 hours.
KILBURN-LINCOLN MACHINE COMPANY— FALL RIVER.
A strike of moulders on March 3 was communicated to
this Board by the mayor of Fall River, and the Board
mediated between the parties. There were 38 on strike and
6 others ceased work in the brass foundry of the Kilburn-
Lincoln Machine Company, manufacturer of textile ma-
chinery. The employees asked an increase of 25 cents per
day, which the company granted and supposed the contro-
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versy was at an end; but the men would not return on such
terms without a further concession. They demanded a union
shop, and required that any man then employed or there-
after obtaining employment should belong to the union or
apply for membership. The manager, while professing
friendliness to the union, expressed a determination to have
a free shop.
This position remained unchanged for five weeks, when a
conference was effected at Fall River in the presence of the
Board on April 12. No agreement was ' reached by the
parties, and when the Board undertook to renew the con-
ference a week later the management replied substantially
that the day of reconciliation had passed, that the strike was
dissolving, and that a further conference might revive the
strike by giving occasion for false hopes. The employer
would take all back, pay $3.25 per day and afford oppor-
tunity to earn still more; the foundry would run 60 hours a
week as an open shop without discriminating between union
and non-union men; and interference of old hands with the
comfort of the new ones would not be tolerated.
The foundry was soon running with more hands than
before, but a few dissatisfied men continued in the attitude
of strikers. On August 5 the employer requested this Board
to certify that the business at the foundry was normal. A
certificate was duly issued, as follows : —
In the matter of the application of Kilburn-Lincoln Machine Company of
Fall River. (55)
This application, made to the Board under the Acts of 1914, chapter
347, as amended by General Acts of 1916, chapter 89, requests the
Board to determine whether the business of Kilburn-Lincoln Machine
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Company is being carried on in a normal and usual manner and to the
normal and usual extent.
Having considered said application and heard the petitioners (notice
of hearing having been given to strikers and employees in the manner
prescribed by law), the Board determines that the business of said
Kilburn-Lincoln Machine Company at Fall River is being carried on
in the normal and usual manner and to the normal and usual extent.
By the Board,
Bebnard F. Supple, Secretary.
SIMPSON BROTHERS CORPORATION— BOSTON.
Alleging a violation of the agreement of August 10, 1915,
between the Simpson Brothers Corporation and its pattern
makers, the employees in interest appeared before the Board
on March 6, and stated that the corporation had dis-
criminated against a certain employee, Aykroid by name.
Apart from Mr. Aykroid's skill as a vi^orkman, the company
desired to be assured that he would not interfere with them
in the pursuit of their business. That assurance being given,
Mr. Aykroid was re-employed and the threatened strike was
averted.
CHEMICAL PAPER MANUFACTURING COMPANY— HOLYOKE.
The following decision was rendered on March 6 : —
•
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between the
Chemical Paper Manufacturing Company of Holyoke and employees in
the plater department. (27)
Having considered said appUcation, heard the parties bj'- their duly
authorized representatives and investigated the character of the work
and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the subject-
matter of the controversj'-, the Board awards that 10 per cent, shall be
added to the prices paid under the present system for the work as
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performed in the plater department of the Chemical Paper Manufac-
turing Company at Holyoke.
By agreement of the parties this decision shaU take effect as of date
of February 9, 1916.
By the Board,
Bernaed F. Supple, Secretary.
The parties requested a reopening of the case to present
new evidence, and conferred with each other in the presence
of the Board on April 11.
On April 27 the following decision was rendered :—
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between the
Chemical Paper Manufacturing Company of Holyoke and employees in
the plater department. (27)
Having considered said application, heard the parties by their duly
authorized representatives, investigated the character of the work in
question and the conditions under which it is performed, considered a
joint request of the parties that the decision of March 6 be reviewed
in the hght of further evidence, and having reviewed said decision and
considered further evidence and aU the circumstances of the contro-
versy, the Board renders this decision:—
That the bonus system be abolished; that said employees of one
year's experience shall receive 18^ cents an hour, unless and until a
majority of such employees shall in writing notify the Chemical Paper
Manufacturing Company that they desire to be paid by the piece,
whereupon employees in said department shall receive the following
prices for work as there performed:—
Finish. Size ofBook.
Number of
Sheets
in Book.
Number of
Sheets
in Section.
New Piece
Schedule.
Bristol,
Transparent,
24x30
24x32
24i X 34
24x36
30x36
26x40
SO 18
18
17
17i
17f
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Finish. Size ofBook.
Number of
Sheets
in Book.
Number of
Sheets
in Section.
New Piece
Schedule.
Transparent (pasted),
Damask, .
Medium crash (3 linens),
Sphinx,
Lawn (3 linens),
Old Holyoke, .
Special,
Chiffon, .
Vellum,
Vellum Bristol,
Ripple,
24x36
24x36
25x36
24x36
24x36
; 22x33
24x36
.24ix385
24x36
26x40
25x36
24x36
26x40
24x36
24x36
24x30
67
67
120
120
150
150
150
130
130
170
170
130
$0 19
17
17i
lU
lli
H
lU
12
151
09
13
lOi
11
lU
By agreement of the parties this decision shall take effect as of date
of February 9, 1916.
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
AMERICAN RUBBER COMPANY— CAMBRIDGE; HOOD RUB-
BER COMPANY— WATERTOWN.
Eighty outsolers and 35 miscellaneous workers left the
Hood Rubber works in the noon hour of March 6 on strike,
to resist a new system whereby materials for manufacture
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were brought to the skilled by their helpers. The Board
investigated and found that the strikers were returning,
convinced of having mistaken the employer's motive. In a
few days the last of the timid strikers returned.
A strike of about the same size for increase of pay occurred
simultaneously in the factory of the American Rubber
Company at Cambridge, ran a short course and dissolved.
GARDNER GENERAL FOUNDRY COMPANY— GARDNER.
A certificate of normality of business was issued on
March 6, as follows: —
In the matter of the application of the Gardner General Foundry Company of
Gardner. (37)
This application, made to the Board under the Acts of 1914, chapter
347, requests the Board to determine whether the business of said
company is being carried on in a normal and usual manner and to the
normal and usual extent.
Having considered said apphcation and heard the petitioner, investi-
gated the character of the business and the conditions under which it
is carried on, the Board determines that the business of said Gardner
General Foundry Company at Gardner, which is that of manufacturing
castings, is being carried on in the normal and usual manner and to
the normal and usual extent.
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
VAN NORMAN MACHINE TOOL COMPANY— SPRINGFIELD.
On March 6 notice of a threatened strike was received
from Frank E. Stacey, mayor of Springfield, It appeared
that during the strike of 1915 the promise which led to the
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settlement was that all work in excess of the daily schedule
should be deemed overtime work and reckoned as the time
with one-half the time added. The company based its work-
ing schedule on 48 hours a week. The Board offered its
services as mediator, but they were not required, for the
parties arrived at a mutual settlement.
GEORGE W. PRENTISS & CO. — HOLYOKE.
Notice of stfike in the Prentiss wire works at Holyoke
was received on March 7 from the mayor of that city. For
three days, beginning January 31, some small numbers had
left the employ without stating any grievance. On February
2 the management posted notices of 10 and 15 per cent,
increases in pay, with 50 per cent, extra for work after
regular hours; but the men formed a trades-union and
viewed the firm's intention as one which contemplated the
closing of the mill to union men and operating it as a
so-called open shop. A committee called on February 3 and
presented a list of demands, affecting differing departments.
The firm's explanations proved satisfactory, and all hands
returned to work the next day.
The employer pursued the policy of non-interference with
the freedom of a workman to belong to a union, and pub-
lished a notice to that effect on March 3. Another notice
posted on the 4th announced an intention to shut down the
works in case of unreasonable demands. The union viewed
the notices as hostile, and sent a committee to the manage-
ment on March 6, with a demand for a strictly union shop,
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which was refused, and on the following day 175 workers
were on strike. The mill did not shut down, but while some
new applicants for work were hired, the output ceased.
During the eleven weeks of strike the Board was inces-
santly active as intermediary. The employer's attitude at
the end of March was the same as at first, — favorable to
the men's return to work without exception, whether mem-
bers of a union or not, and to conferring with them severally
or collectively on any real or fancied grievance that might
arise from their employment. On the first day of April
Mr. Wood of this Board had an interview with President
Nitkiewicz of the Wire Workers' Union, which lasted far
into the night. The strikers, believing that the firm or some
one in authority had advised men not to join the union,
required that the same men be personally assured by some
representative of the employer that there was no objection
to the union.
On April 3 the union considered the recommendation of
the Board and a reply of the firm, as follows : —
State Board of Conciliation and Arbitration.
E. S. Alden, Esq., Representing Employees of the Prentiss wire mills,
Holyoke, Mass.
Deab Sm:— In response to the Board's request to the representa-
tives of the Prentiss wire mill s, that the company define its attitude
relative to its striking employees, the following reply has been received,
which the Board transmits to you :—
Holyoke, Mass., March 28, 1916.
Board of Conciliation and Arbitration, Boston, Mass. >
Gentlemen: — We understand from Mr. Wood that you desire us to
state our position relative to the labor difficulties which we are now ex-
periencing.
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We are glad to repeat here that we have no objection whatever to any
of our men joining a labor union if they so desire. This is entirely their
matter. In our selection of employees we have never considered and do
not intend to consider whether or not a man belongs to a imion.
Furthermore, we have no animosity whatever against any of the men who
have recently left our employ, and if they care to return we advise you
that we will take back all who apply for work at our office on or before
Monday, April 3, 1916, at 12 o'clock noon, with this condition, how-
ever, — that we must have time to adjust ourselves and our business to
the additional work this would involve.
This may necessitate the shifting about of some of the men who apply,
but, while we cannot for that reason agree in aU cases to offer their former
positions to those who return, we wiU in any event agree to give them the
same wages and hours as were in force March 6, 1916.
We may require two weeks from April 3 to set to work all those who apply.
AU the above is and must be based upon the distinct understanding that
any person entering our employ will be expected and compelled to per-
form his work to oiu* satisfaction, and it is also understood that an employee
will not be permitted to use the company's time for purposes other than
the company's business.
Our employees, as individuals or by committee, may at any time present
any grievance which they have, growing out of their employinent, to their
foreman, superintendent or to the general manager of the mill.
This proposition is subject to acceptance prior to April 3 at noon, and we
reserve the privilege of withdrawing the same after that date.
Yours very truly,
GEORGE W. PRENTISS & CO.,
Robert K. Morton.
The board is informed that the limitation in time for those who make
application to return to work is relaxed so far as it relates to those em-
ployees who are out of the city and might not be able to get back
within the time set.
There does not now appear to be anything to interfere with the in-
dustrial freedom of either party to this controversy; the Board recom-
mends that the strike be called off, tjie employees return to work and
the employer receive them back without prejudice or discrimination.
Yours respectfully,
' Charles G. Wood.
The advice was not accepted, the members expressing a
belief that they were to be victimized after new hands had
been instructed in the requirements of the work.
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There were collisions in the vicinity of the mill between
men there employed and the strikers. On April 14 the
president of the union received a sentence of three months,
and two others sentences of six months each for assault, the
court ruling that any one who stood aside laughing, without
actually inflicting blows but inciting others, is still guilty of
assault.
The Board communicated with both parties on May 12,
interviewed them separately on the following day, and on the
15th brought about a conference on the question of a settle-
ment. Mr. Bump of the Board recommended that the union
withdraw its demand for the dismissal of all who remained at
work or obtained it during the strike, or be compelled to join
the union, but the strikers voted to remain on strike. At
the next meeting thereafter the vote was reversed. On
May 21 the strike was declared off, at the end of eleven
weeks.
LUKE W. REYNOLDS COMPANY— BROCKTON.
The following decision was rendered on March 7 : —
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
Luke W. Reynolds Company, shoe manufacturer of Brockton, and em-
ployees in the lasting department. (71)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the work
and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the subject-
matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert assistants
nominated by the parties, the Board awards that the following prices
be paid by Luke W. Reynolds Company at Brockton for work as
there performed :—
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Peb Pair.
Dull leather:—
Plain-toed, .
Cap-toed,
Colored leather, .
Patent leather, .
High-toed, extra.
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
STACY-ADAMS COMPANY— BROCKTON.
The following decision was rendered on March 7: —
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
Stacy-Adams Company, shoe manufacturer of Brockton, and employees
in the lasting department. (8)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the work
and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the subject-
matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert assistants
nominated by the parties, the Board awards that half a cent per pair
be paid by Stacy-Adams Company at Brockton for wetting shoes
singly, and that no extra be paid for putting counters back of lap..
By the Board,
Bernard F. ^vFPhE,' Secretary.
NEW ENGLAND STEAMSHIP COMPANY— FALL RIVER.
Freight handlers and wharf truckers, 287 in number,
engaged in loading and unloading the steamers of the New
England Steamship Company at Fall River, struck on March
9, without stating any grievances, sought without success to
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confer with the company, and were told that no request
should be granted before they returned to work. Freight
accumulated, shippers and consignees were embarrassed, and
Mr. Frank Riley, a rubber merchant, notified the Board of
the public inconvenience.
The Board had many interviews with the parties. The
employer refused to confer with the strikers. If any then
out desired to talk to him they would have to qualify by
returning to work. The men accepting the Board's advice
at the end of two weeks, returned to work on March 24.
The freight congestion quickly disappeared. The parties then
met according to the Board's advice and conferred on the
following demands of the workmen: 25 cents an hour, half
hour for supper between 4 and 6 p.m., pay for attendance,
with or without work, after 5.30 a.m., pay for breakfast time
and a noon recess of a full hour. An agreement was reached
on 23 cents an hour until 7 a.m. and the same rate after
6 P.M. and for work on Sunday; regular hour rate, 21 cents
between 7 a.m. and 6 p.m., time lost in the morning through
tardiness of steamboat to be paid for, and a half hour
allowed for supper. Other demands were relinquished for
practical reasons. The difficulty was not renewed.
W. & V. O. KIMBALL — HAVERHILL.
The following decision was rendered on March 10: —
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
W. & V. 0. Kimball, shoe manufacturer of Haverhill, and employees in
the making department. (4)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the work
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and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the subject-
matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert assistants
nominated by the parties, the Board awards that the following prices
be paid by W. & V. 0. Kimball at Haverhill for work as there per-
formed:
—
Shaving heels : —
6/8 and less : — Per 12 Pair.
McKay, $0 02|
Goodyear, 03
7/8 and more : —
McKay,
. 03i
Goodyear, 04
Flange heels, No extra. ,
New process, to be classified as Goodyear welts.
Wheeling edges: first wheeling, second wheehng and wheel-
burnishing, Per week, $13.
By the Board,
Bernakd F. Supple, Secretary.
Result. — A dispute arose in April concerning the price for
certain heels which, on account of the occasional use of
lighter leather board, measured more than | and less than f
.
The Board ruled that the price of the heels in question
should be that to which such heels more nearly measured.
DEERY BROTHERS — SALEM. *
A certificate of normality of business was issued on March
10, as follows: —
In the matter of the application of Deery Brothers, shoe-stock manufacturers,
of Salem. (41)
This appUcation, made to the Board under the Acts of 1914, chapter
347j requests the Board to determine whether the business of said firm
is being carried on in a normal and usual manner and to the normal and
usual extent.
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Having considered said application, heard the petitioners and in-
vestigated the character of the business and the conditions under which
it is carried on, the Board determines that the business of said Deery
Brothers at Salem, which is that of manufacturing shoe stock, is being
carried on in the normal and usual manner and to the normal and
usual extent,
By the Board,
Bernaed F. Supple, Secretary.
THE FISK RUBBER COMPANY— CHICOPEE.
A member of the machinists' shop committee was dis-
charged by the Fisk Rubber Company, manufacturer of
automobile tires at Chicopee Falls, on March 11. The other
members of the committee protested, and on the 13th were
in their turn with 15 other members of the union discharged,
and on the 14th the whole department of 114 machinists
walked out on strike. The employer stated that the man
discharged on the 11th was insubordinate and saucy, and
that the discharge of 20 men on the 13th was due to a
necessary curtailment of work and not to their activity in
union affairs. The Board, having been notified of the strike
by the mayor of Chicopee, investigated the dij65culty on the
scene and found that arrangements were being made for
meetings of the parties. The strikers demanded reinstate-
ment of the discharged, establishment of the 8-hour work
day, 50 per cent, extra for overtime work, and double pay
for Sunday and other holiday work. Several conferences
were had without reaching an agreement. The difficulty,
tempered by negotiation, was prolonged two months and
had ceased to attract public attention when trouble arose in
other departments.
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Two hundred tire workers struck on May 10 for an
8-hour day and a higher rate of pay. Other departments
soon after struck for similar demands until 1,200 were at
variance with the company and 2,100 others had idleness
thrust upon them.
On May 15 the Board published the following report: —
In the matter of a strike of employees of the Fisk Rubber Company of Chicopee.
The Board, having knowledge of the existence of a strike in the fac-
tory of the risk Rubber Company at Chicopee, has investigated the
matter and conferred with both the employer and the employees rela-
tive to the conditions of employment and the reasons alleged for the
existence and continuance of the strike. The employer made to the
Board, to be transmitted to the employees, the following proposal:—
That 8 hours shall constitute a day's work, the employees to work 5
hours on Saturday. Overtime to be paid for at the rate of price and one-
haK.
Employees in rooms called "hot rooms" (mill room, heater room, and
press room) to be placed on three S-hom- shifts per day as soon as practi-
cable; to be accomplished on or before July 1, 1916.
Employees in the machine room to work upon an 8-hour schedule, pro-
vided sufficient help can be procured to insure necessary production.
The machinists laid off and those who struck on or about March 14,
1916, to apply for their old positions at once; 20 to be given employment
immediately and the others as opportunity offers, according to seniority
of service.
The employees in the departments to elect conference committees, the
employer expressing a desire (because of greater famiharity with conditions
of employment) that members of such committees so selected shall be from
among those who have been in the employ of the company one year.
Upon the return to work of employees and the selection of such commit-
tees the employer will take up the adjustment of wages with the com-
mittees and endeavor to adjust the same. If the parties fail to agree upon
any item of wages, such item shall be referred for determination to the
State Board of ConciUation and Arbitration, such wages to date from the
time of the return to work of the employees.
The Board has considered the proposal so transmitted, the industry
and the conditions of employment therein, and is of opinion and report
that the interests of all parties to this controversy will be served by an
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acceptance of the proposal by the employees, the return to work of the
employees, the selection of committees in the several departments,
and the adjustment of all questions of wages which remain to be deter-
mined, in accordance with the proposal submitted.
By the Board,
Bernaed F. Supple, Secretary.
The employees declined the employer's proposal, and de-
manded further a change in the company's method of
re-employing men who had forfeited their jobs through
prolonged absence without leave. The company would make
no further concessions. The strike affected 3,300 people and
involved a wage loss of $10,000 a day.
The Board renewed its mediation. Mr. Bump appeared
at a mass meeting on Sunday, May 21, and, after reviewing
the history of the controversy, explained the terms on which
a settlement might be reached. Interpreters repeated in
Polish, Greek and Russian the advice of the Board. A vote
to return to work on the following day was passed unan-
imously.
The company, seeking to comply with the needs and
desires of the men in due measure and degree consistently
with the equilibrium of the different departments, consulted
the workmen's committees. The adoption of the three
8-hour shifts involved details of adjustment that required
explanation on both sides. While these were under joint
consideration the heater-room employees on May 3 at
6 P.M. demanded of the foreman what their rate of pay
would be. The foreman, having consulted the superior
management, replied that the established rates to take effect
from the day of returning would be announced on June 17,
by which time the whole subject would have been duly
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considered. But the men had begun to leave, and all who
had waited thereupon left; and the men of the 11 o'clock
shift, being told of this, refrained from going to work in
their turn.
The mayor of Chicopee on June 1 notified the Board of a
strike. The Board went there and was occupied in mediation
during the 2d, 3d and 4th of June. The strike was violative
of their agreement of May 21; while it persisted it dis-
qualified them for the arbitration of such items of dispute as
could not be mutually adjusted; moreover, a breach of
contract is contrary to the professed principles of regular
labor organizations. This was explained in full by Mr.
Bump of the Board and Mr. Wrenn, the present president
of the Massachusetts branch of the American Federation of
Labor, and in Polish by the official interpreter of the Board.
All hands attended the Sunday meeting on June 4, discussed
their grievances and mistake for two and one-half hours,
and voted to return to work on the morrow at 7 o'clock in
the morning.
Negotiations between the company's officers and com-
mittees of the tire workers were again resumed. The
employees of 20 departments had accepted without protest
the new wage scales as they were prepared. At the con-
ference on June 21, relative to the tire workers' prices, both
parties reached the limit of concession. On failure to agree
the employer reminded the committee of arbitration as the
alternative consented to when the strikers voted to return
to work. The committee expressed doubt of that interpreta-
tion, saying that the tire workers had been laid off, or were
idle, on account of others, but had not been on strike, and
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their returning when the others did was not accepting any
strike settlement. The employer argued that the strike
settlement produced new conditions which the tire workers
knew before they returned, and their returning was an
acceptance of the change to 8-hour shifts and the plan of
adjusting wages with appeal to arbitration in case of dis-
agreement. The committee said that the tire workers did
not understand it so and felt that they were made to suffer
for the employees of the mill, bead and heater departments.
Immediately after the conference 81 skilled men in the
tire department struck, and in a few hours 113 others.
The complaint was that the proposed increases were not
sujfficient. The strike was reprobated in all quarters. On
June 25 a meeting was held at Polish National Hall in
Chicopee, and a vote passed to request the services of this
Board. The Board was soon on the scene and mediated for
four days. The employer was loth to negotiate further with
men of unstable mind. The Board advised the employees of
the tire department to return to work and qualify for
arbitration under the law. They resolved to stay out, and
appealed for the support of organized labor, but the Central
Labor Union and the Massachusetts branch of the American
Federation of Labor refused to countenance them. The
question then was how to get back. The men on July 2
voted to send a committee to negotiate a return for all, and
resolved to remain on strike pending its report, but the
employer would take back of those that were desired only
as many workers as were needed and as new employees.
The strike collapsed but was not declared off in a definitive
way. Some of the strikers had sought and found employ-
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ment elsewhere; some, unwilling to solicit what they had
thought to command, remained aloof. The factory was
operating in all departments; the company, desiring to be
free in hiring any desirable workman^ was loth to shock the
sensibilities of applicants by announcing, as some believe
the law requires, that a strike existed though only in name.
Chapter 347 of the Acts of 1914, as amended by General
Acts of 1916, chapter 89, in sections 1, 4 and 5, provides: —
If an employer, during the continuance of a strike among his em-
ployees, or during the continuance of a lockout or other labor trouble
among his employees, publicly advertises in newspapers, or by posters
or otherwise, for employees, or by himself or his agents solicits persons
to work for him to fill the places of strikers, he shall plainly and ex-
plicitly mention in such advertisements or oral or wiitten solicitations
that a strike, lockout or other labor disturbance exists among his em-
ployees. . . . Any person, firm, association or corporation violating any
provision of this act shall upon complaint of and after investigation
by the state board of labor and industries be punished by a fine not
exceeding one hundred dollars for each offence. The provisions of
this act shall cease to be operative when the the state board of concili-
ation and arbitration shall determine that the business of the employer,
in respect to which the strike or other labor trouble occurred, is being
carried on in the normal and usual manner and to the normal and usual
extent. Upon the application of the employer, this question shaU be
determined by said board, but only after a full hearing at which all
persons involved shall be entitled to be heard and be represented by
counsel. The board shall give at least three days' notice of the hearing
to the strikers and employees by publication in at least three daily
newspapers published in the commonwealth.
On July 14 the following application was received : —
To the Honorable the State Board of Conciliation and Arbitration, Com-
monwealth of Massachusetts.
Your petitioner, the Fisk Rubber Company of Chicopee Falls, en-
gaged in the business of rubber-tire manufacturing in said Common-
wealth respectfully represents :—
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That said business, when carried on in the normal and usual manner
and to the normal and usual extent, requires from 3,000 to 3,200 per-
sons;
That during the month of June, 1st to 20th, 1916, said business af-
forded employment to 798 persons in the tire department, and of these,
194 ceased work on the twenty-first day of that month for the ex-
pressed dissatisfaction with the new wage schedule, refusing in com-
mittee meeting with factory manager, J. D. Anderson, to abide by
the agreement entered into between the Fisk Rubber Company and
its employees to bring all matters of wage dispute before the State
Board of Conciliation and Arbitration;
That your petitioner is informed that some of these past employees
now work elsewhere, that some others have left Chicopee Falls for
other parts;
That on July 8, 1916, the operation of the department was resumed
with employees sufficient to perform a normal amount of business,
and since that day there has been no unusual change in employment,
certain employees have left work for one reason or another, and others
have been hired from time to time, in accordance with the require-
ments of the business; *
Your petitioner further represents that there is no controversy with
its present employees, and that none of the former employees seek
to obstruct the business in question which is normal and usual in
manner and extent.
Wherefore, your honorable board is respectfully requested to deter-
mine, as provided in General Acts, 1916, chapter 89, whether said
business is being carried on in the normal and usual manner and to
the normal and usual ex-tent.
Dated this twelfth day of June, A.D. 1916.
The Fisk Rubber Company.
On July 20 the Board certified in the following terms: —
In the matter of the application of the Fisk Rubber Company of Chicopee.
(169)
This apphcation, made to the Board under the Acts of 1914, chapter
347, as amended by General Acts of 1916, chapter 89, requests the
Board to determine whether the business of the Fisk Rubber Company
is being carried on in a normal and usual manner and to the normal
and usual extent.
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Having considered said application and heard the petitioner (notice
of hearing having been given to employees in the manner prescribed
by law), the Board determines that the business of said Fisk Rubber
Company in Chicopee, which is that of manufacturing tires, etc., is
being carried on in the normal and usual manner and to the normal
and usual extent.
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
THE HAYDENVILLE COMPANY— WILLIAMSBURG.
Twenty' moulders and five helpers struck against the
Haydenville Company at Haydenville to enforce a demand
that the company perform its promise to increase their pay.
In the latter part of February the employer had posted a
notice of a 10 per cent, increase; a fortnight elapsed before
any employees received the increase, and then only two. On
or about March 15 the moulders requested an increase of
half a cent per mould, and an increase of 10 per cent, for
day hands, which were refused. After some deliberations
they struck on March 22.
On notice from the selectmen of the town of Williamsburg,
Mr. Bump of the Board visited the parties on March 28
and 29, secured a promise of an increase from the company,
and transmitted to the employees a schedule of prices that
proved satisfactory. All were taken back and the strike was
at an end.
BAY STATE CORSET COMPANY— SPRINGFIELD.
On March 16 a joint application was received from the
Bay State Corset Company of Springfield and 175 employees
in the finishing department, asking the Board to decide
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whether a certain person in authority was a proper person
for the position. On the day before the day assigned for a
hearing the parties reached an agreement in consequence of
the Board's advice, and the appHcation was placed on file.
In April certain differences arose concerning wages, and
the employees served a 30-day notice of a desire to terminate
their agreement with the company. These differences were
amicably adjusted by reason of the Board's mediation.
During the summer a person in authority, to whom the
employees objected, left the employment of the company,
and there was no further dlflSculty,
REECE BUTTONHOLE MACHINE COMPANY— BOSTON.
A strike of 400 machinists took place in Boston on Friday,
March 17, at the factory of the Reece Buttonhole Machine
Company. They demanded the 8-hour day; for overtime,
50 per cent, extra for work on holidays and 100 per cent,
extra for work after midnight; and the arbitration of future
differences.
The Board offered its services as mediator. The company
granted the demands, and all hands were back at work on
Tuesday, March 21.
MILLERS FALLS COMPANY— ERVING.
The Board, having been notified of the danger of a strike
in the works of the Millers Falls Company at Erving,
requested the union to adopt no hostile policy until media-
tion had been tried. The metal polishers had requested a 15
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per cent, increase, the company had refused, and a vote to
strike was under consideration on March 22. On the 28th
of March, 28 struck, making an added demand for recogni-
tion. The company at the instance of the Board consented
to treat with a committee of three on a proposition to dele-
gate a man from either side to investigate and report or.
wages, conditions, etc., paid in competitive establishments or
where similar work was performed, the parties to confer,
after receiving such information, on the terms of an agree-
ment. When the committee called upon the employer on
the following day it was told that he did not consider the
suggestion practicable. >
Several conferences were had during the next four weeks;
an agreement was reached on April 28. The settlement was
a compromise upon a new price list.
HENDEE MANUFACTURING COMPANY— SPRINGFIELD.
In the screw department of the motor-cycle factory of the
Hendee Manufacturing Company, at Springfield, 48 em-
ployees quit work on March 23 because the employer had
refused to discharge a man whom they accused of earning
exorbitant pay. They could not assume the attitude of
strikers, for that would be contrary to the trade agreement
that existed between the company and its employees.
While the act was repudiated by all the local representatives
of organized labor, there was at times a fear that the trouble
would spread among non-English speaking people as the
result of outside agitators. In a few days the company cur-
tailed its production and received into their former places as
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many of the screw-cutting department employees as they
required. The remainder, finding no work at Hendee's,
went elsewhere.
SHOVELERS — SPRINGFIELD, CHICOPEE, HOLYOKE, WEST
SPRINGFIELD, WESTFIELD, EASTHAMPTON, PITTSFIELD,
HADLEY.
On March 24 the first knowledge of a concerted action of
Italian laborers in Springfield was received. A suburban
barber had organized them under the name of the Shovelers'
Union, and presented demands for more pay and fewer
hours; the city of Springfield and all private employers of
such labor were notified that on and after April 1 the
shovelers expected 11^ per cent, increase (25 cents a day),
Saturday half holidays throughout the year, and double pay
for all overtime work. The city authorities delayed response.
One firm of contractors offered the desired increase, the
8-hour day, the half holidays, and 50 per cent, extra for
work performed outside of regular hours. The union rejected
the offer, and by advertisement in Italian papers warned
laborers not to seek work in Springfield. On the 29th the
membership in the union was about 2,000, and it was dif-
ficult to find a suitable hall for headquarters. The spokes-
men of the union, however, announced a place where they
would receive at certain hours, until March 31, such con-
cessions as the employers, or any of them, might choose to
propose for the union's acceptance. The strike vote of
March 30 increased the membership by several hundred
accessions. This threat at the beginning of the season's
activity had a depressing effect; contracts were postponed,
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and skilled craftsmen, apprehending enforced idleness, sought
employment elsewhere. The city laborers did not quit work.
Railway laborers, as members of the Trolleymen's Union,
were bound by agreement not to strike without 30 days'
notice.
The strike against the contractors was general on the 1st
of April; 2,300 were out in Springfield, Chicopee and West
Springfield. Two contractors in Springfield and one in
Chicopee had granted the demands, and their laborers were
working. A strike of laborers occurred in Easthampton on
April 8. On the 10th they returned for a while to the
Caspar Ranger Construction Company; soon, however, all
hands, 400 in number, quit for no apparent reason. The
selectmen of the town thereupon closed all saloons and
appointed special police. Some of those who had quit
endeavored to return, but were prevented by the vio-
lence of the strikers. On the following day 100 returned
without opposition. No strike was declared in the railway's
department of maintenance of way, because of agreements,
but many laborers, intimidated by violence, remained away
from work on the 11th and 12th. Mowers of lawns at
private residences were compelled to stop working. The
trouble spread to Holyoke, and some of the Easthampton
laborers were prevented by strike sympathizers from board-
ing the train to go to work on the 13th. On April 15, 90
quarry laborers, members of the Springfield Shovelers' Union,
quit work in the quarries of J. S. Lane & Son, Inc., at West-
field, which then shut down indefinitely.
The Board was in constant communication with all the
parties in interest. The chief obstacle to a prompt settle-
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ment was the general lack of confidence in the prime movers
of the organization. Their lack of control was manifest and
their good faith was doubted. A vast majority of the 2,300
had no accurate knowledge of the difficulty into which they
had been led. The strikers were not enrolled in the American
Federation of Labor. The Springfield Central Labor Union
refused to indorse their schemes, but was nevertheless un-
tiring in its endeavor to induct them into better methods.
A violent minority faction obstructed deliberations and
intimidated the weak. The Board warned prominent citizens
on April 15 that the maintenance of order was a prerequisite
to the negotiating of a settlement. The services of Italian
gentlemen were helpful to the cause of peace. Messrs.
John B. Breglio, Joseph Onorato, Antonio Bianchi, A. Bondi
and Luigi Balboni, in conjunction with Silvio Martinelli,
Esq., and Drs. DiMarco and Furculo, members of the Board
of Trade, conferred with the business agent of the strikers
and a special committee of the Board of Trade, headed by
Mr. Frank Page. It was long before the strikers assembled
in mass meeting were convinced that a settlement could not
be negotiated except through an agent or a committee vested
with full power.
A compromise was reached on Saturday, April 22, whereby
the strikers were to return to work, but the union refused its
sanction and charged its agent with having exceeded his
authority. He then resigned. The passive element began
to understand and grieved that the bolder fellows renounced
the compromise. The strike was renewed with vigor during
the week that followed, and men who had returned to work
were compelled to quit by bands of strikers assigned to
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visit the buildings under construction. Excavation activities
at the Eastern States Agricultural and Industrial Exposition
grounds at West Springfield were at a standstill. At every
place where construction work was in progress the marching
strikers induced the workers to join the ranks. There were
riotous affrays on April 26 in Springfield and Holyoke.
On the following day the "Springfield News" said in its
leading editorial : —
The striking shovelers were warned that if they persisted in disor-
derly actions they would lose the sympathy of the pubUc and perhaps
make more drastic action in their case necessary. They ignored the
warning, they lost, temporarily at least, the sympathy of those on the
outside, and they encountered stiff pohce opposition. Such was inevi-
table, since they were determined on a course unprecedented in labor
annals in this city.
It cannot be asserted that the police did not wait long enough and
with patience to see whether the strikers would not come to their
senses before using the kind of force that was employed in the dis-
turbances yesterday, and which must be repeated if these disturbances
are kept up. Ever since the shovelers' strike was declared stories have
been prevalent of the intimidation of laborers who had decided to
remain at work, despite the strike order. Stories of threats have been
common, and it is claimed that many worlanen have thrown down their
implements of labor, according to their assertions, after being threat-
ened by the strikers with dire punishment unless they joined the ranks
of the strikers.
With a continuation of such a course on the part of the strikers the
strongest kind of interference on the part of the poUce was inevitable.
That is what the pohce are for. And if it becomes necessary on their
part to bring their heavy clubs or revolvers into play their duty is
plain. They must use them. It is generally felt that they have given
the strikers all the leeway that was considered advisable. They did
not jump into unpleasant action at the first sign of trouble, doubtless
taking the view that the strikers would see the futihty of the course
they had been pursuing. The evidence, however, shows that the time
for drastic action on the part of the police arrived yesterday.
The strikers must be made to understand, and before the peace of
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the city is further imperiled, that such disorders as occurred yesterday-
will not be tolerated. It is earnestly to be hoped that some one with
influence among them wiU be able to impress upon the strikers the
danger they have been running.
When the leaders were dismissed from office, or took them-
selves out of the situation, and officers of the Central Labor
Union were appointed to assist in conferences with the em-
ployer and the Board, there was much to warrant a hope of
.
settlement. On April 27 Messrs. William G. Lodi, chairman
of the strike committee, and George H. Wrenn, president of
the Central Labor Union, with Silvio Martinelli, Esq., con-
ferred with the Board of Trade and the mayor. The activity
of Mayor Stacy, Messrs. Wrenn, Martinelli and Lodi in con-
ferences and interviews tended greatly to a change of attitude
in both parties. On April 29 the "Springfield Republican"
stated: —
The State Board of Concihation and Arbitration now seems the only
hope left. The contractors have been wiUing to arbitrate the case aU
along, while the men work at $2.25 for 9 hours a day in the meantime.
The question of hours and wages will be left with the State Board in
this case. The men, however, will not go back to work at the rate
given above while the Board is reaching its decision. Their ignorance
as to how the Board proceeds in such a case is another obstacle to
bringing in the Board. President Wrenn of the Central Labor Union
has hammered at this point every time he appeared before the men,
trying to get them to see the advantage of settUng the trouble in this
way.
Negotiations had entered the stage of inducing the strikers
to return to work as the law requires when arbitration is
invoked. At this inopportune time a threat to import
strike breakers was uttered by an employer. Nothing worse
than that could be done or said at such a time. While the
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Building Trades Council voted a sympathetic strike of all
the building craf^ts in such a contingency, it was equally
resolved to withhold its sympathy from strikers refusing to
arbitrate. The strike breakers were not introduced at this
time. The "Springfield Republican" of April 30 said: —
In Springfield's labor trouble the time has come for caUing in the
State Board of Conciliation and Arbitration, and the sooner this can
be brought about the better for all concerned as well as for the commu-
nity at large. This State Board has made an exceptional record in
ironing out differences between employers and employed. There
should be no thought of bringing strike breakers to this city until
every effort to compose existing differences has been exhausted. The
reason why the contractors are so resolutely opposed to yielding an
8-hour day to the men who have quit work is that these workers pre-
pare the way for the operations of the skilled trades, and with shovelers
working only 8 hours the things which need to be done in making
ready would be delayed so as to hold back all the work. This would
create a situation calculated to seriously interfere with contracts al-
ready made and to prevent such speed of accompHshment as the con-
tractors deem necessary.
When the offer of $2.50 for a 9-hour day was made, the expectation
was that enough had been granted to secure the acquiescence of the
strikers. It has been difficult to make the men understand the favor
with which settlements reached by the State Board of Conciliation
and Arbitration have been regarded by those engaged in other lines
of labor. Hence the thing now to be done is to continue the effort to
educate the men up to realizing the advantage of giving a fair trial
to this method of setthng the trouble. It is for all concerned to exer-
cise patience, and when that seems exhausted still to wait upon the
campaign of education. However slow this may seem to be it is worth
continuing to the limit. That such a deadlock as now exists profits
nobody must become apparent to all concerned before very long.
Laborers in Easthampton struck again on May 1. The
mayor of Holyoke notified the Board on May 1 of a strike
of shovelers in that city, 500 of whom quit work that day.
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The demands and the attitude of the Holyoke parties were
similar to those of the Springfield people. On May 2 there
was a strike of laborers in South Hadley; on the 3d they
expressed a desire for arbitration, but concluded to await the
outcome of the Springfield negotiations, willing to accept as
their own whatever adjustment might be made there. Pend-
ing that event they returned on May 9.
Mr. Bump of the Board interviewed the Springfield strikers
on May 2, and secured their consent to return to work
pending arbitration. Laborers in Pittsfield struck on May 4.
On that day there were 25 bodies in the tombs of Springfield
cemeteries awaiting the return of gravediggers. On May 5 a
final conference of parties was called by the Board at the
Hotel Kimball in Springfield. A submission was jointly
prepared, stating clearly the points of controversy, and
signed by Fred T. Ley & Co., Inc., Adams & Ruxton Con-
struction Company, A. E. Stevens Company, Vaughan &
Kibbe, John S. Lane & Son, Inc., Cordner & Montague,
E. L. Sampson & Brothers Company and E. J. Pinney, on
the part of employers, and by George H. Wrenn, William G.
Lodi, Cannello Fiani, J. E. Santaniello and Silvio Martinelli
on the part of the shovelers.
The "Springfield Union" of May 7 made the following
comments:—
The contractors must have been sorely tempted, and not without
some justification, to turn down the request of the striking shovelers
for an arbitration of their differences by the State Board. That they
did not yield to this temptation is greatly to their credit. They had
previously offered to arbitrate, but at a time when the shovelers were
in a beUigerent mood and would not Hsten to the suggestion. When
the tables were reversed, when the contractors had succeeded in break-
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ing the backbone of the strike, the shovelers saw arbitration in a dif-
ferent Ught. The contractors could have taken the ground that their
original offer no longer held good, and that they would proceed to carry-
on their business without consulting the wishes of the Shovelers'
Union. They have shown, however, extreme fairness and good sense
in agreeing to submit the whole issue of wages and hours to the State
Board of Conciliation and Arbitration. It is much better for aU con-
cerned to have the differences adjusted in this way.
Now that the shovelers have their union, and as an organization
recognize the principle of arbitration, it devolves on their leaders to
see that they kept their agreement. . . . Arbitration is the most
available method yet at hand for the settlement of disputes arising
between employer and employee, and we are glad to see that it is to
be resorted to in the present instance.
The real test will come in the willingness of the shovelers to abide
by the findings of the Arbitration Board. They are new to the duties
and responsibiUties which they have assumed. If they expect that
the arbitrators will grant all their demands they probably will be
disappointed. How they bear their disappointment will largely
determine the success or failure of the arbitration. . . . The con-
tractors have felt all along that not much dependence could be placed
in the good intentions of these shovelers, and it will be for the shov-
elers to prove that they have been wrongly judged in this respect.
This strike has presented several ugly features new to Springfield,
and it is sincerely to be hoped that its determination will be such as to
prevent any repetition of the performance.
On the following Monday, May 8, all the shovelers
returned to work. Strikers in outlying cities and towns
followed the example. The strike thus ended, the con-
troversy was determined by the Board on May 22 in the
statement which appears on page 135. The award was taken
as a basis of settlement by all the employers of shovelers in
Springfield and the vicinity and throughout the Connecticut
valley. The laborers of the city of Springfield benefited by a
wage increase amounting to $25,000 a year. There has been
no further controversy.
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PLUMBERS, STEAM FITTERS — HAVERHILL.
On March 27 journeymen steam fitters made certain
demands on their employers in the form of a proposed agree-
ment to establish 44 hours as a week's work with double pay
for holiday work, allowing one apprentice to every three
journeymen and a settlement of disputes by peaceful con-
ference or local arbitration. Sixty plumbers and steam
fitters went out on strike in 30 shops of Haverhill on July 1
for the above demands. The Board mediated and gave
proper advice, with the result that a settlement was reached
by negotiation, and on July 20 the strike was declared off.
The terms of the settlement were expressed in a trade agree-
ment, contemplating the peaceful adjustment of future
disputes.
BAY STATE STREET RAILWAY COMPANY— WOBURN.
On March 31 the following application was submitted by
James M. Swift, Esq., counsel for the Bay State Street
Railway Company: —
Notice of Contkoveesy.
To the Honorable the State Board of Conciliation and Arbitration, Boston,
Massachusetts.
The undersigned respectfully represent that a strike or lockout is
seriously threatened in the street railway industry at Woburn in this
Commonwealth, involving the Bay State Street Railway Company
and not less than 25 of its employees on the Woburn division, em-
ployed by it as motormen and conductors, and that the nature of the
controversy, briefly stated, is as follows:—
The discharge by the company of one John J. Martin, a conductor,
which controversy the company has offered to submit to arbitration
under its agreement with the Amalgamated Association.
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Wherefore, your honorable board is respectfully requested to put
itself in communication as soon as may be with said employer and em-
ployees, and endeavor by mediation to effect an amicable settlement
between them; and, if the Board considers it advisable, investigate
the cause of said controversy and ascertain which party thereto is
mainly responsible or blameworthy for the existence or continuance
of the same.
Dated this thirty-first day of March, A.D. 1916.
Bay State Street Railway Company,
By Robert S. Goff, General Manager.
The threatened strike occurred at midnight, 75 car men
employed on the Woburn division of the company quitting
work in resentment of the discharge of John J. Martin.
The Board was advised of the fact in a notice from Harold P.
Johnson, mayor of Woburn, in which he prayed the Board
"to investigate the cause of such controversy and ascertain
which of the parties thereto is mainly responsible or blame-
worthy for the existence or continuation of the same, and,
unless a settlement of the controversy is reached, make and
publish a report finding such cause and assigning such
responsibility or blame."
On April 1 the Board sent the following letter to both
parties : —
Bay State Street Railway Company and Striking Employees.
Gentlemen:— The Board is advised of the existence of a strike
of car men of the Bay State Street Railway Company, involving the
Woburn division. The Board is also advised that the parties have
between them an agreement to submit all questions to arbitration;
that the employer is wilhng so to do; that the employees are willing
to submit the matter to arbitration only as to the particular act in
consequence of which the conductor was discharged, while the employer
insists that the entire record of the employee should be considered
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in the determination of the question whether the discharge was justi-
fied or not.
It may be there is difficulty in framing the issue to be determined,
but that in itself is also a question which should be arbitrated if the
parties fail to agree. The Board recommends that the broad question
of whether or not the company was justified in the discharge of the man
should be arbitrated in accordance with the terms of the agreement
existing between it and its employees, and that the board so created
should itself determine any difference that may arise between the
parties as to the evidence to be submitted, to the end that the car
service may be resumed and that the pubhc may not be further in-
convenienced by a continued withdrawal of the service which the
company should render.
Yours respectfully,
Bernaed F. Supple, Secretary.
The employer on the same day accepted the recommenda-
tion and so informed the agent of the Railway Employees'
Union. The employees were not willing to return on any
terms other than their own. There was no submission to
arbitration. The Board assigned a public hearing for the
purpose of an investigation to April 5, and notified the parties
to that effect.
On April 5 the parties appeared by counsel and expressed
a desire for a conference. The hearing was postponed for an
hour for that purpose, and at the end of that time the
parties reported an agreement had been reached whereby
the strike would be declared oflf and the matter in dispute
left to the judgment of a special board.
On the following day the employees returned to work.
On the 7th the conductor whose discharge was the occasion
of the strike apologized to the company for his error and
craved reinstatement. The counsel of the parties joined in
issuing the following statement: —
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The company claims that it was necessary to discharge conductor
Martin by reason of the danger to the pubHc, in that Martin dehb-
erately and knowingly violated the rule of the company to throw the
signal, and apparently refused to recognize the importance of observ-
ing the rules of the company. Upon the assumption that he was
knowingly violating that rule, the company claims that the discharge,
after previous warnings, was not too severe a punishment.
Martin now admits that he was wrong in violating the rule about
the signal, expresses regret for doing so, appreciates the importance
of following the rules, and requests the company to reinstate him. A
severe penalty has been imposed upon him because of the loss of his
wages for over three months.
We recommend this disposition of the case.
We both express the hope that the settlement of this case will be
the means of restoring harmony between the company and the men,
not only upon the Woburn division, but over the whole Bay State
system, and that the pubUc, the company and the men will all derive
some benefit from it. We hope there will never be another strike on
the Bay State system.
The company thereupon re-employed Martin.
SOUTHWORTH COMPANY— MITTINEAGUE.
Notice of a threatened strike was received from the South-
worth Company at Mittineague on March 31. The Board
communicated with the parties on the following day. The
employees requested a 50-hour week, and threatened to
strike if the request was not granted. The employer offered
no change, or the same hours that prevailed in the district.
Both parties wanted an immediate decision. Having ascer-
tained that the hours of labor in the rag room were 50 hours
and in the manufacturing department 48 hours, Mr. Wood,
representing the Board, recommended that the hours of labor
in the finishing department should be 50 hours. Both parties
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expressed their satisfaction with the disposition of the case
and the threat to strike was revoked. No further difficulty
occurred.
E. J. CROSS COMPANY, E. D. WARD, FISKE-CARTER CON-
STRUCTION COMPANY— WORCESTER.
A group of building contractors in Worcester refuse agree-
ments with the organized crafts; these are the so-called open
shops. The employees claim that the "closed shop" is open
to all who desire to join the union, while the so-called open
shops are practically closed to union men.
In the latter part of March the unions conferred with three
builders relative to establishing union conditions on all new
work so far as to give union men the preference when union
men were available; but no agreement was reached for the
reason, as stated by the builders, that the owners, who paid
the bills, would not consent to union labor.
On April 6, 7 and 8 the union bricklayers employed by
this group were dismissed from several buildings. Cessation
of work by members of other organized crafts had the
appearance of a lockout. A strike of carpenters was declared
on April 11, and led to a general tie-up; painters, plumbers,
steam fitters, engineers of hoisting and portable engines, iron
workers, sheet-metal workers and other organized building
trades ceased working for the E. J. Cross Company, E. D.
Ward and the Fiske-Carter Construction Company. The
strike extended to every structure far or near which these
firms were building; 235 were out in Worcester and 14 in
Fitchburg.
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On notice of strike from the mayor, of April 17, the Board
communicated with both parties. The workmen accepted the
Board's mediation, but the employers decHned. The follow-
ing statement, issued by the group of builders involved,
was adopted by the Employers' Association of Worcester
County and the General Society of Masters and Crafts-
men, — organizations which guarantee support to the " open
shop:"—
Knowing that the public is interested in the industrial conditions
now prevailing in the building trade, so far as the undersigned firms
are concerned, and that there has been much misapprehension and
many misleading statements made, we deem it wise to briefly inform
the public and our many friends of the facts.
Some years ago we adopted the principle in the conduct of our
business that no workman should be compelled to join a labor or-
ganization as a prerequisite to obtaining employment; also to protect
workmen as far as possible from the effort of some unions to restrict
free opportunity to labor.
Each succeeding year has found us going over the same subject
with representatives of organized labor, and while we have succeeded
in avoiding open rupture, yet we have never been entirely free from a
feehng of uncertainty.
This spring the usual proposition of closed shop was made to us,
and we were finally forced to decide to continue to operate our busi-
ness on the open-shop plan.
We felt that this demand involved two cardinal principles which
are extremely essential to the conduct of our business, namely, first,
it would be depriving our present employees and the independent
workman who does not want to join the union of the opportunity for
employment; second, it would mean that we would lose the control
of our business to the unions afiiliated with the American Federation
of Labor.
We cannot permit a policy which would compel us to drive all our
men and all the workmen of subcontractors into a union whether or
not these workmen want to join such union.
We cannot approve of a policy affecting our business and which
stands for the sympathetic strike.
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To our many friends, misled by newspaper reports, who have ex-
pressed sympathy with us in what they thought were our labor troubles,
we desire to state that before the agitation began, about ten days
ago, we employed in Worcester 885 men; to-day the number is 911,
and each one of us has increased the number of our employees, and
none of them belong to organized labor!
In addition to that, we would like to say that we have apphca-
tions for work from men of everj^ craft in the building line from all
over New England. We are, therefore, carrying on our work in a
most satisfactory and normal condition, ready to perform all contracts
with which we may be favored. We are thereby demonstrating that
the American workman is at perfect liberty to work where he will
and for whatever wage rate may be agreed upon.
Carrying out this weU-defined American pohcy, to the general
public we desire to say that we assure it of our continued endeavor to
render the best possible service in carrying out our contracts.
To our present employees we promise the same steady employ-
ment as hitherto at the going wage of their trade in this community.
We have all the men we desire, they are performing efficient work,
they are well paid for their services, our patrons and the undersigned
are satisfied.
E. J. Cross Company.
E. D. Ward.
Fiske-Carter Construction Compant.
Twenty millwrights, members of the Carpenters' Union,
at work on the installation of machinery in the new building
of the Norton Company, struck May 2 on learning that the
general contractor was the E. J. Cross Company. Employers
having agreements with organized labor, and directing special
kinds of work for general contractors, were thereupon called
into meeting, and were notified by the agents of the building
trades that union mechanics would not work for them on any
subcontracts that they might have with the signers of the
above declaration. On May 27 the publication of the news
of a large contract awarded to E. J. Cross Company by the
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management of a large store in Worcester led through much
discussion to the placing of that store upon the "We don't
patronize" list of the Worcester Central Labor Union and
the Building Trades Council. On June 17 the award was
denounced by the federated unions as a "gross injustice,
ingratitude and callous disregard of the many years' patron-
age of more than 12,000 members of Worcester labor unions
and of tens of thousands of their friends and families."
The attitude of the three building firms, the building
mechanics and laborers and their associates has remained
unchanged.
COMMONWEALTH SHOE AND LEATHER COMPANY— WHIT-
MAN.
A joint application, submitting a controversy in the making
department of the Commonwealth Shoe and Leather Com-
pany at Whitman, was filed on April 1. A hearing was given
on the 6tb. On motion of the employees, the Board post-
poned the expert investigation called for in the application,
and heard nothing further in the matter until May 15, when
inquiry revealed the fact that the parties had agreed to
request a further postponement of the investigation. On
May 16 a letter from the parties, agreeing to the postpone-
ment, was received. The Board thereupon dismissed the
case and notified the parties thereof, saying that any further
diflSculty would have to be considered in a new application.
The controversy did not appear again.
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HOTEL LENOX— BOSTON.
The following decision was rendered on April 3 : —
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
the Hotel Lenox of Boston and engineers and firemen in its employ. (26)
Having considered said application, heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives and investigated the character of the
work in question and the conditions under which it is performed, the
Board awards that the foUowing wages (without meals) shall be paid
by the Hotel Lenox in Boston: to assistant engineers $21, and to
firemen $18, per week for work as there performed.
By the Board,
Bernakd F. Supple, Secretary.
WALTER H. PHILLIPS— CAMBRIDGE; R. FRASER— BOSTON;
DIXON & FALLIS— CAMBRIDGE; FORREST E. HOWES—
BOSTON.
On April 4 certificates of normality of business were issued,
as follows: —
In the matter of the application of Walter H. Phillips, pattern maker of
Cambridge. (66)
This apphcation, made to the Board under the Acts of 1914, chapter
347, requests the Board to determine whether the business of said
Walter H. Philhps is being carried on in a normal and usual manner
and to the normal and usual extent.
Having considered said apphcation and heard the petitioner, the
Board determines that the business of said Walter H. Phillips, which
is that of pattern making, is being carried on in the normal and usual
manner and to the normal and usual extent.
B}' the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
In the matter of the application of R. Fraser, pattern maker of Boston. (76)
This application, made to the Board under the Acts of 1914, chapter
347, requests the Board to determine whether the business of said R.
Fraser is being carried on in a normal and usual manner and to the
normal and usual extent.
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Having considered said application and heard the petitioner, the
Board determines that the business of said R. Fraser, which is that of
pattern making, is being carried on in the normal and usual manner
and to the normal and usual extent.
By the Board,
Beenard F. Supple, Secretary.
In the matter of the application of Dixon & Fallis, pattern makers of Cam-
bridge. (80)
This appHcation, made to the Board under the Acts of 1914, chapter
347, requests the Board to determine whether the business of said
Dixon & Fallis is being carried on in a normal and usual manner and
to the normal and usual extent.
Having considered said application and heard the petitioners, the
Board determines that the business of said Dixon & Fallis, which is
that of pattern making, is being carried on in the normal and usual
manner and to the normal and usual extent.
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
In the matter of the application of Forrest E. Howes, pattern maker and
machinist of Boston. (84)
This application, made to the Board under the Acts of 1914, chapter
347, requests the Board to determine whether the business of said
Forrest E. Howes is being carried on in a normal and usual manner and
to the normal and usual extent.
Having considered said application and statement of the petitioner,
the Board determines that the business of said Forrest E. Howes,
which is that of pattern making, etc., is being carried on in the normal
and usual manner and to the normal and usual extent.
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
BINDERY WORKERS — BOSTON.
Notice of controversy was received from the International
Brotherhood of Bookbinders, alleging that the American
Bookbinding Company and Abraham Sulkin of Boston were
working more than 48 hours a week and paying less than the
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established scale. A conference of parties was held on the
5th of April and adjourned to the 12th. At this conference
Mr. Sulkin did not appear, but signified that he would accept
any result reached by the American Bookbinding Company
in conference with the journeymen. No agreement was
reached, however. The employers' counsel stated that the
committee purporting to represent the employees were not
duly authorized. He would be willing to join in an applica-
tion for arbitration and abide by the outcome. The con-
ference dissolved, but nothing further was heard of the
controversy.
NEW STAR MANUFACTURING COMPANY— BOSTON.
Notice of a strike of clothing workers for B. Frankel, pro-
prietor of the New Star Manufacturing Company of Boston,
was received on April 5 from the Civic Service House. The
Board secured a return to work at temporary wages, to be
paid on account pending a settlement, and a promise of both
parties to confer on the 7th in the presence of the Board for
the purpose of a good understanding. Peaceful relations
having been restored, the parties effected a permanent agree-
ment which rendered the proposed conference unnecessary.
SMITH PAPER COMPANY— LEE.
The discharge of John Boyne of Lee from a mill of the
Smith Paper Company on April 7 was deemed a challenge to
the Papermakers' Union, of which he was an officer. A com-
mittee sought and obtained a conference with the manage-
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ment on April 10, urged the reinstatement of Boyne, and
stated that the women in several departments were not
receiving sufficient pay. The company refused to reinstate
the man, claimed that the women were paid fair wages, and
that a revision of prices would not be entertained until
specific demands were submitted. Thereupon 350 men and
women in the five mills of the company struck, leaving a few
in various departments. On the 11th some of the women
returned to the mills.
A desire for from 25 to 50 cents a day increase in existing
rates was expressed on April 14, and the demand for rein-
statement of Boyne was relaxed. The Board, learning
through its agent that there had been no approach of the
parties to an understanding, offered its services as arbitrator.
The employees accepted but the company declined; both
parties, however, conferred on a settlement on April 24, but
no agreement was reached. On April 30 Mr. Boyne left
town for work elsewhere.
The Board visited Lee on May 3 and had separate inter-
views with the employer and the strikers. As the result of
the advice of Mr. Bump of the Board the strike was declared
off; the employer promised to receive his employees within
one week, — from day to day until all were at work, —
and to increase the rates of $1, $1.50 and $2, according to
an accepted schedule.
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COMMONWEALTH SHOE AND LEATHER COMPANY— WHIT-
MAN.
The following decision was rendered on April 7 : —
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
Commonwealth Shoe and Leather Company of Whitman and heel-shavers.
(47)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the work
and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the subject-
matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert assistants
nominated by the parties, the Board awards that 8 cents per 12 pair
be paid by the Commonwealth Shoe and Leather Company at Whitman
for shaving rubber heels as there performed.
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
DONOVAN-GILES COMPANY— LYNN.
On April 7 an application was received from Donovan-
Giles Company of Lynn and cutters in its employ. The
Board took prompt action with a view to ascertaining the
nature of the controversy, but the parties abandoned their
contention.
ARLINGTON MILLS— LAWRENCE.
Two hundred employees in the finishing department of the
Arlington Mills at Lawrence struck on April 10 for an
increase of 2 cents an hour. A committee of young and
inexperienced men called upon the mill agent on April 11
for the purpose of discussing a settlement. The Board's
secretary met the committee on their return to the hall from
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the conference; it appeared that there had been no settle-
ment, and the committee was deliberating on the prospect
of a prolonged strike. The Board's services as mediator were
offered with a view to preventing the strike's extending into
other departments; the law of peaceful negotiation and the
conciliative methods of the Board were explained, and suit-
able advice given as the grievances were discussed. The
committee was dissatisfied with the conference at the mill,
and the members differed greatly as to the statements of
the mill agent in their interpretation of his intentions. They
accepted the Board's services, and said they would respond
to an invitation to a conference of parties in the presence of
the Board. The mill agent in a telephone interview refused
to meet the Board.
On April 12 the Board communicated to the company its
desire to arrange a friendly adjustment, but the company was
of opinion that a settlement had been reached at the con-
ference of the preceding day. On being informed that such
was not the case, the treasurer said that the misunderstand-
ing would be easily removed if the Board would advise the
workmen's committee to seek another interview with the
agent forthwith. Accordingly, this was transmitted to the
committee by telephone, with the advice to lose no time in
renewing the interview. The committee thereupon went to
the agent and a good understanding was reached. The
demanded increase was granted and the strike was declared
off; all hands returned to work on the following Monday,
April 17.
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STONE CUTTERS— WELLESLEY.
On April 11 the Board effected communication with both
parties to a difficulty in Wellesley, concerning the calling of
a strike in the building trades engaged in the construction
of a dormitory for Wellesley College, J. W. Bishop Company
being the general contractors therefor. The difficulty con-
cisely stated was that some of the material used in the
construction was artificial stone, which, by agreement with
the manufacturer thereof, the Economy Concrete Company
of New Haven, Conn., must be fitted by union workmen.
The architects in behalf of the owner agreed that the fitting
of this stone so far as necessary should be done by a member
of the Stone Cutters' Union. The occasion of employing a
fitter of artificial stone is intermittent and somewhat rare,
but the union insisted that a stone cutter should be employed
all the time. Several interviews were had in the month of
April on one side or the other, but no agreement was reached.
On April 17, in response to the Board's advice that the
parties should confer, they met and made an adjustment
satisfactory to all, the terms of which were not made public,
and the strike was declared off.
NEW ENGLAND WESTINGHOUSE COMPANY— SPRINGFIELD.
At the East Springfield shop of the New England Westing-
house Company 140 men of the machine department struck
for more pay and better shop conditions on April 11; on
the 12 th 80 struck, and on the 28th 100 others, leaving 154
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who refused to go out. On the 28th, also, 100 strikers left
the city for employment elsewhere.
The Board promptly offered its services to both parties,
and discovered that whatever real or fancied value the
demands might have had there was no prospect of securing
a settlement or maintaining strike conditions. Accordingly,
the men were advised to return to work. The employer took
occasion to say that none of the strikers would be taken
back. Nevertheless, it was reported to the Board in May
that a few had succeeded in returning to the service of the
company; so far as the others were concerned the strike
died of inanition.
LEONARD & BARROWS— MIDDLEBOROUGH.
The following decision was rendered on April 18: —
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
Leonard & Barrows, shoe manufacturers of Middleborough, and heel-
ers. (60)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the work
and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the subject-
matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert assistants
nominated by the parties, the Board awards that 8| cents per 12 pair
be paid by Leonard & Barrows at Middleborough for heeling, as the
work is there performed.
By the Board,
Beenard F. Supple, Secretary.
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LUKE W. REYNOLDS COMPANY— BROCKTON.
The following decision was rendered on April 18 : —
In the matter oj the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
Luke W. Reynolds Company, shoe manufacturer of Brockton, and em-
ployees in the lasting department. (69)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the work
and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the subject-
matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert assistants
nominated by the parties, the Board awards that the last designated
as "Ehnore" is a high-toed or difficult last; that the last designated as
"Hudson" is not a high-toed or difficult last.
The Board makes no award with reference to lasts designated as
"Pout," "BT." and "York," the employer having dechned to submit
these lasts for examination by the Board.
By the Board,
Beknahd F. Supple, Secretary.
HAZEN B. GOODRICH & CO. — HAVERHILL.
The following decision was rendered on April 18 : — .
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
Hazen B. Goodrich & Co., shoe manufacturers of Haverhill, and employees
in the packing department. (34)
Having considered said apphcation and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character o^ the work
and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the subject-
matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert assistants
nominated by the parties, the Board awards $10.50 per week of 54
hours as the price to be paid by Hazen B. Goodrich & Co. at Haverhill
for packing samples or regular goods, for patent-leather repairing, or
for dressing, as such work is there performed; and that there be no
change in the weekly rate for having charge of finings, for ribbon
lacing, for trimming or for mending.
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
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W. & V. O. KIMBALL— HAVERHILL.
The following decision was rendered on April 18: —
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
W. & V. O. Kimball, shoe manufacturers of Haverhill, and employees in
the stitching department. (42)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the work
and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the subject-
matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert assistants
nominated by the parties, the Board awards that the following prices
be paid by W. & V. 0. Kimball at HaverhiU for work as there per-
formed :—
Per 12 Pair.
Foxing stitching, two rows, pattern No. 35: —
Double needle, No change.
Single needle, $0 15
Single-needle vamping, two rows, no bar:^—
Plain blucher, 17
• Foxed blucher, 17
Three-quarter-foxed blucher, 17
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
A. M. CREIGHTON— LYNN.
The following recommendation was rendered on April 18: —
In the matter of the joint arbitration of a controversy between A. M. Creighton,
shoe manufacturer of Lynn, and ironers, submitted pursuant to agreement
to the Lynn board of adjustment and to this Board for determination upon
consideration of the evidence submitted to said board of adjustment.
(92)
The question before the board of adjustment is whether ironer No.
33 shall be reinstated by A. M. Creighton. Having considered the
evidence submitted, this Board recommends that the decision of the
board of adjustment should be that, the man having severed his rela-
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tion with the employer, the employer is not bound to reinstate him in
his former employment.
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
PUTNAM MACHINE COMPANY— FITCHBURG.
A certificate of normality of business was issued on April
18, as follows: —
In the matter oj the application of the Putnam Machine Company of Fitch-
burg. (43)
This apphcation, made to the Board under the Acts of 1914, chapter
347, requests the Board to determine whether the business of the
Putnam Machine Company is being carried on in a normal and usual
manner and to the normal and usual extent.
Having considered said application, heard the petitioner and in-
vestigated the character of the business and the conditions under
wliich it is carried on, the Board determines that the business of said
Putnam Machine Company at Fitchburg, which is that of manufac-
turing machinery, is being carried on in the normal and usual manner
and to the normal and usual extent.
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
CROMPTON & KNOWLES LOOM WORKS — WORCESTER.
A certificate of normality of business was issued on April
18, as follows: —
In the matter of the application of Crompton & Knowles Loom Works of
Worcester. (57)
This apphcation. made to the Board under the Acts of 1914, chapter
347, requests the Board to determine whether the business of Crompton
& Knowles Loom Works is being carried on in a normal and usual
manner and to the normal and usual extent.
Having considered said apphcation, heard the petitioner and in-
vestigated the character of the business and the conditions under
which it is carried on, the Board determines that the business of said
Crompton & Knowles Loom Works at Worcester, which is that of
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manufacturing machinery, is being carried on in the normal and usual
manner and to the normal and usual extent.
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
ROCKPORT GRANITE COMPANY, CAPE ANN GRANITE COR-
PORATION, J. LEONARD JOHNSON, WILLIAM R. CHEVES
— GLOUCESTER, ROCKPORT.
A strike of 1,000 quarrymen and paving cutters occurred
on March 1 at Gloucester and Rockport, involving the
Rockport Granite Company, the Cape Ann Granite Corpora-
tion, J. Leonard Johnson and William R. Cheves, owners of
granite quarries. The strikers were members of labor unions
in Gloucester and Rockport. There had been conferences of
parties which resulted in disagreement when notice was
received from the mayor of Gloucester, and the employers
invoked the Board's services on April 12. The Board visited
Gloucester and Rockport and presided at seven conferences.
The parties were firm in their attitudes. The secretary-
treasurer of the Quarrymen's International Union, Frederick
W. Suitor of Barre, Vt., appeared at the later sessions by
request of the Board.
On April 20 the employers petitioned the Board to hear
and determine the controversy, and the task presented was to
bring about a reconciliation or induce the workmen to join in
submitting their cause to the judgment of the Board, or,
in default of a peaceful adjustment by either of these means,
to publish a report saying which party was to blame for the
strike. The employees, refusing to incur the risk of an
adverse decision, entered more willingly into the project of
an agreement, the outcome of which was as follows: —
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RocKPOET, Mass., April 28, 1916.
It is hereby mutually agreed by and between the LanesviUe and
Rockport branches of the Quarryworkers' International Union of
North America and the Granite Manufacturers of Cape Ann, Mass.,
as follows:—
That on and after May 1, 1916, the following agreement shall go
into effect and remain in force until March 1, 1921:—
Article 1.— That 8 hours shall constitute a day's work.
Article 2. — That all work over 8 hours shall be paid for as time
and one-half, and Sundays and hoUdays shall be paid for as double
time. HoHdays to be observed shall be Memorial Day, July 4, Labor
Day, Thanksgiving Day and Christmas.
Article S.— The minimum rate of wages for quarrjTiien, air-plug-
drill runners and derrickmen shall be 27 cents per hour from May 1,
1916, to March 1, 1917; and from March 1, 1917, to March 1, 1918,
the minimum shall be 28 cents per hour; and from March 1, 1918, to
March 1, 1919, the minimum shall be 29 cents per hour; and from
March 1, 1919, to March 1, 1921, the minimum shall be 30 cents per
hour.
Article 4- — The minimum rate of wages for men operating steam
or air-tripod drills shall be 29 cents per hour from May 1, 1916, to
March 1, 1917; and from March 1, 1917, to March 1, 1918, the mini-
mum shall be 30 cents per hour; and from March 1, 1918, to March 1,
1919, the minimum shall be 31 cents per hour; and from March 1, 1919,
to March 1, 1921, the minimima shall be 32 cents per hour.
Article 5. — The minimum rate of wages for blacksmiths and tool-
sharpeners shall be 35 cents per hour from May 1, 1916, to March 1,
1917; and from March 1, 1917, to March 1, 1918, the minimum shall
be 36 cents per hour; and from March 1, 1918, to March 1, 1919, the
minimum shall be 37 cents per hour; and from March 1, 1919, to March
1, 1921, the minimurn shall be 38 cents per hour.
Article 6.— Men shoveling coal in vessel's hold shall be paid not
less than 34^ cents per hour.
Article 7. — The minimum rate of wages for men attending cranes
or derricks in cutting yards or sheds shall be 29 cents per hour from
May 1, 1916, to March 1, 1917; and from March 1, 1917, to March 1,
1918,. the minimum shall be 30 cents per hour; and from March 1,
1918, to March 1, 1919, the minimum shall be 31 cents per hour; and
from March 1, 1919, to March 1, 1921, the minimimi shall be 32 cents
per hour.
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Article 8. — The minimum rate of wages for experienced trackmen
shall be 27 cents per hour from May 1, 1916, to March 1, 1917; and
from March 1, 1917, to March 1, 1918, the minimum shall be 28 cents
per hour; and from March 1, 1918, to March 1, 1919, the minimum
shaU be 29 cents per hour; and from March 1, 1919, to March 1, 1921,
the minimum shall be 30 cents per hour.
Article 9. — Common laborers shaU receive not less than 25 cents
per hour.
Article 10. — No unnecessary delay shall occur in men receiving
their pay on the regular paj' day, and the pay must be in cash and not
in check.
Article 11. — It is mutually agreed by the parties hereto that,
should any disagreement of any kind arise, it shall be settled by and
between the employer and employees on the works where the dispute
arises. Pending such settlement, it is agreed that there shall be no
strike, lockout or suspension of work. The same failing to agree, the
dispute to be left to a committee of three, one to be selected by the
manufacturer, one by the employees, the third to be selected by the
two so appointed, and he must be a disinterested party; the decision
of the majority to be final; decision to be rendered within ten days.
Article 12.— Should either party desire a change to take effect
March 1, 1921, three months' notice shaU be given in writing previous
to March 1, 1921, specifying changes desired. If no notice be given,
this agreement shall hold in force for ^mother year, and from year to
year thereafter, with notice of change as provided above.
For the Manufacturers,
RocKPORT Granite Company,
By C. Harry Rogers, Treasurer.
Cape Ann Granite Corporation,
By Thos. FitzGibbon, Assistant Treasurer.
J. Leonard Johnson.
Wm. R. Cheves.
For the Quarryworkers,
Waino I. Carlson.
Emil ICnuttinen.
Santeri Saari.
Charles Savinen.
Emil Mattson.
Antonio Balzarini.
Angelo Aspesi.
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The strike and the controversy were ended. The men
returned on May 1 to the quarries, after a two months*
absence.
The machinists, once out, expressed a desire for better
wages, but, on motion of the employer, postponed making a
demand until the initial strike had been settled. Pattern
makers, tired of enforced idleness, began to return to work
on Monday, January 24. Other skilled workers sought and
obtained work elsewhere. The laborers then demanded that
the day rate of $1.75 be increased to $2, the 10-hour work
day shortened to 9 hours, and 50 per cent, extra be paid for
work performed in excess of 9 hours.
The strike was declared off on January 28, and the strikers
on the following Monday, January 31, returned to work on
the following terms: 10 hours daily with Saturday half
holidays in May, June, July and August; day laborers to
receive $2 per day and night laborers $2.25. The company
reimbursed the town for police and incidental expenses,
which, with other outlays, amounted to more than $4,500.
The strike was worse than futile; had the men remained
at work under the agreement of 1910, and brought their
grievance to the attention of the company, a settlement
could have been more easily effected, and none been any
the worse by reason of idleness.
PACIFIC MILLS— LAWRENCE.
The mills of Lawrence raised the earnings of textile
workers 10 per cent., but the loom fixers of the Pacific Mills
were increased only 2 cents an hour, or about 6 per cent.
The loom fixers complained to the management, and, having
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waited and received no response, struck on April 22, 82
coming out. Five returned on. the second day, and in the
course of six weeks many left town to seek work in other
places. They had several interviews with the management,
but could not obtain satisfactory terms. In the second week
of June it was reported that 23 had obtained temporary
work in other places; that, while all desired to return, 54
were unemployed. The employer said to those who desired
to return en bloc that he could not put more than 45 to work
at that time. Ettor, the agitator of the Industrial Workers
of the World, came to Lawrence and was sent away by the
authorities.
On June 12 the strikers invoked this Board to secure, if
possible, their former jobs. The employer stated on the
following day that he could not take all the strikers back
then, or say when he could, but he would take the 54 back
if they returned without delay, and would give the remaining
23 a preference over all others in his future hiring. This was
reported forthwith to the strikers at their headquarters.
There was some hesitation, due to the opposition of a large
minority, which was finally outvoted. When the strikers
began to return to work the agent of the company received
them in such numbers as suited his convenience.
LOCKWOOD MANUFACTURING COMPANY— BOSTON.
Notice of a violation of the advertising law came to the
Board on April 25, alleging that the Lockwood Manufactur-
ing Company of Boston had hired men without stating that
there was a strike. The Board investigated the matter and
referred it to the State Board of Labor and Industries.
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T. D. BARRY COMPANY— BROCKTON.
The following decision was rendered on April 26 : —
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
T. D. Barry Company, shoe manufacturer of Brockton, and employees in
the treeing department of Factory No. 2. (83)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the work
and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the subject-
matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert assistants
nominated by the parties, the Board awards that the following prices
be paid by T. D. Barry Company in Factory No. 2 at Brockton for
work as there performed:—
Patent leather, cleaned:— Per 24 Pair.
Plain, • . . : . . . $0 60
With fancy top, facing and foxing, 65
Box calf, velours and gun metal; cleaned, one coat of filler
(by agreement), 30
Gun metal; cleaned, composition put on, palmed off with
chalk finish, No change.
Russet; cleaned and one coat of polish, 55
Black or colored vici and glazed kangaroo; cleaned, ironed
and one coat of fiUer or dressing, . . No change.
Calf or Cordovan, palm finish, 72
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
REGAL SHOE COMPANY— WHITMAN.
The following decision was rendered on April 26 : —
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
the Regal Shoe Company of Whitman and employees in the lasting depart-
ment. (61)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the work
and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the subject-
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matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert assistants
nominated by the parties, the Board awards that 17 cents per 12 pairs
be paid by the Regal Shoe Company at Whitman for pulling-over by
machine when operator is required to steam and insert Vulcb box, as
the work is there performed.
By agreement of the parties this decision shall take effect as of
date of January 31, 1916.
By the Board,
Beknard F. Supple, Secretary.
GEORGE E. KEITH COMPANY— BROCKTON.
The following decision was rendered on April 26 : —
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
George E. Keith Company, shoe manufacturer of Brockton, and em-
ployees in the packing department of Factory No. 1. (50)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the work
and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the subject-
matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert assistants
nominated by the parties, the Board awards that 11.75 per 9 hours
be paid by George E. Keith Companj^ in Factory No. 1 at Brockton
for detecting and cutting tacks as the work is there performed.
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
CHURCHILL & ALDEN COMPANY— BROCKTON.
The following decision was rendered on April 26 : —
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
Churchill & Alden Company, shoe manufacturer of Brockton, and em-
ployees in the packing department of the Farnum Factory. (51)
Having considered said apphcation and heard the parties bj'- their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the work
and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the subject-
matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert assistants
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nominated by the parties, the Board awards that $1.75 per 9 hours
be paid by Churchill & Alden Company in the Farnum Factory at
Brockton for detecting and cutting tacks as the work is there per-
formed.
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
LEONARD & BARROWS — MIDDLEBOROUGH.
The following decision was rendered on April 28: —
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
Leonard & Barrows, shoe manufacturers of Middleborough, and heel-
ers. (115)
Having considered said apphcation, a hearing being waived by the
parties, the Board awards that price and one-half be paid by Leonard
& Barrows at Middleborough for heeling sample shoes as the work is
there performed.
By agreement of the parties this decision shall take effect as of date
of AprU 18, 1916.
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
LUKE W. REYNOLDS COMPANY— BROCKTON.
On April 28 the following decision was rendered : —
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
Luke W. Reynolds Company, shoe manufacturer of Brockton, and em-
ployees in the lasting department. (68)
Having considered said application, heard the parties by their duly
authorized representatives and investigated the character of the work
in question and the conditions under which it is performed, the Board
awards that there be no change in the prices paid by Luke W. Rey-
nolds Company at Brockton for pulling-over colored kid by hand and
operating the bed machine as the work is there performed.
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
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W. & V. O. KIMBALL— HAVERHILL.
The following decision was rendered on April 28 : —
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
W. & V. 0. Kimball, shoe manufacturers of Haverhill, and employees in
the cutting department. (35)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the work
and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the subject-
matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert assistants
nominated by the parties, the Board awards that the following prices
be paid by W. & V. 0. KimbaU at Haverhill for work as there per-
formed : — '
Per Hour.
Cutting tops by hand, $0 34
Cutting cloth linings and doublers by hand or machine, . . 36
Cutting trimmings by hand, 28
Block hands, 25
Crimping on Lockett machine,
. . . . . . 33
Items relating to beginners, (No change)
Overtime work, (No change)
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
J. H. WINCHELL & CO., INC. — HAVERHILL.
On April 28 the following decision was rendered : —
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
J. H. Winchell & Co., Inc., shoe manufacturer of Haverhill, and employ-
ees in the cutting department. (49)
Having considered said application, heard the parties by their duly
authorized representatives and investigated the character of the work
in question and the conditions under which it is performed, the Board
awards that the following prices be paid by J. H. Winchell & Co., Inc.,
at Haverhill, for work as there performed: —
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Cutting by hand— side leathers (men's shoes)
Circular-vamp button oxford:—
Vamp, quarter and separate fly,
Vamp and quarter, fly attached,
Circular-vamp oxford, vamp and quarter
Vamp on U. S. oxford.
New tip,
Tongue on U. S. bal, ....
Top on U. S. bal, ....
Cutting by chcking machine (men's shoes) :—
Vamp on U. S. bal, ....
Top on U. S. bal, ....
Cutting tops: —
By cUcking machine.
By hand,
. .
'
Per 12 Pair.
$0 25
24
22
18
09
04
11
16i
077
Per Hour.
37
34
B}' the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
The award of 163^ cents for cutting men's U. S. bal
vamps by machine related to side leather only. The parties
requested the Board to fix a price for such work performed
on "skins." On June 15 the Board, having considered the
evidence in the case, awarded I'^'io cents extra.
CARPENTERS — WORCESTER.
In April journeymen of Worcester, members of the
Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners, proffered a request
for a revision of prices, which the employers, members of
the Builders' Exchange, declined. During 1915 the wage
rate per hour for carpentry in open shops was 47^ cents;
the request for revision left it optional with employers to
pay 55 cents until further notice, or to agree for three years
on an ascending scale, — 52, 54 and 56 cents. There was
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no disagreement as to hours of labor or rates for work per-
formed outside of regular hours. The employers proposed
as a compromise 50 cents an hour for one year, ending
June 1, 1917; but before the first week of June had passed
some 30 granted the journeymen's demands. In the evening
of June 7 the carpenters declared a strike, to take effect the
following morning. On the day of the strike 18 other
employers yielded to the pressure; there were 12 employers
of large numbers and other contractors that withheld their
assent to the workmen's terms.
On June 8 about 300 men quit work pursuant to the vote
of the preceding evening, but, agreements having been
reached in 30 shops, some 120 strikers returned on the same
day. Twenty-three contractors thereupon met and invoked
the mediation of this Board. Representatives of these, of
the 180 strikers and of the Board met at the Builders'
Exchange in Worcester on June 9. The conference resulted
in a settlement, the terms of which were read and assented to
by all present for the purpose of filing with this Board: —
Worcester, June 9, 1916.
Memokandum or Agreement.
A conference of parties to a controversy involving a strike of car-
penters was this day held in the Builders' Exchange, 58 Front Street,
Worcester. Messrs. Rocheford, Mellen and Miles represented 19 em-
ployers; Messrs. Potts and Sundin, their journeymen carpenters on
strike since June 8. The terms of a proposed appHcation to this
Board for arbitration were discussed with the secretary of the Board.
By general consent the proposed arbitration was superseded by an
oral agreement in settlement of the controversy, as follows :—
The employers shall pay 52 cents an hour till June 1, 1917; 54 cents
thereafter till June 1, 1918; and 56 cents an hour during the twelve
months next ensuing. The employees shall immediately declare the
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strike off. In case of unforeseen conditions, such as an abnormal de-
pression of business, this agreement shall be mutually amended after
three months' notice of a desire to change, to be given at any time in
such case by either party to the other and to this Board.
Beknaed F. Supple, Secretary.
PLUMBERS, STEAM FITTERS — NATICK, FRAMINGHAM,
WELLESLEY, ASHLAND, NEEDHAM.
On May 1, 33 members of the Plumbers and Steam Fitters'
Union in Natick and the vicinity, employed in Natick,
Framingham, Welleslej^ Ashland and Needham, went out on
strike for an increase in wages from $4.50 to $5.20 a day.
On May 26 an application from 42 men in that industry was
received from the secretary of the union, stating the above
as a grievance. On the same day a notice of strike was
peceived from the selectmen of Natick.
A conference of parties was held in the presence of the
Board with a view to a mutual settlement, but no agreement
was reached. The law was explained and the utility of
local boards suggested. On June 1 the parties agreed to
submit the matter to a local board of arbitrat'on; on the
following day the members of the board were appointed,
and the men returned to work when notified thereof. On
June 14 the local board came to the conclusion that S4.80
should be the pay per day, which was accepted by the union.
There has been no recurrence of the difficulty.
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C. H. HODGATE, JOHN CROWE COMPANY, INC., T. E. LOGAN,
J. B. CARRIER, CHARLES LEVESQUE, THOMAS WHIPP,
NAPOLEON PATRY, JOHN AYRE, F. J. KENDALL, A. LA-
CHANCE COMPANY— FALL RIVER.
As a result of the Board's mediation on May 2, having
been notified by the mayor of Fall River of a strike of 600
carpenters, threatening to involve the allied trades in Fall
River and its vicinity, the following agreement was reached
on May 2, extending to May 1, 1918: —
Article 1. — Forty-four hours shall constitute a week's work, as
follows: 8 hours daily, between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m., for the first five
days and 4 hours on Saturday, between 8 a.m. and 12 noon.
Article 2. — Forty-eight cents per hour for the first year and 50
cents per hour for second year shaU be the minimum rate of wages.
These wages do not apply to apprentices or members who have privilege
cards.
Article 3. — Wages shaU be paid weekly on the jobs, on the respective
pay days of each employer and during working hours. - This rule shall
apply to jobs where three or more men are working.
Article 4- — For all time over regular hours, time and one-half
shall be paid, except Sundays and all legal hohdays, for which double
time shaU be paid. No work shall be performed between 7 a.m. and
8 A.M., or on Labor Day, or on Saturday afternoon unless permit is
secured from the district council or its agent, and such permit shall
be granted to men working for a recognized contractor where the
owner considers such work as necessary.
Article 5.— It is hereby understood that the employer shall arrange
for all traveling expenses and board when sending carpenters out of
the city limits.
Article 6, — It is hereby agreed that either party to this agreement,
if desiring to make any changes at the expiration of this agreement,
shall notify the other party on or before February 1, and the settle-
ment of the same must be made on or before April 1 ; in case of failure
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to agree, the State Board of Arbitration shall be asked to assist in the
settlement.
C. N, Kimball,
For the District Council.
John Crowe Company, Inc.
T. E. Logan.
J. B. Carrier.
Charles Levesque.
c. h. hodgate.
Thomas Whipp.
Napoleon Patry.
John Ayre.
F. J. Kendall.
A. Lachance Company.
Fall River, Mass.
State Board of Concilla.tion and Arbitration.
The foregoing was signed in the presence of—
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
The strike, as affecting these 10 employers, was declared
o£P, and the return to work was immediate. While negotia-
tions were going forward between the above-mentioned
parties, there were other conferences between the union and
the remaining employers, members of a master carpenters*
association, a statement of which follows.
ARTHUR PULESTON, A. H. LEEMING, JAMES ALLARDYCE,
CHARLES H. SHERMAN— FALL RIVER.
The settlement on May 2 of 10 master carpenters of Fall
River and their employees, as set forth in the foregoing
report, left a controversy between Arthur Puleston, A. H.
Leeming, James Allardyce, Charles H. Sherman and others of
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the master carpenters' association of Fall River, on the one
hand, and their striking carpenters on the other. Confer-
ences of parties with the mayor were had in the presence of
the Board at the City Hall. After several sessions an agree-
ment was reached on May 3, being the terms of the agree-
ment stated above as amended by the addition of an article
as follows : —
Article 7.— There shall be a committee of three members from each
organization, to be known as the conference committee, to whom all
disputes and violations of this agreement shall be referred, notices of
which shaU be sent to said committee and meeting held by them
within 48 hours; failure to meet wiU leave either party free to act.
In case of failure on their part to agree, the State Board of ConciUa-
tion and Arbitration shall be asked to act, and its decision shaU be
binding on both parties. It is understood that the agreements now
existing between the bricklayers and carpenters shall be exempted
from the provisions of this article.
This agreement was signed in Fall River in the presence
of the secretary of the Board by Arthur Puleston, A. H.
Leeming, J. Allardice and Charles H. Sherman, for the con-
tractors; J. D. Castonguay, C. H. Percival, Horace Caron,
Saul Nurin and Charles N. Kimball for the carpentfers, and
Francis J. Trainor, representing the district council.
Much was said during the debates about an oral under-
standing supplemental to the written agreement, but at no
time was it clear, owing to retractions and qualifying state-
ments, that the parties had done more than assure one
another of their intention neither to resort to harsh expedi-
ents nor to take imfair advantage in certain contingencies
arising from the necessary employment of transient non-
union men of one craft or another.
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A strike occurred on September 14 owing to the employ-
ment of a non-union carpenter by A. H. Leeming. A state-
ment of the controversy and of its adjustment appears
further on.
GEORGE A. FLETCHER & CO., WILEY & FOSS— FITCHBURG.
The following agreement was reached on May 4: —
The mason tenders of Fitchburg, represented by a duly authorized
committee, and George A. Fletcher & Co. and Wiley & Foss, mason
builders and general contractors, conferred this day in the presence
of the Board and agreed as follows:—
WoEKiNQ Agreement between Master Masons and Mason Tenders.
All men delivering stock to masons will be classed as mason tenders.
1. This agreement to run from May 1, 1916, to May 1, 1917.
2. Working hours to be same as masons.
3. Wages to be 35 cents per hour.
4. All time between the hours of 5 p.m. and 7 a.m. to be paid for as over-
time or time and a half, double time for Sundays and hohdays.
5. Hohdays to be all Sundays and such others as the masons observe,
6. Contractors when hiring help will give preference to union men, but
when hiring others it will be with the understanding that after a fair trial
if satisfactory they shall become union men.
7. In case of a disagreement men wiU not quit, but will remain at work
during arbitration by 2 men from master masons and 2 men from Building
Trades Council; if they cannot agree they will select a judge agreeable to
both parties.
8. In case of men working out of town, where it requires more than a
5-cent car fare, matters of board and transportation shall be arranged
for by the said employees and the firm.
Bernakd F. Supple, Secretary.
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UNITED BUTTON COMPANY— SPRINGFIELD.
On May 6 notice of a strike of employees of the United
Button Company of Springfield was received from the
mayor. Both parties were interviewed forthwith and their
consent to arbitration obtained, but three weeks elapsed
before the application was filed. The strike was declared off.
On June 26 the following decision was rendered : —
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between the
United Button Company of Springfield and its employees in the sawing
and turning departments. (135)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by then'
duly authorized representatives and investigated the character of the
work and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the
subject-matter of the controversy, the Board awards that 50 hours
shall constitute a week's work, and that an increase of 10 per cent,
in the several piece rates shall be paid.
By agreement .of the parties this decision shall take effect as of
May 10, 1916.
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
LYNN GAS AND ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY— LYNN.
On May 8 the Board offered its mediation to the Lynn Gas
and Electric Light Company and its employees who were on
strike, and continued to mediate during the next few days.
The strikers were willing to submit to arbitration, but the
employer said that the strike was not effective; that he was
making and selling gas and was not to be compelled to solicit
favors that he could easily do without. This attitude of the
parties persisted until May 23, when notice was received
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from the agent of the strikers that there had been so many-
defections from the ranks and such little attention paid to
the matter recently that the strike was evidently abandoned.
It was never formally declared off^ but by consent of all in-
terested no further attempt was made by anybody to recall
a difficulty that had vanished.
A. J. BATES COMPANY— WEBSTER.
The following agreement was made in the presence of the
Board on May 10: —
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between A.
J. Bates Company, shoe manufacturer of Webster, and treers and packers.
(121)
At a hearing given this day on said application, the parties by their
duly authorized representatives considered the character of the work
in question and the conditions under which it is performed, and agreed
that the following prices shall be paid by A. J. Bates Company at
Webster for work as there performed:—
Treeing Depaetment.
Treeing by hand :— Per 12 Pair,
Patent leathers, all kinds, . $0 27|
Colored goods, 25
Extra when soilure is excessive.
Box calf, vici, velours or gun metal, 20
Ironing tops, extra, 05
Treeing by machine:—
Box caU, velours or gun metal, 12i
Vici:—
Pink-tagged shoes, 20
Regular shoes, 12^
Treeing samples, by hand or machine, per day, $3.
Leathers snuffed, on machine, 20
Removing paper covers, extra, 10
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Packing Department.
Per 12 Pair.
Dressing, . . . $0 03
Putting in heel-pods : —
Cloth, 001
Leather, . . . 01|
Brushing, 02
Lacing, Olf
Cleaning linings : —
^
Per Week.
Beginners, $6 00
After thi-ee months, 7 00
After six months, . 8 00
After a year, 9 00
Packing shoes in cartons: —
Experienced girls:—
Now receiving $9 per week, 10 00
After three months, . . 11 00
After six months, . 12 00
Liexperienced girls, now receiving less than $1.50 per day:—
After three months, 9 00
After six months, 10 00
After nine months, 11 00
After a year, 12 00
Detecting and removing tacks: —
Beginners, 6 00
After three months, 7 00
After six months, 8 00
After a year, 9 00
Inexperienced hands:—
For three months, 6 00
After three months, 7 00
After six months, 8 00
After a year, 9 00
In the presence of the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
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A. G. WALTON & CO., INC. — CHELSEA, LAWRENCE.
When a workman objected to a reprimand, and Ms fellows'
demand for increased wages was refused, work at the shoe
factory of A. G. Walton & Co. at Chelsea was interrupted
on May 10 by a strike of 6 operatives in the making room.
By reason of their leaving, idleness was forced upon more
than 1,000, who joined the strikers. The entire bottoming
department, 300 in number, conferred with Mr. Walton by
committee, presenting a price list for McKay stitching, level-
ing, heeling, shaving, edgemaking, etc., which the employer
refused to grant. The employer offered a five per cent,
bonus on work performed and to be performed, but the offer
was declined. The strikers organized under the auspices of
the United Shoe Workers of America. There were appre-
hensions of the strike's extending to Lawrence, but the em-
ployer, having there a trade agreement contemplating peace-
ful methods, far from fearing such extension expressed an in-
tention to move the Chelsea branch of the business to the
other city.
The Board, the mayor of Chelsea and Maurice Caro, Esq.,
had been active as intermediaries, endeavoring to bring the
difficulty to an end. After several conferences an agreement
was reached whereby all were to return to work and be
received without discrimination on Monday, May 15. The
company agreed to pay a bonus and submit the question of
further increase to this Board. The strike was declared off
and the strikers returned according to agreement.
The strike being over, the way to arbitration was open if
the parties, consulting each other, discovered any points of
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controversy on which they could not agree. Responding to
several inquiries on May 22, 24 and 26, the Board stated for
the information of one party or the other the statutory pro-
vision for a joint statement defining the issue, and explained
the most expeditious mode of procedure, if any dispute
remained for submission to arbitrators. No motion for
arbitration was received by the Board during the twelve
weeks of peace that followed the return to the factory.
A strike of more than 900 operatives was declared on
August 9; nearly half the operatives ceased work on August
10. The employer stated that all departments were affected
save the cutters and the stitchers, who remained at work.
The strikers applied for admission to the United Shoe
Workers of America. The leaders stated that six men had
been discharged, without notice to the grievance committee,
and that the workmen's association had been ignored; they
demanded the reinstatement of the six men and increases in
piece rates in all departments, ranging from one-quarter of a
cent to 2 cents a pair. The company published the follow-
ing statement: —
The reports given out by the leaders of the so-called strike are very
unfair to the company. The gist of the whole situation is, mainly,
that the men who are out on the strike violated their agreement made
with the company at the time of the trouble in May. The men agreed
to submit the matter of increased wages to the State Board of Con-
ciliation and Arbitration, which they have not done. The fact is that
they are afraid of the issue should the matter come before the State
Board. The company has kept its agreement made with the executive
committee of the union in every particular. We agreed in May to
reinstate every man who went out on strike without discrimination,
to pay a bonus of 5 per cent, on the wages of each man every six months,
dating from January 1, submit the matter of a wage scale to the State
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Board, and to meet a grievance committee from the union and con-
sider all their grievances.
We also agreed to recognize the shoe operatives as an association.
The company has kept this contract in every instance. No on6 has
been discharged because of activity in the union. Only one man who
belonged to the union has been discharged, and he was discharged
because of inferior workmanship.
We paid the bonus of 5 per cent, on August 1, which amounted to
about $35,000.
A large number of the men out would like to be at work. It is
unfortunate that those who want to loaf must drag out those who do
not want to loaf.
At the conference Wednesday they demanded that the company
compel every emplo5^ee in the factory to join the union. It would be
illegal for the company to do this, but it shows how unreasonable some
of their demands are.
The strikers were paid the wages due on August 12, and
notified that the factory w^ould operate on Monday the 14th
on open-shop principles, when all strikers, union or non-
union, might return without prejudice for such work as the
factory might have to give them. Many strikers availed
themselves of the offer and returned to work on Monday.
From time to time during the remainder of August, the
whole of September and three weeks of October there were
attacks in Chelsea or Boston on persons going to or returning
from work at the factory. TraflSc w^as interrupted and hun-
dreds of arrests were made. The number of strikers increased.
In contrast with such doings the employees of the company's
factory in Lawrence were admitted into the Boot and Shoe
Workers' Union on September 15, under a trade agreement
renouncing strikes and lockouts in favor of negotiation and
peaceful adjustment, as regulated by the law of the Common-
wealth.
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On September 27 the strikers, resenting the company's
refusal to recognize the United Shoe Workers of America,
after prolonged negotiation rejected the company's offer to
take back all without discrimination and increase the pay in
the making department 10 per cent. Hardly a month had
elapsed before the company's offer, committed to writing by
George E. Gordon, Esq., of the union's counsel, and Maurice
Caro, Esq., was subscribed to by the parties in the terms
which follow : —
Agreement.
Agreement made this twenty-first day of October, 1916, by and
between A. G. Walton & Co., Inc., a corporation duly organized ac-
cording to the laws of this Commonwealth, and its former employees
now out on strike.
Witnesseth, For considerations mutually accepted the parties hereto
agree as foUows :—
1. The A, G. Walton & Co., Inc., agree to give an increase of 10
per cent, over the piece prices prevailing at the beginning of this strike
and in those departments where the strike occurred, and also $15 per
week to the inspectors in the making room.
2. They also agree in addition to arbitrate any wage dispute with
any one or all of their departments, individually and with a committee
representing such department, and if adjustments cannot be made, then
they agree to submit the cause of controversy to the State Board of
Conciliation and Arbitration, and to abide by its decision. The in-
creased scale shall date back, however, to the time of application
before such Board.
3. They also agree to put back to work all former employees now
out on strike as quickly as possible, and virtually all within 18 working
days from date, giving preference to the former employees now actually
out of employment. In placing back the men to work the A. G. Walton
& Co. agree to receive aU applications forthwith from said former
employees, and, with the committee signing this agreement, to select
by lot the names of those to be put back at once and as quickly as
possible; by the same method, to keep putting back the men to work
until they have returned to work in accordance with the provisions
of this paragraph. The purpose of drawing by lot is to prevent any
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discrimination in the immediate employment, it being the intention
of the parties to put all men back as aforesaid.
4. The A. G. Walton & Co. also agree not to discriminate against
any of the former employees now out on strike by reason of their
afhhation with their present union.
5. They also agree to recommend leniency so far as legally is possible
for all their former employees who have been charged with offenses
and whose cases are now pending in court.
The former employees now on strike, by their committee duly au-
thorized, do hereby agree to accept the foregoing terms and resume
work under the foregoing conditions;
In witness whereof, A. G. Walton & Co., Inc., by its treasurer
duly authorized, affixes its hand and corporate seal, and the former
employees, by their committee duly authorized, affix their hands and
seals on this day and year first above written.
A. G. Walton & Co., Inc.,
By A. G. Walton, Treasurer.
Former Employees by their Committee,
Harry Gillman.
William P. McCarthy.
William J. Conley.
Jacob Rosen.
William J. Carroll.
The strikers returned on Monday, October 23, and on
Tuesday the "Boston Traveler" made the following editorial
comment : —
A strike of shoe workers in Chelsea is at an end. It has been
characterized for days by lawlessness, repeated attacks on strike
breakers, insistent demands for police protection, wholesale arrests
and court fines which did not have a deterrent effect.
Efforts to procure mediation, to bring the strikers and their em-
ploj^ers together, had, apparently, failed. Emploj^ers would not
yield; strikers would not concede. Now, suddenly, mediation pre-
vails, and what could not be done when the strike began is done be-
latedly and for no better reason than was obvious at the outset.
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The merits of that particular strike need not be discussed. Its tardy
settlement is evidence that it could have been prevented. The net
gain to anj^body by that particular upheaval has been very small, if,
indeed, there has been a net gain, and the whole matter merely em-
phasizes the fact that lockouts and strikes as a method of adjusting
industrial differences are expensive, unwholesome and in most cases
unnecessary.
The last group of men, 60 in number, arrested during the
street disturbances, was arraigned on Tuesday the 24th, in
the Chelsea police court; the cases were dismissed for want
of prosecution according to the article of the above agreer
ment recommending clemency. The total number of arrests
was 580, most of which were on a charge of loitering, and
the union claimed that the exhibition of dangerous weapons
was in every instance made by non-union employees, and
that none of the arrested strikers w^as found armed.
After two weeks there were signs of dissatisfaction among
the workers, and rumors of strike were rife in the second
week of November. Maurice Caro, Esq., notified the Board
of impending trouble and of his desire to assist in main-
taining peace. The Board requested him on November 15
to transmit to the shoe workers its offer of mediation.
The following petition was received: -
—
Boston, Mass., November 24, 1916.
Hon. WiLLARD Rowland, Chairman, State Board of Conciliation and
Arbitration, State House, Boston, Mass.
Dear Sir:— The undersigned, representing the committee of
employees of A. G. Walton & Co., Chelsea, Mass., who recently on
behalf of the said employees agreed to a settlement of the controversy
between said employees and A. G. Walton & Co., respectfully represent
to your honorable Board that the agreement entered into referred to
is not being kept according to the terms of said agreement in the
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opinion of this committee. "We therefore respectfully request the good
offices of your honorable Board under the provisions of the laws relating
to labor (codified in the Acts of 1909, chapter 514, and amended by
Acts of 1913, chapter 444 and the Acts of 1914, chapter 681), to the
end that the strained relations now existing between the employees
of A. G. Walton & Co. and the firm as a result of the non-compliance
with the said agreement may be modified and harmony restored be-
tween said employees and A. G. Walton & Co.
Respectfully,
William J. Conley.
William J. Caeroll.
Jacob Rosen.
Harry Gillman.
Fred C. Hill.
William P. McCarthy.
It appeared that 79 strikers had not for some weeks been
reinstated, but three of these were negligible, having left
Chelsea for permanent employment elsewhere. Of the 76
remaining in the city one-half had been recently restored to
their former jobs, and there were 38 who had been left out.
The employer stated that the facts were consistent with the
agreement; that the break in the continuity of his business
was not easily repaired, and that he had astonished himself
in the degree of readjustment and reorganization that he had
reached in so short a span of time; that the 30-odd left out
was a small ratio to more than 900 taken back, and in course
of time, when business became regular so that assignments
could be distributed in a just balance, virtually all would be
at work. He further said that he would respond to the
Board's invitation to a conference with his employees as such
at any time assigned.
The employees' committee admitted that 30 was small in
comparison with 900, and said that there would be no doubt
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of good faith if the disappointment of 36 men and women
had been distributed through all the departments of the fac-
tory, but with all left out of one department.it looked like
deliberate intention to punish for activity in the recent strike.
They said, further, that the "virtually all" phrase at the
beginning of the third article of the agreement could not be
pleaded in excuse, for the reason that whereas the phrase
had been questioned and explained at the time of drafting
as signifying two or possibly three of the strikers under
arrest who might be convicted of crime or misdemeanor, —
in which event the union would have nothing to do with
them, — these 36 of one department were not under arrest
and in no danger of conviction.
The Board brought both parties before it in conference on
December 6. The committee stated a willingness to settle
on the return of a much reduced number, a dozen or 15, and
the conference dissolved with a purpose to meet at the fac-
tory within the next two or three days. They met there
without effecting an agreement, but several of the remaining
strikers were taken back.
On December 21 an organizer of the United Shoe Workers
of America expressed the workers' resolve to demand an im-
mediate concession of all disputed claims or a submission of
them to arbitration, and their intention to strike in case of
refusal. He said, however, that while the union was tired of
dilatory tactics, he would see that a possible strike vote, to
be taken in the evening of that day, was postponed in order
to inform the Board of the employer's acceptance or rejec-
tion of the demand. On December 22 John R. Oldham
notified the Board by telephone that the employees had con-
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eluded to assemble a mass meeting on December 26, in a
faint hope that the company would by that time have
responded in one way or another to the employees' written
demands; that, owing to the time required for drafting the
demands and preparing lists of the items of work for which
higher prices must be paid in the several departments, the
committee had not moved on the employer until the 22d,
when the members learned that the officers of the company
were not at the factory nor expected to return till after
Christmas; that before presenting the price lists and demands
two of the committee had been discharged. The apparent
contempt excited suspicion among the work people that their
intentions were known, and measures had been taken as
before to postpone conclusions. Whether well or ill founded
the suspicion was a strong incentive to reprisals, and Mr.
Oldham feared that the judicious-minded members would
not be able to prevent the meeting of the 26th from dissolv-
ing suddenly into a general strike. He was urged to do his
utmost to prevent such a transition, and whatever might be
the vote, to keep the people at work and notify the Board.
M. KONDAZIAN & CO. — BOSTON.
On May 11a dozen workmen of the Cutters and Trimmers'
Union in the Boston shop of M. Kondazian & Co. struck to
establish the standard wages of the craft in Boston, and,
failing to obtain a conference with the employer, besought
the Board to mediate between the parties.
The Board had separate interviews with the parties, but
could find no industrial difficulty in the meaning of the law.
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M. Kondazian & Co. had recent immigrants working in the
strikers' places, — many of them relatives, — and claimed to
be paying these all they were worth; the strikers had obtained
work elsewhere and would not return. The firm expressed a
desire to study the standard price list, and would communi-
cate its views to the Board. The list was sent, but no com-
ment of the firm was forthcoming. The Board, responding
to the inquiries of the union ofl&cers, reported the facts on
October 4. Since then there has been no change in the rela-
tions of the parties.
TUCKER & RICE— WORCESTER.
Burgess, Lang & Co. of Boston, proprietors of a building in
Haverhill, having notified the Board of a dispute there
between Tucker & Rice of Worcester, contractors for the
plumbing, and their union workmen, resulting in a strike
which delayed the completion of the structiire, the Board
mediated between the parties at Worcester on May 16. It
appeared that the owner supervised the work performed on
special contracts, and, mindful of past promises to respect
the aims of organized labor, was careful to engage such firms
only as employed union workmen, as did Tucker & Rice at
the time the contract was made; and that Tucker & Rice
had been declared unfair, and hence the strike. No Haver-
hill plumbers would undertake to complete the work of their
craft without the consent of the Worcester union, which had
not been obtained. Tucker & Rice had been obliged to
choose between such general building contractors as had free
shops and those who had union shops, and since they had
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gained more awards of plumbing contracts from the free-
shop group of builders, these master plumbers made the
choice which offended the unions. If the owners permitted
Tucker & Rice to finish the job with non-union men, the
owners would be false to their promises, and all the crafts
still employed on the interior of the new building would quit
working there. It appeared, moreover, that the settlement
of such dispute belonged to the Building Trades Council and
not to the union of any particular craft.
The building trades and the owners of the new edifice ap-
peared by their representatives in conference before the Board
at Worcester on May 18. An agreement was reached by
which Burgess, Lang & Co. might hire such plumbers as were
not obnoxious to the building trades without the intervention
of any master plumber.
TREMONT & SUFFOLK MILLS— LOWELL.
One hundred weavers and 40 spinners struck in the Tre-
mont & Sujffolk Mills in Lowell on May 18, to resent the
conduct of an overseer, and requested the Board's mediation.
They were advised to seek an interview with the management
and to present their grievances in temperate language. A
conference ensued which resulted in a settlement. The agent
of the employer promised to take all back into their former
places. The strikers were willing to return on his assurance,
and were convinced of his sincerity in discharging the ob-
noxious overseer, confronted by the strikers' committee.
Some public-spirited friends of the strikers, feeling that
some might be punished for their zeal, and that perhaps the
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committee had not apprehended the agent's assurances
because of unfamiliarity with the English language, sought
the mediation of the Board again. The Board called on the
employer on May 23, and then transmitted his assurance that
nobody would be punished for objecting to the overseer. The
strike was declared off.
WEAVERS— NEW BEDFORD.
The weavers of New Bedford desired to establish a stand-
ard price list for all the cotton mills, and sought the services
of the Board to intercede with the employers. The Board
put itself in communication with the cotton manufacturers'
association, and found that they were averse to the proposi-
tion for the reason that they did not think it was a prac-
ticable one, and said it was complicated and unnecessary,
since even the weavers admitted that they were satisfied with
their earnings. The employers said: "We have every desire
that the • better conditions which the mills and operatives
are now enjoying shall not be disturbed, but in order to
secure freedom from disturbance we do not intend to adopt
or accept any principle as applied to our business which is
inimical to the permanent good of our industry." The em-
ployees were satisfied with the earnings then existing, but
they wanted some assurance that these earnings would be
maintained at the same level until officially changed. A
conference was had in the presence of the Board on May 19,
which resulted in an understanding that the secretary of the
weavers' association should communicate with the secretary
of the manufacturers' association, the conference to be re-
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sumed at some future time to be agreed upon, with a view
to ascertaining how best to maintain the existing earning
power at the prices paid. Shortly after this the matter dis-
appeared from notice.
SACO-LOWELL SHOPS— NEWTON.
The proprietors of the Saco-Lowell machine shops of
Newton Upper Falls had granted several increases in in-
dividual cases, but very generally distributed throughout the
departments, after the first of May, according to recommen-
dations made by the respective foremen. On Friday, May
19, the snagging department went out on strike to emphasize
a demand for a further increase. Other departments struck
on Monday, May 22, and Wednesday, May 24. Defections
occurred from time to time until there was a general cessa-
tion of work, involving many persons of foreign idiom who
had not expressed dissatisfaction. Several conferences were
had, at which it appeared that the men wanted a 9-hour day
without reduction of pay and a further level increase of 5
cents an hour, which the employer said was out of the ques-
tion. The employer offered 1| cents, 2 cents and 2| cents on
three different grades, minus such increases as had already
been granted since the first of May. The employees would
not accept the offer and remained out.
The Board had several interviews with the respective
parties and brought them together on the 31st of May. The
employer said that if level increases were made in any de-
partment it would be because accidentally all deserved the
increase; he would reserve the right to increase the pay of
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those only that deserved it, and would not then establish a
minimum wage. The employees waived the demand for the
9-hour day, and, finding they could obtain no further con-
cessions from the employer, on the employer's renewing the
offers of additional increases on the three grades, accepted
them. The strike was thereupon declared off, and all hands
were to return to work the following day.
CARPENTERS— WILLIAMSTOWN.
Notice of a strike of carpenters in Williamstown for a
Saturday half holiday without loss of pay was received from
the selectmen on May 20. The Board promptly communi-
cated with the master builders, who stated in response to an
offer of mediation that negotiations looking to a settlement
had resulted in a settlement. The strikers returned to work
on May 22.
FRED T. LEY & CO., INC.; ADAMS & RUXTON CONSTRUC-
TION COMPANY; A. E. STEVENS COMPANY; VAUGHAN
& KIBBE; JOHN S. LANE & SON, INC.; CORDNER &
MONTAGUE; E. L. SAMPSON & BROTHERS COMPANY;
E. J. PINNEY— SPRINGFIELD.
The following decision was rendered on May 22 : —
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
Springfield contractors and shovelers in their employ. (90)
This application submits the following questions: How many hours
shall constitute a week's work? What rate shall be paid for such work?
What rates shall be paid for overtime work and work performed on
holidays?
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Having considered said application and heard the parties and their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the
work and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the
subject-matter of the controversy, the Board awards that 48 hours
shall constitute a week's work with pay at the rate of 30 cents an hour,
and that work performed after hours and on Sundaj^s or other hohdays
shall be paid for at the following rates: for the first hour in excess of
an 8-hour day, 2 cents extra; for the second hour in excess of an 8-hour
day, 5 cents extra; work in excess of 10 hours a day, and work performed
on Sunday or other hoUday, shaU be reckoned at once and one-half the
rate paid for 8-hour work.
By the Board,
Bernakd F. Supple, Secretary.
GREGORY & READ COMPANY— LYNN.
The following recommendation was rendered on May 25 : —
In the matter of the joint arbitration oj a controversy between Gregory & Bead
.
Company, shoe manufacturer of Lynn, and buttonhole makers, submitted
pursuant to agreement to the Lynn board of adjustment and to this Board
for determination upon consideration of the evidence submitted to said
board of adjustment. (128)
The question submitted by the parties is: What shall be the price
paid for making buttonholes in this shoe, pattern No. 305?
Having considered the evidence submitted, this Board recommends
that the decision of the board of adjustment should be that pattern
No. 305 is to be classified as an oxford shoe; that, by reason of the
pecuhar formation of the pattern and the position of the two button-
holes to be placed in the point of the pattern, the price for making the
buttonholes should be 12 cents per 100 holes.
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
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BARTLETT & SOMERS — LYNN.
The following recommendation was rendered on May 25 : —
In the matter of the joint arbitration of a controversy between Bartleii & Somers,
shoe manufacturers of Lynn, and employees in the stitching department,
submitted pursuant to agreement to the Lynn board of adjustment and to
this Board for determination upon consideration of the evidence sub-
mitted to said board of adjustment. (127)
The Board, having considered the evidence submitted, recommends
that the decision of the board of adjustment should be 20 cents per
dozen for vamping Brogue vamp.
By agreement of the parties the above recommendation is to take
effect as of the date of the introduction of the work.
By the Board,
/ Beenard F. Supple, Secretary.
MEMBERS OF LYNN SHOE MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION
— LYNN.
The following recommendation was rendered on May 25 : —
In the matter of the joint arbitration of a controversy between members of Lynn
Shoe Manufacturers^ Association and employees in the packing depart-
ment, submitted pursuant to agreement to the Lynn board of adjustment
and to this Board for determination upon consideration of the evidence
submitted to said board of adjustment. (154)
The Board, having considered the evidence submitted, recommends
that the decision of the board of adjustment should be that there is not
sufficient evidence to warrant a change in the weekly wage paid for
experienced packers, patent-leather repairers and ironers.
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
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MERCHANTS & MINERS TRANSPORTATION COMPANY, EAST-
ERN STEAMSHIP COMPANY, UNITED FRUIT COMPANY,
W. W. & C. R. NOYES, CLYDE STEAMSHIP COMPANY,
OCEAN STEAMSHIP COMPANY— BOSTON.
Demanding 35 cents an hour in normal work time, 50 cents
an hour for overtime and 50 cents an hour for Sunday and
holiday work, as compared with 25 cents an hour for regular
hours and 35 cents an hour for work performed at other
times, 600 freight handlers went out on strike at the wharves
of the Merchants & Miners Transportation Company, the
Eastern Steamship Company, the United Fruit Company,
W. W. & C. R. Noyes, the Clyde Steamship Company and
the Ocean Steamship Company in Boston. There was a
series of strikes throughout the month of May, culminating
in the second week of June. On account of the diflSculty of
finding men to replace them the steamers remained tied to
the piers, and the steamship companies sent notice to the
railroads that no more freight would be accepted. As the
result of conferences some men returned to work for a time
in the second week of June.
On June 23 the Board's mediation was requested by the
freight handlers at the wharves of the Eastern Steamship
Company and the Merchants & Miners Transportation Com-
pany, involving 450 men, who stated that the demands were
considerably mitigated. They were given instructions and
advice looking towards a peaceful solution. The Board com-
municated with the employer during the next few days.
Shortly after the strike dissolved, the men returning from
time to time, individually or in groups, on the employers*
terms. About 150 men succeeded in getting their work back..
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REVERE RUBBER COMPANY— CHELSEA.
On the first, second and third days of June a series of
strikes for shorter hours and higher wages occurred in the
factory of the Revere Rubber Company at Chelsea, involv-
ing about 640 of its employees. The employer expressed a
desire for a settlement by agreement, but no agreement was
reached. The factory shut down during the heated term, and
the management announced that it would remain closed until
such time as the men resolved to return to work. Attempts
were made to resume work toward the end of July. On
August 14 the factory was running in all its departments,
and an application for a certificate of normality was filed
with this Board. The following decision was rendered on
October 3 : —
In the matter of the application of the Revere Rubber Company of Chel-
sea. (174.)
This application, made to the Board under the Acts of 1914, chapter
347, as amended by General Acts of 1916, chapter 89, requests the
Board to determine whether the business of the Revere Rubber Com-
pany is being carried on in a normal and usual manner and to the
normal and usual extent.
Having considered said apphcation and heard the petitioner (notice
of hearing having been given to employees in the manner prescribed
by law), the Board determines that the business of the Revere Rubber
Company in Chelsea, which is that of manufacturing rubber goods, is
being carried on in the normal and usual manner and to the normal
and usual extent.
By the Board,
Beenakd F. Supple, Secretary.
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SHOP CARPENTERS— BOSTON.
Early in 1916 the shop carpenters of Boston and its vicin-
ity submitted to their employers, to take effect June 1, a
proposed agreement to pay increased wages, reduce the
week's work hours from 48 to 44, and use only such trim
material as bore the union label. Seventy-odd establish-
ments agreed to the unions' demands, but the members of
the New England Society of Builders' Finish Contractors,
after conferring with the Journeymen Carpenters' District
Council on March 30, refused their consent on April 6 to
any change in work time or wages in view of competition,
and characterized the advocacy of the label as a con-
spiracy.
On June 1 cabinet makers, shop carpenters and millmen of
Boston and the neighboring cities and towns struck in 20
shops; about 500 men were idle. The Board had separate
interviews with the parties during the first days of the strike,
but they had taken their stand on either hand as the result
of deliberation, and would not yield. This disagreement
persisting, the Board intervened again in June. The em-
ployers still objected to the demands for shorter hours and
more pay, but it seemed that an accommodation might yet
be reached if the requirement of union foremen were waived
by the journeymen; however, their agent declared that the
strike was practically won and no compromise would be ac-
cepted by them, for nearly all foremen were members of the
union as in other building crafts, and there was plenty of
work elsewhere if the Boston employers preferred to continue
as they were.
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Conferences were had in August, on the 11th, 14th and 15th.
On August 15 the employers submitted the following: —
Proposal for Understanding between the Employers and Em-
ployees IN THE Builders' Finish Mills.
Union men who have returned to work shall not be fined or punished
in any way.
Non-union men now working in shops shall be allowed to remain
without being coerced into joining union.
Increase of wages to best men. Men not worth the new rate may
leave or work for old rate.
Forty-eight shall be the hours per week tUl January 1, 1917, and
extra four hours paid for at flat rate.
These conditions shall not be changed tiU June, 1918, and then only
on six months' notice.
The strikers declined the proposal, and no approaches to
a settlement have been made since then. Injunction pro-
ceedings were instituted by the employers, and the contro-
versies thereafter were rehearsed in courts of equity.
The scarcity of skilled labor, the difficulty of procuring
shop carpenters and cabinet makers except by advertising,
and the necessity under the law of notifying applicants for
such work that a strike existed, having produced an intol-
erable condition of affairs, certificates of normality of busi-
ness were issued on October 26 on motion of certain con-
cerns employing workers on interior wood finish.
M. A. PACKARD COMPANY— BROCKTON.
The use of the Ripple last, so called, in the shoe factory of
M. A. Packard Company of Brockton, was the occasion of a
controversy as to whether it made more than ordinary dif-
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ficulty for the employees in the lasting department. If so, it
should be classed as high-toed and the price for lasting on a
high-toed last should be paid, — such was the lasters' con-
tention. The parties failed to agree and submitted the con-
troversy to the arbitration of this Board. The employer ex-
hibited a last designated as a sample of the implement in
question. The joint application was filed on June 1. At the
hearing on June 13 the representatives could not agree that
the exhibit was one of the so-called Ripple lasts, and were
given leave to withdraw. No further motion was made by
the parties in interest.
MASON CONTRACTORS— BROCKTON.
About 60 hodcarriers in Brockton, all members of the
Building Laborers' International Union, were working at the
rate of 40 cents an hour, under an agreement which expired
June 5. Three months' notice of a desire for an increase to
45 cents had been given, but, not deeming it a formal mo-
tion for a change in the agreement, the employers did not all
respond. On June 5, 40 of these laborers on different build-
ings struck without further notice to enforce the demand.
Some of the employers had granted the increase; the others
appointed a committee to negotiate with the strikers. The
parties conferred by committees, and reached an agreement
to submit the dispute to the arbitration of this Board,
whereby the strike was declared off, and all returned to
their jobs on the third day.
An application, signed by both committees with a promise
to continue their work without strike or lockout pending
the adjustment, was received on June 21, and it submitted
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three questions: What are fair prices? Shall the employees
work at present prices until the performance is completed of
such contracts as were made before the demand? Shall em-
ployees allow union laborers from outside Brockton to enter
their union on traveling cards? The last question was tac-
itly withdrawn. The Board, being credibly informed that
the parties might be reconciled in their own terms, sent its
secretary to Brockton on June 27, whereupon at a confer-
ence of parties held that day in the Brockton Chamber of
Commerce, the matter of amending the joint application for
arbitration was considered in the presence of the secretary
of said Board, set aside and superseded by an agreement in
settlement of the dispute, as follows : —
Wages from August 1, 1916, shall be 42^ cents an hour under exist-
ing conditions. The union agrees to permit its members to work on
the new Brockton High School until completed at the rate of 40 cents
an hour.
James F. Cotter,
William Kendall,
Patsy Marino,
For the Building Laborers.
Charles B. Sears,
Preston W. Howard,
Michael D. Long,
For the Employers.
HAMPDEN LUMBER COMPANY— SPRINGFIELD, HOLYOKE.
A strike on June 6 occurred at the works of the Hampden
Lumber Company of Springfield; 60 men were out because
of the company's refusal to label window frames and its
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other finished products as union made. Notified of the strike
by the mayor of Springfield, the Board advised the parties
to confer, and from day to day offered its assistance in the
event of negotiations flagging; but the parties for several
days were preoccupied with offensive and defensive measures.
Carpenters engaged in the erection of buildings refused to
set materials furnished by any company not using the union
label, and loads of lumber were returned to the stockyards
of the mills. Painters refused to paint such products if al-
ready set in place.
As a result of several conferences, Messrs. Wrenn and
McCarrolI, on the part of organized labor, and Charles S.
Potter, manager, for the employer, reached a satisfactory
understanding on June 17, the terms of which were not made
public, and on Monday the 19th all hands returned.
GREGORY & READ COMPANY— LYNN.
The following recommendation was rendered on June 6 : —
In the matter of the joint arbitration of a controversy between Gregory & Read
Company, shoe manufacturer of Lynn, and stitchers, submitted pursuant
to agreement to the Lynn board of adjustment and, to this Board for deter-
mination upon consideration of the evidence submitted to said board of
adjustment. (71).
Having considered the e\'idence submitted, this Board recommends
that the decision of the board of adjustment should be that 12 cents
per 36 pairs be paid by Gregory & Read Company at Lynn for closing
heel and side seam of Laurel pump.
By agreement of the parties the decision shall take effect as of the
date on which the work was introduced.
By the Board,
Bernaed F, Supple, Secretary.
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A. J. BATES COMPANY— WEBSTER.
"the following decision was rendered on June 6 : —
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
A. J. Bates Company, shoe manufacturer of Webster, and employees in
the lasting department. (113)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the
work and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the
subject-matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert
assistants nominated bj'^ the parties, the Board awards that the follow-
ing prices be paid by A. J. Bates Company to employees in said depart-
ment at Webster for work as there performed :—
Consolidated Hand-method Machine.
Operating, including tacking counters and pounding heelseats : —
Regular work : — Per 12 Pair.
Plain toe, . . $0 22
Box toe, ' 24
Colored goods, plain or box toe, 25
Patent leather, plain or box toe, 30
High toe, extra, 06
Long counter, No change.
Cushion insole, .... Per pair, extra $0.00|.
Cripples where laster is not at fault, . . No change.
Lasting sides, 08
Bed-machine System.
Tacking insoles, including trimming heelseats, .... 02
Assembling by hand : —
With shellac box, 10
With shellac box and paper covers, . . . . ,. 11§
With Vulco box, . 09
With Vulco box and paper covers, . . . ' . . 10|
Pulling-over by machine : —
With shellac box, 09i
With Vulco box, 10
Per day of 9 hours, ...... No change.
Operating bed machine : —
Dull leathers : —
Plain toe, 21
Box toe, 24
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Operating bed machine— Concluded.
Colored leathers: —
•
Per 12 Pair.
Plain toe, SO 25
Box toe, 28
Patent leathers : —
Plain toe, 25
Box toe, 30
Medium toe, extra, 04
High toe, extra, 09
Ijong counter, .... Extra, per pair, $0.00|.
With paper covers, No extra.
Cushion sole, .... Extra, per pair $0.00|.
Lasting up or down, No extra.
Samples, No change.
Cripples where laster is not at fault, . . No change.
Per day of 9 hours, No change.
Other day work, No change.
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
LEWIS A. CROSSETT, INC. — ABINGTON.
The following decision was rendered on June 6 : —
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
Lewis A. Crossed, Inc., shoe manufacturer of Abington, and heel-slug-
gers. (133)
Having considered said application, heard the parties by their duly
authorized representatives and investigated the character of the work
and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the subject-
matter of the controversy, the Board awards that 6 cents per 12 pahs
be paid by Lewis A. Crossett, Inc., at Abington, for slugging heels,
one and one-half rows, as the work is there performed.
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
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SLEEPER & HARTLEY, INC. — WORCESTER.
A certificate of normality of business was issued on June 6,
as follows : —
In the matter of the application of Sleeper & Hartley, Inc., machinery builders
of Worcester. (152)
This application, made to the Board, under Acts of 1914, chapter 347,
as amended by General Acts of 1916, chapter 89, states that during the
month of April, 1916, 27 persons left their work in the shops of said
company. The petitioner requests the Board to determine whether
the business of said Sleeper & Hartley, Inc., is being carried on in a
normal and usual manner and to the normal and usual extent.
Notice of a hearing this day having been given to the strikers and
employees in the manner prescribed by law, and having considered
said appUcation and investigated the character of the business and the
conditions under which it is carried on, which is the subject-matter
thereof, the Board deterraines that the business of said Sleeper &
Hartley, Inc., at Worcester, is being carried on in a normal and usual
manner and to the normal and usual extait.
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
CHURCHILL & ALDEN COMPANY— BROCKTON.
An application from Churchill & Alden Company of
Brockton and employees invoked the Board's judgment of
a fair compensation for 9 hours' work per day at detecting
and removing tack points sometimes left in the foot space of
shoes during the manufacturing processes. A hearing of the
parties in controversy on June 13 dissolved into a confer-
ence, which resulted in an agreement, whereupon the appli-
cation was placed on file.
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ENGEL-CONE SHOE COMPANY— BOSTON.
A dispute having arisen in the stitching department of the
Engel-Cone Shoe Company's factory at East Boston, relative
to the price for work performed on stay and button-fly of
ooze and split-leather shoes, the Board brought about a con-
ference of parties at the factory on June 2, which resulted in
an agreement to submit the controversy to this Board and
remain in business and at work without strike or lockout
pending the award. A hearing was assigned to June 13, on
which day the Board was notified of the employer's serious
illness. On his recovery the parties met and settled their
difference by agreement, and so notified the Board.
SPRINGFIELD PROVISION COMPANY— CHICOPEE.
On June 14, meat cutters left their employment in stores
of the Springfield Provision Company in Chicopee rather
than work in the presence of others not members of their
union. The superintendent had been requested to discharge
the non-union men or persuade them to join the union, and
had refused to do so.
The Board communicated with the parties and found that
while organized labor had not sanctioned the strike, the
leaders were endeavoring, to bring about an adjustment. On
Thursday, June 22, the strike was abandoned, the meat cut-
ters having been convinced that the strike was a violation
of existing agreement. In a few days all hands, about 250
in number, returned to work.
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TERKELSEN & WENNBERG— BOSTON.
A certificate of normality of business was issued on June
15, as follows: —• ^
,
In the matter of the application of Terkelsen & Wennberg, machinists of
Boston. (157)
This application, made to the Board under the Acts of 1914, chapter
347, as amended by General Acts of 1916, chapter 89, requests the
Board to determine whether the business of Terkelsen & Wennberg is
being carried on in a normal and usual manner and to the normal and
usual extent.
Having considered said application and heard the petitioners (notice
of hearing having been given to employees in the manner prescribed
by law), the Board determines that the business of said Terkelsen &
Wennberg in Boston, which is that of manufacturing machinery, is
being carried on in the normal and usual manner and to the normal
and usual extent.
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
THE TAYLOR-GOODWIN COMPANY— HAVERHILL.
A notice of threatened strike, applying for the Board's
services, was received on June 19 from the Taylor-Goodwin
Company of Haverhill, saying: —
On June 1 Teamsters' Local No. 327 presented for our considera-
tion a revised agreement covering the wages and conditions of our
employees. Owing to certain conditions existing in the coal and
lumber trade in Haverhill we have felt unable to sign the new Ust
as presented.
After conference and correspondence with the agent of the local no
conclusion has been reached, with the result that on June 16 we were
notified as follows: that "if we can receive the desired information
from international headquarters by Saturday night, June 17, Local
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No. 327 will inaugurate a strike, to go into effect Monday morning,
June 19." (Such information was received to-day.)
According to Article VI. of the agreement under which we are now
working— ''any dispute hereafter shall be settled by the State Board
of Conciliation and Arbitration without strike or lockout" — we are
referring the matter to you for your immediate attention.
The Board went that day to Haverhill and brought about
a conference of parties that resulted in an agreement.
A. J. BATES COMPANY— WEBSTER.
The following agreement was made in the presence of the
Board on June 20 : —
In the maiier of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
A. J. Bates Company, shoe manufacturer of Webster, and employees in
the making department. (178)
At a hearing given this day on said apphcation, the parties by their
duly authorized representatives considered the character of the work
in question and the conditions under which it is performed, and agreed
that the following prices shall be paid by A. J. Bates Company at
Webster for work as there performed:—
Making Department.
Per 12 Pair.
Stapling, $0 02
Pulling, all tacks, including toe wire, by machine, •. . . 02|
Trimming toes by machine, • . . OIJ
Welting, welters to groove welts and wet shoes, .... 15
Trimming inseams by machine, 02J
Butting welts, 02|
Beating welts, 02
Bottom-filling, 01
1
Sticking in shanks, ' . . OOf
Cementing soles by machine, single, 01|
Cementing soles by machine, double, 02
Laying soles, red tag, 03
NaUing heelseats, 01
J
Trimming heelseats, , . 01
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Per 12 Pair.
Roughrounding, $0 08
Roughroiinding, including around heel, Hi
Roughrounding, samples, 12
Turning up channels, 01
Goodyear stitching, 16
Goodyear stitching, including around heelseat, .... 24
Goodyear stitching, white sole, ribbon stitch, .... 20
Cementing channels, . . 01^
Turning down channels, ......... 01|
Wheeling, first time, . 02^
Pricking stitches, . . ; . . 02i
Leveling, 03|
Heeling, 06|
Heeling, samples, Price and one-half.
Slugging heels, one row, 02|
Slugging heels, extra row, 04|
Heel-shaving, 04
Heel-shaving, military heel, . . . . . . . . 04^
Heel-shaving, Ultima machine, 05
Heel-breasting, 02
Scouring heel-breasts, . . . 01 i
Heel-scouring, first scom'ing, red tag, 04
Heel-scouring, first scouring, blue and pink tag, .... 04|
Edgetrimming, without knifing, 16|
Edgetrimming, samples, 36
Jointing, by machine, 02|
Edgesetting, including blacking and brushing, two settings, . 21
Edgesetting, including blacking and brushing, one setting, . . 14
Edgesetting, samples, . . . ~ 36
Roughing up, 12
Second scouring, 02
Insole tack-pulling, 01 f
Laying soles, blue and pink tag, 03|
Roughrounding, blue and pink tag, 08
Turning up channels, blue and pink tag, 01|
Goodyear stitching, blue and pink tag, 18
Cementing channels, blue and pink tag, 01
1
Heeling, pink tag, 07
Heeling, blue tag, 07|
Edgetrimming, blue tag, 18
Edgetrimming, pink tag, , . 22
In the presence of the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
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L. Q. WHITE SHOE COMPANY— BRIDGEWATER.
On June 22 the following decisions were rendered: —
In the matter of the joint applications for arbitration of a controversy between
L. Q. White Shoe Company of Bridgewater and treers. (74, 75)
Having considered said applications and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the
work and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the
subject-matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert
assistants nominated by the parties, the Board awards that the follow-
ing prices be paid by L. Q. "White Shoe Company at Bridgewater for
work as there performed:—
Treeing by machine, gun metal, velours or black vici, $0.22| per 24 pair.
Treeing by the day, $2.85 per 9 hours.
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
L. Q. White Shoe Company of Bridgewater and employees. (118, 119)
Ha\dng considered said apphcation and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the
work and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the
subject-matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert
assistants nominated by the parties, the Board awards that the
following prices be paid bj^ L. Q. White Shoe Company at Bridge-
water for work as there performed:—
Tack-pulling, before welting, $0 . 05 per 24 pair.
Lacing, in dressing room, per day of 9 hours: —
Beginners, for three months, $1 25
Next six months, 1 50
Thereafter, 1 75
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
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W. L. DOUGLAS SHOE COMPANY— BROCKTON.
The following decision was rendered on June 22 : —
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
W. L. Douglas Shoe Company of Brockton and employees in the stitching
department of Factory No. 2. (106)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the
work and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the
subject-matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert
assistants nominated by the parties, the Board awards that the
following prices be paid by W. L. Douglas Shoe Company in Factory
No. 2 at Brockton for work as there performed: —
•
Per 12 Pair.
Undertrimming, held-on work: —
Strap held in, $0 17
Strap held in and V stitched in, 19
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
MEMBERS OF MILFORD MASTER BUILDERS' ASSOCIATION—
MILFORD.
The following decision was rendered on June 22 : —
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
members of Milford Master Builders' Association and carpenters in their
employ. (172)
Having considered said application, heard the parties by their
dulj'" authorized representatives and investigated the character of the
work in question and the conditions under which it is performed, the
Board awards that 50 cents per hour be paid by members of the Milford
Master Builders' Association in Milford and Hopedale to competent
journeymen carpenters.
By agreement of the parties this decision shall take effect as of
the date on which the employees returned to work.
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
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CHURCHILL & ALDEN COMPANY— BROCKTON.
On June 22 the following decisions were rendered: —
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
Churchill & Alden Company, shoe manufacturer of Brockton, and heelers
in the Farnum factory. (64)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the
work and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the
subject-matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert
assistants nominated by the parties, the Board awards that 15 cents
per 24 pair be paid by Churchill & Alden Company in the Farnum
factory at Brockton for heeling, as the work is there performed.
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
In the matter of the joint applications for arbitration of controversies between
Churchill & Alden Company, shoe manufacturer of Brockton, and em-
ployees in the packing department of the Farnum factory. (161, 163)
Having considered said apphcations, heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives and investigated the character of the
work in question and the conditions under which it is performed, the
Board awards that $1.50 per day of 9 hours to beginners for six months,
and thereafter $1.75 per day of 9 hours, be paid by Churchill & Alden
Company in the Farnum factory at Brockton for putting in heel-pods
and cleaning and lacing, as the work is there performed.
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
BOSTON INSULATED WIRE COMPANY— BOSTON.
On June 24, 6 girls working for the Boston Insulated Wire
Company in Dorchester were discharged. Believing that
this act was to discourage the newly formed union, of which
the girls were members, 36 employees struck and demanded
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increased wages and shorter hours. The matter being re-
ported by the union to the Board, communication was
effected with the employer, who said that the girls were dis-
charged because the company had changed its policy and
intended to have no girls in their employ. By July 5 one-
third of the union men on strike had returned to their work.
The company refused to re-employ the girls. This attitude
was made known by the Board to the agent of the union,
and nothing more was heard of the controversy.
COAL DEALERS— BEVERLY.
On June 26 the Board received notice of a controversy
between coal dealers of Beverly and their team drivers and
chauffeurs, and advised the agent of the employees as to the
most expedient way of reaching a friendly agreement. The
advice was accepted and a good understanding was effected.
MEMBERS OF LYNN SHOE MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION
— LYNN.
The following recommendation was rendered on June 26 :—
In the matter of the joint arbitration of a controversy between the members of
the Lynn Shoe Manufacturers' Association and employees in the stock-
fitting department, submitted pursuant to agreement to the Lynn board of
adjustment and to this Board for determination upon consideration of the
evidence submitted to said board of adjustment. (159)
Having considered the evidence submitted, this Board recommends
that the decision of the board of adjustment should be that 9 hours
shall constitute a day's work for employees in the stockfitting depart-
ments of members of the Lynn Shoe Manufacturers' Association.
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
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CASS & DALEY SHOE COMPANY— SALEM.
A joint application from Cass & Daley Shoe Company of
Salem and employees in the lasting department, soliciting an
award by the Board of price for operating lasting machine
and pounding, was received on June 27. This was followed
by interviews, conference, hearing and investigation and
progressive reports of expert assistants. The employer hav-
ing contemplated some changes in process, the expert as-
sistants jointly recommended a stay of proceedings for thirty
days, as did also the parties. On July 26 another joint
application for fair prices for pulling-over by machine and
pounding was filed. Interviews, conferences, hearing and
investigation ensued at the request of the parties. Post-
ponements were made from time to time at the request of
one party or the other. The determination of the operating
controversy was postponed indefinitely on joint request. The
following decision, rendered on November 13, was by both
parties accepted as conclusive of the whole controversy:—
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
Cass & Daley Shoe Company of Salem and employees in the lasting de-
partment. (192A)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the
work and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the
subject-matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert
assistants nominated by the parties, the Board awards that 1 cent
extra per 12 pair be paid by Cass & Daley Shoe Company in its Saun-
ders Street factory in Salem for puUing-over by machine whenever
a steamed box is used.
By agreement of the parties this decision shall take effect as of
date of July 24, 1916.
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
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A. M. CREIGHTON— LYNN.
In June and July an application and two exhibits were
received from the Lynn adjustment board, alleging that a
controversy existed in the cutting department of A. M.
Creighton's factory in that city concerning a leather known
as patent kid, and asking the Board to say whether the
exhibits were skins of kids. A hearing was given on July 20,
and the following recommendation was issued on July 27 : —
In the matter of the joint arbitration of a controversy between A. M. Creightout
shoe manufacturer of Lynn, and employees in the cutting department)
submitted pursuant to agreement to the Lynn board of adjustment and to
this Board for determination upon consideration of the evidence sub-
mitted to said board of adjustment. (194)
Having considered the evidence submitted, this Board recommends
that the board of adjustment reopen this case for the consideration
of additional evidence, sufficient to define more clearly the issue to
be determined, and to determine the controversy.
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
On August 31, having received from the Lynn adjustment
board a letter transmitting additional evidence, stating its
decision, the State Board deemed the case settled. In such
a case the State Board has concurrent but no appellate juris-
diction, but such was not the understanding of the employees
in interest until the Board so ruled.
On December 14 a reply to inquiries was sent to the
employees, quoting as final the decision of the Lynn board
of adjustment, "that the grade of skin in discussion is patent
kid." It was accepted as a classification. Subsequently a
dispute arose as to price, the cutters claiming that the
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classification entitled them to a quarter of a cent extra over
plain leather; the manufacturer disputed the extra for the
reason that when the price for kid was fixed by agreement,
patent kid was not contemplated.
PLUMBERS AND STEAM FITTERS— MARLBOROUGH.
The plumbers and steam fitters of Marlborough, desiring
to establish higher and uniform rates for day labor and for
extra labor, and to define the day's work, the week's work
and the holidays, on May 19 proposed four articles for
agreement, to which the secretary of their employers' or-
ganization returned an unsatisfactory answer.
On Friday, July 1, a general strike went into effect. The
Board went to Marlborough on July 6, and brought the
parties into a conference, which resulted in the following
agreement : —
1. Eight hours shall constitute a day's work the first five days of
the week, which, with 4 hours on Saturday, shall make a 44-hour week.
2. Sundaj^S; Washington's Birthday, April 19, Memorial Day,
Fourth of July, Labor Day, Columbus Day, Thanksgiving, Christmas
and Saturday afternoons shall be observed as hoHdays.
3. From July 1, 1916, for a term of one year, the journeymen's
minimum wages shall be S4.40 per day of 8 hours.
4. For work after hours on any day, excepting work between 5 and
6 o'clock P.M., and for work on holidays excepting a Saturday after-
noon in case of emergency, the rate of pay shaU be double.
5. All differences shall be adjusted without strike or lockout by
such means as may be determined by employers and employees con-
ferring for that purpose; but such differences as are not speedily
adjusted by such means shall be referred to the State Board of Con-
ciliation and Arbitration.
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SAMUEL KNIGHT SONS COMPANY— MANCHESTER.
A controversy having arisen between Samuel Knight Sons
Company of Manchester and coal teamsters in its employ,
the Board on July 8 appointed July 11 for a conference of
parties, and issued invitations to that effect to the company
and to William A. Nealey of Lynn, representing coal
teamsters. On July 10 the Board was informed that an
amicable settlement had been reached.
BAY STATE STORAGE COMPANY— SPRINGFIELD.
On July 10 a strike of teamsters, helpers and chauffeurs,
about 50 in number, began. On July 11 the Board, being
notified thereof, communicated with the parties and ascer-
tained that negotiations were afoot with a view to a settle-
ment. On the 18th a settlement was reached, and on the
19th all the strikers returned to work and were received
into their former positions.
BOSTON TOWBOAT COMPANY, BAY STATE DREDGING AND
CONTRACTING COMPANY, G. H. BREYMANN & BROTHERS
— BOSTON.
The Boston Towboat Company and several other dredging
companies suffered a strike of deck hands and other em-
ployees in the second week of July as a consequence of
refusing or ignoring a demand for an increase of from SIO
to $25 in the month's wages. Some of the employers granted
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the demand and resumed operations. Of the towboat com-
pany's 10 tugs only 3 were in use; foreign and coasting
steamers in charge of pilots were obliged to dock without
the aid of tugboats. On the 17th the three remaining crews,
deck hands of the towboat company, joined ^the strike, which
then numbered about 100 men belonging to the Masters.
Mates and Pilots' Association. After three or four days an
understanding was reached which dissolved the strike of the
Boston Towboat Company's deck hands.
A difficulty still existed between the Bay State Dredging
and Contracting Company and certain of its 300 employees.
The Board presided at a conference of parties on July 19.
It appeared that the controversy concerned the pay of first
and second captains. The parties agreed to submit their
differences to the arbitration of this Board; to this end they
petitioned the Board on July 20, and, pending a peaceful
settlement, the employees returned to work. The appli-
cation stated substantially that seven dredger captains, first
or second, had demanded and been refused a wage scale
calculated to increase pay from 373^ to 65 per cent., and
requested the Board to say what were fair rates. The
submission of the controversy was not complete until July 24,
when the application was filed. Investigation with the aid
of experts having been requested, a few days elapsed before
securing willing persons conversant with the occupation and
otherwise fitted to serve the State as sworn assistants to the
Board. Expert assistants were appointed and instructed in
the details of the respective contentions, to be verified in
quarters where work similar to that in question was
performed.
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On July 27 G. H. Breymann & Brothers invoked the
arbitration of the Board, but subsequently agreed with the
employees to adopt as a settlement of their controversy the
same adjustment, whatever it might be, as should terminate
the Bay State controversy. On August 4 the Bay State
application was withdrawn by counsel for the employees, and
that controversy and the Breymann thereafter drifted over
ways not known to this Board. The dispute persisted for a
few weeks, when a private settlement was reached, but soon
the employees, alleging that oral promises had not been
fulfilled, were again on the point of striking, September 17.
This phase of the controversy was reported as settled on the
same day, and no further controversy has arisen.
The employees, who were members of a trades-union
known as Volunteer Harbor No. 4, of the American Associa-
tion of Masters, Mates and Pilots, lost the support of their
general officers at one stage of the controversy because of
alleged irregularity, and became contumacious and were
disciplined. The government of the local unit was lodged
in a board of trustees, and the members resolved to appeal
to the Association of Masters, Mates and Pilots in the
general convention of 1917.
ELEVATOR OPERATORS— BOSTON.
Elevator operators, porters and watchmen on July 10
went out on strike in various ofiice buildings of Boston. By'
July 12, 300 were on strike. The employees invoked the
services of the Board as mediator, and various interviews
were had with the employers affected. In the Exchange,
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-the Kimball, the Tremont, the Beacon and the Paddock
Buildings, at 79 Milk Street and 183 Essex Street, from 70
to 80 elevator operators were out. There was little difficulty
in supplying the places of the strikers, but the employers
preferred the old hands if an agreement could be reached.
Towards the 16th they began to return under improved
conditions, and practically all who desired it were reinstated
before the 20th.
CONDON BROTHERS & CO. — BROCKTON.
On July 11 the following decisions were rendered: —
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
Condon Brothers & Co., shoe manufacturers of Brockton, and employees
in the finishing department. (136)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the
work and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the
subject-matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert
assistants nominated by the parties, the Board awards that 6 cents
per 24 pair be paid by Condon Brothers & Co. at Brockton for scouring
top-pieces with iron slugs, as the work is there performed; and that
the price for top-pieces with zinc or brass slugs shall remain unchanged.
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy hetioeen
Condon Brothers & Co., shoe manufacturers of Brockton, and Goodyear
stitchers. (146)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the
work and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the
subject-matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert
assistants nominated by the parties, the Board awards that 20 cents
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for 12 pair shaU be paid by Condon Brothers & Co. at Brockton for
Goodyear stitching, regular work, as the work is there performed; the
rate for samples and single pairs shall by agreement of parties be
"price and one-half."
By the Board,
Bernarb F. Supple, Secretary.
CHURCHILL & ALDEN COMPANY— BROCKTON.
On July 1 1 the following decision was rendered : —
-In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
Churchill & Alden Company, shoe manufacturer of Brockton, and fin-
ishers in the Farnum factory. (94)
Having considered said application, heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives and investigated the character of the
work and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the
subject-matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert
assistants nominated by the parties, the Board awards that 6 cents
per 24 pair be paid by Churchill & Alden Company in its Farnum
factory at Brockton for scouring top-pieces with iron slugs, as the
work is there performed; and that the price for scouring top-pieces
having zinc or brass slugs shall remain unchanged.
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
W. & V. O. KIMBALL— HAVERHILL.
On July 11 the following decision was rendered: —
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
W. & Y . O. Kimball, shoe manufacturers of Haverhill, and employees in
the stockfitting department. (129)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the
work and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the
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subject-matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert
assistants nominated by the parties, the Board awards that the
following prices be paid by W. & V. 0. Kimball to employees in said
department at Haverhill for work as there performed :—
Men's McKay Woek.
Per 60 Pair.
Skiving soles, $0 03
Rolling soles, 02
Channeling and stamping: —
Hand machine, 12
Power machine, ' 09
Fitting taps to iron and butting taps: —
Grain, 05f
Pasted, 071
Laying taps and shank and cementing, putting in and taking
out of press, 10|
Trimming taps and shank, 10|
Turning channels, 09
Tacking welts, 15
Tacking toe-pieces or innersoles, 08
Slashing innersoles, 07
Rounding soles on Julian rounder : — >
Leather, 10
Rubber, 15
Per 12 Pair.
Operating Boston tacker.for shanks and filler, . . . . $0 01
Putting in shanks and filler (boy) (by agreement), . . . 00
f
Butting welts by hand, 01
1
Per Week,
55 Hours.
Cutting flexible, pasted or fiber innersoles by machine, . . $15 00
Stripping welts, 14 00
Putting up innersoles, 15 50
By agreement of the parties this decision shall take effect as of
date of May 4, 1916.
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
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STEAM FITTERS— HOLYOKE.
Refusal to grant the demands of the Steam Fitters' Union
on July 12 resulted in the calling of a strike to take effect
at once, and on the 13th 40 employees quit work in the
shops of the Holyoke Valve and Hydrant Company and the
Holyoke Supply Company, demanding S24 a week for senior
steam fitters and $21 for juniors. Being notified thereof by
the mayor on July 15, the Board intervened with offer of
mediation, and learned that the matter was in the way of a
settlement. Conferences were held between the union of-
ficials and the company, but no settlement was reached until
a month had elapsed. On August 11 the proposed schedule
was adopted, — the minimum wage for steam fitters estab-
lished at $24; for junior steam fitters, $21; for helpers,
$13.75. On the 14th all the strikers returned to work.
E. E. TAYLOR COMPANY — BROCKTON.
On July 13 the following decision was rendered: —
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
E. E. Taylor Company, shoe manufacturer of Brockton, and employees
in the finishing department. (Ill)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the
work and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the
subject-matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert
assistants nominated by the parties, the Board awards that the
following prices be paid by E. E. Taylor Company to employees in
said department at Brockton for work as there performed : —
'
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Per 24 Pair.
Scouring heel-breasts, one paper, .... No change.
Finishing heel-breasts, $0 01§
Scouring heels, two papers, handled twice:—
If inches high and under, No change.
Over If inches high, No change.
Blacking heels, 02^
Rough-scouring top-pieces, Globe machine, . . No change.
Smoothing top-pieces, 03
Namnkeaging shanks, No change.
Naumkeaging shanks, arch-support heel, 04
Blacking: —
Bottoms, breasts and top-pieces, . . . No change.
Bottoms, breasts and top-pieces with center
stripe, No change.
Bottoms, breasts and top-pieces on red
beveled edge, No change.
Shanks, breasts and top-pieces, . . . No change.
Shanks and breasts, 05
Top-pieces, . . . . . . . . No change.
Top-pieces and breasts, . . . . . No change.
Brushing:
—
Black bottoms, 07
Black bottoms with center stripe, . . . No change.
Black bottoms with red beveled edge, 09
Shanks, 06
Faking : —
Black bottoms and top-pieces, .... No change.
Black shanks and top-pieces, .... No change.
Black bottoms, No change.
Black shanks, No change.
No. 14 shanks on velvet or custom bottoms, . No change.
No. 14 shanks. No. 26 finish, .... No change.
Top-pieces, . No change.
Black bottoms with center stripe, 11
Black bottoms with red beveled edge, 09
Staining:—
Foreparts, 07
Full bottoms, 08
Full bottoms and top-pieces, 09
Full bottoms, shanks and top-pieces, two colors, . . . 13J
Gumming : —
Foreparts before painting, 03
FuU bottoms before painting, . 03i
Painted foreparts, not polished, 06|
Full bottoms, not polished, 07
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Gumming— Concluded. Per 24 Pair.
Natural-finish foreparts, $0 06^
Natural finish fuU bottoms, 07
Natural-finish fuU bottoms and top-pieces, .... 08^
Natural-finish top-pieces, 02|
Stained foreparts, 06
' Stained full bottoms, 07|
Stained full bottoms and top-pieces, 08J
Stained shanks and top-pieces, 06|
Stained shanks,
. 04|
Stained top-pieces,
.
. . . . . . . . . 02^
Bottoms with center stripe, 08
Foreparts on No. 14 shanks, 07
Polishing; on pinwheel, shank roll, two forepart rolls and two
brushes :
—
Full bottoms, 13|
FuU bottoms and top-pieces, 15
Shanks and top-pieces, 13
Bottoms with center stripe, 13
Polishing shanks on pinwheel and shank roll and two brushes, 09
Polishing top-pieces on two rolls and two brushes, ... 05
Striping: —
•
Foreparts, No change.
Three-quarters of sole, 03
All around sole, 03^
Top-pieces, No change.
Applying naphtha to stitches on shanks or full bottoms, . . 01§
Scouring and finishing heels and bottoms, all operations; single
pairs and samples, 1§ price.
Cleaning slugs, 02
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
J. H. WINCHELL & CO., INC. — HAVERHILL.
The following decision was rendered on July 13: —
In the matter oj the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
J. H. Winchelt & Co., Inc., and employees in the lasting department.
(124)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the
work and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the
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subject-matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert
assistants nominated by the parties, the Board awards that the
following prices be paid by J. H. Winchell & Co., Inc., at Haverhill,
for work as performed in the Goodyear-welt lasting department:—
Assembling, All Kinds of Leather.
Plain toe, no box, . . . . . . .No change.
With tip, Vulco-style box, .
Keith box, cork or leather box,
Samples (by agreement), .
Hour price, ....
. No change.
. No change.
Per pair, $0.02.
. No change.
Operating No. 5 Bed Machine.
DuU leather (black) : — Per 12 Pair.
Plain toe (by agreement), $0 22
With tip, 24
Russia calf : —
Plain toe (by agreement), 24
With tip, ; . 27
Tan calf, tan smooth grain:—
Plain toe (by agreement), 24
With tip, 27
Doped or painted leather (colored) : —
Plain toe, 24
With tip, 27
Waterproof oiled grain or calf (colored) :— •
Plain toe (by agreement), . 22
With tip, 24
Vici kid, black or colored: —
Plain toe (by agreement), 22
With tip, 24
Patent leather : —
Plain toe (by agreement), 25
With tip, 30
White canvas, plain toe or tip (by agreement), .... 30
Cushion innersbles, extra, 06
Cork or leather boxes, No change.
Colored leathers except tan vici; included in above items.
Samples (by agreement), Per pair, $0.03 5.
Hour price, 33
Extras on high-toed lasts, No change.
By the Board,
Beenaed F. Supple, Secretary.
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COWAN TRUCK COMPANY— HOLYOKE.
On Friday, July 14, 40 machinists employed by the Cowan
Truck Company at Holyoke went out on strike, demanding
a 48-hour week and a 10 per cent, increase in pay. The
company advertised for men, and the union prepared for a
long contest of endurance.
The Board, having been notified by the mayor, offered to
mediate between the parties, and suggested that they seek
each other out in the meantime and endeavor to reach a
mutual adjustment. On July 25 a settlement was reached
between the officers of the company and a committee of
the strikers, by which the workers gained a 10 per cent,
increase without change of hours, and for work performed
outside regular hours, 50 per cent, extra, and 100 per cent,
extra for holidays. The men returned to work.
LEWANDO FRENCH DYEING AND CLEANSING ESTABLISH-
MENT— WATERTOWN.
On July 17 practically all the employees of the Lewando
dyeing and cleansing works at Watertown went out on strike
because the company would not reinstate a union employee
who had been discharged. The Board mediated from day to
day through the next thirty days, having interviews with one
side or the other or both in conference. A public hearing
to ascertain which was, on the whole, blameworthy for
the existence and continuance of the difficulty was held
on August 11, and continued through several sessions until
the first week in September. On September 19 the following
report was issued: —
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In the matter of the investigation of the strike of em'ployees of the Lewando
French Dyeing and Cleansing Establishment at Watertown.
The Board, having considered the evidence submitted by the parties,
together with arguments of counsel, submits its report.
The strike was primarily caused by the lajdng off of an operative who
was directed to take a vacation under circumstances which led her to
believe it was a discharge, and that the lay-off or discharge was because
of a desire on the part of the management to discourage further efforts
to unionize the factory help. The Board is of opinion that the facts
in the case did not justify the calling of the strike. The strike having
been called, conferences of the operatives with the management were
had, but no agreement was reached.
It was publicly and in conference stated that those who struck were
willing to submit to arbitration all matters of dispute between the
corporation and its employees, and to return to work pending decision.
The corporation declined to submit the disputes to arbitration. The
Board is of opinion that the employer should have joined with the
employees in adjusting their differences by this method, and in declining
to do so is responsible for the continuance of the strike.
* By the Board,
Bernaed F. Supple, Secretary.
GREGORY & READ COMPANY— LYNN.
A controversy on prices for a list of items, involving Greg-
ory & Read Company of Lynn and employees in the cutting
department, was brought to the board of adjustment in that
city to say what ought to be paid for such labor. The case
was submitted to this Board by the Lynn board of adjust-
ment. Pursuant to agreement of parties and to the constitu-
tion of the local board, no prices except those in force in
factories working under said agreement were presented as an
argument, and in case of a deadlock in the board of adjust-
ment and a reference to the State Board the aw^ard was to
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be made on the facts as submitted to the board of adjust-
ment, and would be adopted by all concerned as the decision
of the board of adjustment.
In less than a week after the parties to the application
had been heard, notice of a settlement of the controversy
was received from them, on July 27.
WELLINGTON-WILD COAL COMPANY— BOSTON, CAM-
BRIDGE, SOMERVILLE.
The coal dealers of Boston and of its vicinity and em-
ployees have an agreement running to May 1, 1918, the first
article of which declares that "when hiring teamsters,
chauffeurs and wharfmen, members of the International
Brotherhood of Teamsters, or those willing to become
members at the next meeting, shall be given the preference."
A dispute having arisen concerning three non-union em-
ployees of the Wellington-Wild Coal Company, the Board
brought about a conference of parties on July 18, which
resulted in a joint application to this Board to hear and
determine whether the employer's retention of a certain three
men was consistent with the terms of the agreement. Several
interviews were had with the parties, and three conferences
between them were had in the presence of the Board with a
view to inducing a mutual agreement.
On July 25 the parties arrived at a good understanding as
to their reciprocal obligations, and abandoned the contention
set forth in their joint application. A strike had been
averted, cordial relations were established between all parties
concerned, and the Board received the formal thanks of the
company and the union.
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UNITED INJECTOR COMPANY— BOSTON.
On July 27 a certificate of normality of business was issued,
as follows: —
In the matter of the application of the United Injector Company of Bos-
ton. (186)
This application, made to the Board under the Acts of 1914, chapter
347, as amended by General Acts of 1916, chapter 89, requests the
Board to determine whether the business of the United Injector
Company is being carried on in a normal and usual manner and to the
normal and usual extent.
Having considered said application and heard the petitioner (notice
of hearing having been given to employees in the manner prescribed
by law), the Board determines that the business of the said United
Injector Company in Boston, which is that of manufacturing brass
goods, is being carried on in the normal and usual manner and to the
normal and usual extent.
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
LANGDON E. LOCKE, E. A. PEABODY & SON, E. W. PITMAN
COMPANY, W. W. PIKE & SONS — LAWRENCE.
A strike of 1,900 hodcarriers occurred in Lawrence on
July 31. On the first day of 1915 they demanded 35 cents
an hour for their labor, but for one reason or another had
tolerated 30 cents until the end of July. At the end of
seventeen months they were definitely refused by the em-
ployers in words which they took for a challenge, but de-
liberated upon it for a few weeks before they struck.
The Board mediated, but could not get the employers
together to take collective action or to say individually what
they would or would not do. On August 4 the following
letter was sent: —
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Messrs. Langdon E. Locke, E. A. Peabody & Son, W. W. Pike & Sons
AND E. W. Pitman Company, Lawrence, Mass.
Gentlemen : — The Board, in discharge of the duties specified in
the labor laws of 1909, 1913 and 1914, investigates the strike of the
Lawrence building crafts; it expects to induce the parties to resume
friendly relations and to establish them on a permanent footing by
means of such agreement or agreements as will substitute for strikes
and other hostile expedients the peaceful proceedings provided by law.
The best, and apparently the only, course necessary in the present
circumstances is one of conference in the presence of the Board. This
will reveal the difficulties and the way to overcome them. Since the
parties are well disposed to one another, the Board is confident that
they will concur in the terms of a mutual settlement without recourse
to arbitration. If, however, it is advisable to leave some point of
controversy to the judgment of an impartial tribunal, the Board. will
be pleased to assist in selecting a local board and in preparing the
matters to be submitted. There does not at present seem to be any
need of investigating with a view to publishing the blame, as the law
requires in some cases.
This Board has secured the assent of the hodcarriers and other
building crafts to such a conference; on receiving your assent a time
and place will be assigned. The favor of a prompt response will be
appreciated by the Board.
Yours respectfully,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
The men of allied building trades were considering strikes
in other cities where some of these employers were erecting
buildings. This was made known to the mayor of Lawrence
and his assistance was invoked by the Board to overcome
the apparent apathy of the employers. Accordingly, the
mayor brought both parties together on the 15th, when
all points but one were adjusted, and on the 17th, responding
to inquiry, his honor notified the Board that the strike had
been satisfactorily settled.
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J. I. MELANSON & BROTHER— LYNN.
On August 1 the following recommendation was rendered :—
In the matter of the joint arbitration of a controversy between J. I. Melanson
& Brother of Lynn and tack-pullers, submitted pursuant to agreement
to the Lynn board of adjustment and to this Board for determination upon
consideration of the evidence submitted to said board of adjustment. (240)
Having considered the evidence submitted, this Board recommends
that the decision of the board of adjustment should be that there be
no change in the prices paid by J. I. Melanson & Brother for bottom
tack-pulling in the welt department.
Bj^ the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
COMMONWEALTH SHOE AND LEATHER COMPANY— WHIT-
MAN.
The following decision was rendered on August 1 : —
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
the Commonwealth Shoe and Leather Company of Whitman and em-
ployees in the stitching department. (167)
Having considered said application, heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives and investigated the character of the
work in question and the conditions under which it is performed, the
Board awards that the Commonwealth Shoe and Leather Company
shall pay, for turning 12 pair of black-leather boots, 16 cents, and for
turning 12 pair of colored-leather boots, 21 cents, to employees at
Whitman for work as there performed.
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
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HOWARD & FOSTER COMPANY— BROCKTON.
On August 1 the following decision was rendered : —
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
Howard & Foster Company, shoe manufacturer of Brockton, and em-
ployees. (182)
Having considered said application, heard the parties by their duly
authorized representatives and investigated the character of the work
in question and the conditions under which it is performed, the Board
awards that the following prices be paid by Howard & Foster Company
at Brockton for the specified work as there performed : —
Scouring heels, two papers (making room) : — Per 24 Pair.
If-inch or lower, $0 09
Higher than If inches, 10
Samples and single pairs, price and one-half.
Wetting and smoothing heels, one paper (finishing room) ; —
If-inch or lower, 06
Higher than If inches, 07
Samples and single pairs, price and one-half.
By the Board,
Beenard F. Supple, Secretary.
A. J. TOWER COMPANY— BOSTON.
On the 7th of August 64 oilers and shippers employed by
the A. J. Tower Company of Boston, manufacturers of oiled
clothing, struck. Notice thereof was received on the 14th.
The motive was a desire to reduce hours from 59 during nine
months of the year, and 55 during the remainder, to 54 hours
the year round, and for a 10 per cent, increase in wages.
There were conferences resulting in a disagreement. The
Board renewed the conferences and had several interviews
with the parties, but no agreement was reached.
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At the end of six weeks the employer requested a cer-
tificate of normality in view of the fact that the works were
running at a pace commensurate with orders and with pros-
pective trade. Under the law such investigation as the
Board would make would take the form of a public hearing.
On learning this the employer withdrew his request.
GEORGE E. KEITH COMPANY— BROCKTON.
On August 10 the following decision was rendered: —
In the mailer of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
George E. Keith Company, shoe manufacturer of Brockton, and button-
hole workers. (132)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the
work and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the
subject-matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert
assistants nominated by the parties, the Board awards that 6 cents
per 100 holes be paid by George E. Keith Company at Brockton for
working buttonholes on the United Shoe Company buttonhole-working
machine or on the Improved Rapid Reece buttonhole-working machine,
as the work is there performed.
This decision is rendered and is subject to the agreement of parties.
By the Board,
^
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
L. Q. WHITE SHOE COMPANY— BRIDGEWATER.
The following decision was rendered on August 10: —
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
L. Q. White Shoe Company, shoe manufacturer of Bridgewater, and em-
ployees in the sole-leather department. (184)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the
work and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the
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subject-matter of the controversj'', and considered reports of expert
assistants nominated by the parties, the Board awards that there be
no change in the price paid by L. Q. White Shoe Company at Bridge-
water for channeling innersoles, and that $2.50 per day be paid for
lift-cutting, as the work is there performed.
By the Board,
Bebnard F. Supple, Secretary.
CHURCHILL & ALDEN COMPANY— BROCKTON.
The following decision was rendered on August 10: —
In the maiter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
Churchill & Alien Company, shoe manufacturer of Brockton, and em-
ployees in the lasting department of the Farnum Factory. (101)
Haying considered said application and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the
work and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the
subject-matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert
assistants nominated by the parties, the Board awards that the
following prices be paid by ChurchUl & Alden Company in the Farnum
Factory at Brockton to employees in the lasting department for work
as there performed: —
Lasting Department.
Per 12 Pair.
Packing insoles and trimming by machine, . . No change.
Assembling by machine, No change.
Pulling-over by machine, No change.
Side lasting by hand, . . $0 IQI
Bed-Machine Operating.
AE regular dull goods, No change.
Colored goods, 34
Patent leather, No change.
Per Day of
9 Hours.
Samples or singles (pulling machine, bed machine, nigger ma-
chine),
. $3 50
All other day work, 3 25
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The Board finds that the work represented by the following items
of the submission is not done, and therefore makes no award:—
Assembling by machine, Vulco box.
PuUing-over by machine, steaming boxes.
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
A. J. BATES COMPANY— WEBSTER.
On August 10 the following decision was rendered: —
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
A. J. Bates Company, shoe manufacturer of Webster, and employees in
the finishing department. (189)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the
work and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the
subject-matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert
assistants nominated by the parties, the Board awards that the
following prices be paid by A. J. Bates Company at Webster to em-
ployees in the finishing department for work as there performed:—
Finishing Depaktment.
Per 12 Pair.
Buffing bottoms (by agreement), $0 08
Buffing top-pieces (by agreement), 02
Buffing rubber soles before laying (by agi'eement), ... 04
Buffing samples (by agreement), 12
Blacking shanlcs, No change.
Blacking shanks and top-pieces, 01i
Blacking bottoms, if including top-piece, 03
Blacking bottoms, if not including top-piece, 02^
Striping bottoms, No change.
Painting bottoms, finish 106, 102 (if whole bottom), . . . 02|
Applying hquid wax with camel's hair brush on finish 116, 101,
772, 331, 2290, 100, 111, 02^
Painting foreparts on russets (by agreement), .... 04
Beading shanks around stitches by hand, 03J
Beading across shank, No change.
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Per 12 Pair.
Beading around stitclies by machine, $Q 02
Beading around edge of panel shank, . . . No change.
Beading V or any similar style, .... No change.
Beading along edge of inside shank, . . . No change.
Staining bottoms, 02|
Staining top-pieces (by agreement), 02
Staining shanks (by agreement), 04
Rolling and brushing, including top-piece and slugs, black work, 06^
Rolling and brushing stained work, including top-piece and
slugs, same finish, 06-^
RolUng and brushing, broken finish, . . . . " . . 06|
Rolling and brushing shanks and top-pieces, including slugs
(bj' agreement), 04^
Rolling and brushing top-piece, including slugs (by agreement), . 02|
Rolling and brushing forepart and shank, 05
RoUing and brushing forepart, . . . . . . . . 02^
Cleaning slugs (by agreement), 00§
Pulling lasts (by agreement), 02
J
Burnishing heels. Expedite machine, 04|
Burnishing heels, Boylston machine, . . . . . . 03|
Samples (by agreement), No change.
Per Week.
Putting on bleach or bleaching (by agreement), .... S12 00
Cutting shanks and bleaching, also scouring odd shoes, . . 12 00
Brushing (by agreement), . . . 12 00
All-round finisher, 15 00
Stamping, 12 00
Stamping, brushing and nailing, 10 00
By the Board,
Bernaed F. Supple, Secretary.
E. E. TAYLOR COMPANY— BROCKTON.
On August 10 the following decision was rendered: —
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
E. E. Taylor Company, shoe manufacturer of Brockton, and carton-
labelers. (142)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the
work and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the
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subject-matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert
assistants nominated by the parties, the Board awards that SI.75 per
day of 9 hours be paid by E. E. Taylor Company at Brockton for
labeling cartons, as the work is there performed.
By the Board,
Bernaed F. Supple, Secretary.
CHARLES A. EATON COMPANY, GEORGE E. KEITH COMPANY,
M. A. PACKARD COMPANY, GEORGE H. SNOW COMPANY,
E. E. TAYLOR COMPANY— BROCKTON.
On August 10 the following decision w^as rendered:—
In the matter of the joint applications for arbitration of a controversy between
Charles A. Eaton Company, George E. Keith Company, M. A. Packard
Company, George H. Snow Company, and E. E. Taylor Company, shoe
manufacturers of Brockton, and carton-markers. (137-141)
Having considered said applications and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the
work. and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the
subject-matter of controversy, and considered reports of expert
assistants nominated by the parties, the Board awards that there be
no change in the price paid by Charles A. Eaton Company, George E.
Keith Company, M. A. Packard Company, George H, Snow Company
and E. E. Taylor Company at Brockton for marking cartons by
machine, as the work is there performed.
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
HOWARD & FOSTER COMPANY— BROCKTON.
On August 10 the following decision was rendered: —
In the matter of ihe joint applications for arbitration of a controversy between
Howard & Foster Company, shoe manufacturer of Brockton, and edge-
trimmers. (180, 181)
Having considered said appHcations and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the
work and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the
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subject-matter of controversy, and considered reports of expert
assistants nominated by the parties, the Board awards that 30 cents
per 12 pair be paid by Howard & Foster Company at Brockton for
edgetrimming rubber-soled shoes, and that there be no change in the
price now paid for edgetrimming extra-grade shoes, as the work is
there performed.
By agreement of the parties the decision for edgetrimming rubber-
soled shoes shall take effect as of the date of the adoption of the method.
By the Board,
Beenaed F. Supple, Secretary.
PONTOOSUC WOOLEN MANUFACTURING COMPANY, S. N.
& C. RUSSELL MANUFACTURING COMPANY, JAMES &
E. H. WILSON COMPANY, BERKSHIRE WOOLEN AND
WORSTED COMPANY, W. E. TILLOTSON COMPANY—
PITTSFIELD; SAWYER, REGAN & CO. — DALTON; HINS-
DALE MANUFACTURING COMPANY— HINSDALE.
The spinners of Pittsfield, Dalton and Hinsdale became
involved in a strike, which was precipitated by the manage-
ment of the Tillotson mill at West Pittsfield in discharging
two men of the committee that brought a request to sub-
stitute $15 and 54 hours a week for a lower rate of wages
and the 58-hour week. Seventeen went out on strike on
August 14 and 8 others on September 11; meanwhile o»
August 21 five mills in Pittsfield, one in Dalton and another
in Hinsdale had refused similar demands, and more than 300
spinners quit their frames.
The Board mediated and conferences were had. On
September 28 a settlement at the Pontoosuc mill was effected
whereby the strikers were to return as individuals, confiding
in the fairness of the management to rectify any grievance
as to conditions and wages. Work was resumed in the Pon-
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toosuc mills the next day. On October 5 the strikers of the
Taconic mills returned, satisfied with assurances similar to
those given by the Pontoosuc management. The strikers at
the Sawyer-Regan mill in Dalton returned on October 10,
after seven weeks' absence, at rates of pay to be tested for
two weeks, with a view to a final adjustment by a satis-
factory method. The Pittsfield strike persisted in the
Berkshire, the Tillotson and the Russell mills, as did also
that in Hinsdale. In course of time some returned and
others obtained work elsewhere. On October 28 the ex-
hausted union declared the strike off, and all who were willing
to return on the employer's terms were permitted by a close
vote to do so. After twelve weeks of disorganization, which
compelled the unsought-for idleness of 2,200 operatives,
manufacture was resumed in Pittsfield and Hinsdale, with
such recent strikers willing to return as the employers chose
to accept.
MEMBERS OF LYNN SHOE MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION
— LYNN.
The following was issued on August 17: —
In the matter of the joint arbitration of a controversy between members of the
Lynn Shoe Manufacturers' Association and channel-layers and cementers,
submitted to a board of adjustment and to this Board pursuant to agree-
ment for determination upon the evidence submitted to said board of
adjustment. (241)
This Board, having considered the evidence submitted to the board
of adjustment, finds that the said evidence is insufficient, and that
the board of adjustment could not determine the controversy save
upon a further hearing of the parties as to the earnings of the persons
performing the work and as to the conditions under wluch the work
is performed. As an instance, this Board cites the testimony relative
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to a price for the two operations, but fails to find any concerning the
method of dividing the price when the work is performed by more
than one person.
This Board, for these reasons, returns the record of evidence to the
board of adjustment for further consideration.
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
Any local board of conciliation and arbitration may invoke
and shall then receive the advice and assistance of the State
Board, as provided by law. The Lynn board of adjustment
is such a board, and was organized with that purpose in
view by the parties who have recourse to it. Doubtless the
board of adjustment found a way to reconcile the parties or
render an award in this case, for the State Board received
no further request.
A. M. CREIGHTON— LYNN.
On August 17 the following recommendation was
rendered: —
In the matter of the joint arbitration of a controversy between A . M. Creighton,
shoe manufacturer of Lynn, and top-stitchers, submitted pursuant to
agreement to the Lynn board of adjustment and to this Board for deter-
mination upon consideration of the evidence submitted to said board of
adjustment. (239)
Having considered the evidence submitted, this Board recommends
that the decision of the board of adjustment should be that 45 cents
per 36 pair be paid by A. M. Creighton at Lynn for top-stitching
regular height held-on Polish shoe.
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
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GREENFIELD TAP AND DIE CORPORATION— GREENFIELD.
The Greenfield Tap and Die Corporation is the proprietor
of factories known as the Wells Brothers, F. E. Wells & Son,
Wiley & Russell and A. J. Smart, and is engaged in the
business of making taps and dies. A series of strikes,
beginning in the second week of August, took place at these
factories, when men and women of the Greenfield machinists'
union quit work to enforce a demand for a reduction of the
day's work from 10 hours to 8 without reduction of pay.
The selectmen of Greenfield notified the Board on the occa-
sion of each strike.
On September 8 the Board was in personal communication
with the parties and with the selectmen. It appeared that
the cause of the first strike on August 17 was an alleged
violation of the company's rule prohibiting union activities
during working hours. Although this was an unauthorized
strike, an official strike was called on August 22; 365 all
told were then in the attitude of strikers at the four plants.
The company claimed that most of the strikers were unskilled
people employed as sweepers, etc., except the 75 of the polish-
ing department where all were out. The company offered
in notices posted in the various shops to receive all of the
striking employees who might return within two weeks, and
in explanation stated to the Board an intention to fill all
places left vacant by those who did not wish to return. It
appeared, moreover, that a strike had been planned for
3 o'clock that afternoon, September 8, at the factory of
Goodell & Pratt Company. The Board endeavored to check
this, but the leaders stated there were practical objections.
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Notwithstanding depleted departments, all five factories
were operated with regularity. In the evening of September
18 a street affray occurred between 30 strikers and men still
employed in the factory.
John A. Moffitt of the Federal Department of Labor
mediated in the last instance, and as the result of his per-
suasion the strike w^as declared off on September 22.
W. L. DOUGLAS SHOE COMPANY— BROCKTON.
On August 24 the following decision was rendered : —
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
W. L. Douglas Shoe Company, shoe manufacturer of Brockton, and sta-
tionary firemen and coal passers. (200)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the
work and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the
subject-matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert
assistants nominated by the parties, the Board awards that the
following prices be paid by W. L. Douglas Shoe Company, at Brockton,
for work as there performed:—
Firemen, 9 hours per day, under present working schedule, per
week,........... $21 00
Coal passers, 9 hoiirs per day, 6 days per week, . . . 17 50
By agreement of the parties tliis decision shall take effect as of date
of July 15, 1916.
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
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BROCKTON GAS LIGHT COMPANY— BROCKTON.
The following decision was rendered on August 24: —
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
Brockton Gas Light Company of Brockton and employees. (98)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the
work and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the
subject-matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert
assistants nominated by the parties, the Board awards that the follow-
ing prices be paid by Brockton Gas Light Company, at Brockton, for
work as there performed: —
Per Day.
Gas makers :—
Employees of less than one year, . . . No change.
Employees of one year or more and less than two years, . $2 85
Employees of two years or more, 3 00
Fire cleaners, 2 75
Coal passers, No change.
Oiler, coke screener, weigher, No change.
Fire clear^ers, water gas plant : —
Not now receiving $2.40 per day, 2 40
Now receiving more than $2.40 per day, . No change.
Coke shovelers and baggers, 2 40
Watchman, _ . • . 2 60
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
Result. — A dispute arose soon after which was settled by
agreement of parties on October 27, and reported to the
Board.
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY— PITTSFIELD.
In the latter part of August a committee of union em-
ployees of the General Electric Company's works at Pittsfield
sought an interview with the general manager. Before
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making any appointment with him seven international
officers of the electrical workers arrived in Pittsfield, and a
concerted movement of electrical workers, crane men and
wire men was made under their direction. On Saturday,
August 26, the company proposed to the employees that
they should take a vote before October 1 whether to work
52 or 50 hours a week, announcing that the month would
begin with a 5 per cent, increase in wages and that a can-
cellation of large orders would necessitate laying off some
hundreds of men. No official communication would be held
with officers of international unions; but any employee or
committee of actual employees would be received as such
if they desired to make recommendations or call attention
to grievances.
The international officers having failed in a last effort on
August 30 to communicate with the employer, and several
unions having voted to strike without naming a day, the
electrical workers announced a meeting of the Metal Trades'
Council, a delegate body in which they were represented,
which would assign a day for a strike. Blacksmiths,
moulders, polishers, buffers, steam fitters, junior workmen
and helpers were ready to strike at any time selected. The
workers rejected the offer of the general manager of the
company, and \vould demand a 10 per cent, increase in
wages and the reinstatement of seven men who had been
discharged.
The strike took place on Saturday, September 2, when
more than 2,000 quit work; they then paraded to the
common, where they were addressed by their leaders and
some sympathizers. The Monday following the strike being
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a holiday, the company announced that work would be
resumed on Tuesday, September 5, as usual, and since there
had been no clash between the strikers and the 3.000 others
who remained at work, no trouble in the operation of the
plant was expected. The strikers published a bulletin of
open meetings of the various crafts, at which application for
membership in the respective unions w^ould be received,
namely: blacksmiths and helpers; polishers and buffers;
steam fitters and plumbers; crane men, wire men and
power-house men; pattern makers; male electrical workers;
machinists; carpenters and other woodworkers; and the
Avomen workers of all departments. September 4 being
Labor Day, a great parade of all workers was witnessed.
There were several hundred accessions to the strikers' ranks.
The Board promptly went to Pittsfield on notice from the
mayor and brought about a conference of parties on Friday,
September 8, and, when no agreement to settle or to arbi-
trate had been reached, assigned a public hearing to the
14th, with a view to fixing the blame. This was postponed
on motion of the employer, and, finding that the parties
were more amicably disposed, if not more nearly in accord,
the Board resumed its mediation in the hope of inducing an
agreement. A very general cause of contention appeared
in the disparity between the conditions and wages in the
company's works in Pittsfield and in other places. The
employer expressed a willingness to make the Pittsfield
factory as favorable to workers as any other, and suggested
that the employees should renounce strikes and act col-
lectively through a standing conference committee elected
by secret ballot, essentially a proposition for a trade agree-
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ment, what this Board has ever promoted. The Board
recommended the trade agreement on this occasion, but there
were too many minds to bring into speedy alignment.
On September 29 a hearing was had in the municipal
building at Pittsfield. Hon. Charles E. Wright appeared for
the employer, and Mr. George H. Wrenn, president of the
Massachusetts branch of the American Federation of Labor,
appeared for the workers, and immediately moved a con-
tinuance. None objecting, the hearing was adjourned to the
following Monday, October 2. On October 2 the Board
resumed the hearing; both parties announced that an agree-
ment had been reached, substantially such as had been
recommended by the Board to the recent strikers; that the
strike had been declared off that day, and the strikers were
to return without delay and would be received without
discrimination.
GEORGE E. KEITH COMPANY— BROCKTON.
On September 9 the following decision was rendered : —
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
George E. Keith Company, shoe manufacturer of Brockton, and heelers in
Factory No. 3. (193)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the
work and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the
subject-matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert
assistants nominated by the parties, the Board awards that there be
no change in the price paid by George E. Keith Company in its Factory
No. 3, at Brockton, for heeling upon the improved Lightning machine,
as the work is there performed.
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
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CHURCHILL & ALDEN COMPANY— BROCKTON.
On September 9 the following decision was rendered: —
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
Churchill & Alden Company, shoe manufacturer of Brockton, and rough-
rounders in the Ralston factory, (228)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the
work and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the
subject-matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert
assistants nominated by the parties, the Board awards that 10 cents
per 12 pair be paid by Churchill & Alden Company in its Ralston
factory for roughrounding as the work is there performed.
By the Board,
Bernaed F. Supple, Secretary.
AMERICAN STEAM GAUGE AND VALVE COMPANY— BOSTON.
Without organization or preparation 100 men quit working
for the American Steam Gauge and Valve Company of
Boston on September 11, to resist a posted notice of change
from hour rates to piece prices which, the turret-lathe work-
ers claimed, would involve a lessening of the week's pay.
The employer stated to the Board that the new method
would operate the other way if the men would consider the
matter calmly. The Board gave fitting advice. The strike
was abandoned after a week; nearly all returned on Monday,
September 18, and were re-engaged. The management as-
sured them that after a fair trial any complaint that might
arise would be given friendly consideration. No trouble has
since arisen and all the workers appear to be satisfied.
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SIMPSON BROTHERS CORPORATION, EMERSON & NORRIS
COMPANY, DE PAOLI MOSAIC ASSOCIATION— BOSTON;
CAMBRIDGE CEMENT STONE COMPANY— CAMBRIDGE;
PAUL VOGT & SON—MALDEN; LYNN CONCRETE STONE
COMPANY— LYNN; PURITAN CEMENT STONE COMPANY
— NATICK; S. SLOTNICK— CHELSEA; ART STONE COM-
PANY—MILLERS FALLS; ECONOMY CONCRETE COM-
PANY—NEW HAVEN, CONN.; AND OTHERS.
A committee of associated cement-stone contractors noti-
fied the Board on September 11 of a threat of stone cutters
to strike on the morrow to enforce a demand for higher
wages. Such a strike might lead to a suspension of building
operations in Boston, its vicinity and elsewhere in New Eng-
land by reason of the strikers' influence with men of allied
crafts. The committee invoked the mediation of the Board.
The Board thereupon sought the agent of the Journeymen
Stone Cutters' Union, but he refused to meet the Board
while the strike, was under consideration. He read to the
union the Board's tender of the offices of mediator without
any comment. The union by a polled A^ote declared a strike
to raise the hour rate from 56j cents to 65 cents for inside
work, and 70 cents for outside work, and to inhibit other
craftsmen from performing work on jobs which the union
members claimed as belonging to stone cutters exclusively.
About 300 stone cutters refrained from work on September
12 in Boston and its vicinity, appearing at their respective
jobs only to remove their tools. The strike affected various
New England contractors within a radius of more than 100
miles. Members of the Hoisting and Portable Engineers'
Union at the Little Building in Boston struck on September
15 rather than hoist stone cut by non-union workmen. Some
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four contractors had already conceded the union demands,
and the stone cutters returned to work for them. On the
22d the employers, members of the Natural and Artificial
Stone Manufacturers' Association, and the union wage com-
mittee agreed upon a compromise,— 62^ cents per hour for
shop work, 70 cents for work on stone in place, and a week
of 44 hours. The strikers returned to work on Saturday,
September 30.
A. J. BATES COMPANY— WEBSTER.
A joint application for the arbitration of prices in the
vamping department of A. J. Bates Company in Webster
was the subject of a hearing on September 12. It appeared
that the parties were nearly in accord, and the Board ad-
vised them to confer with a view to a mutual settlement.
Subsequently another hearing was assigned to September 28;
on that day the Board was notified that the following agree-
ment had been reached:—
Vamping.
Button, bal and Congress : — Per 12 Pair.
2 close rows, 2-needle, $0 19
2 close rows, 2-needle, first quality or with silk, ... 21
Circular-seam button Oxford : —
2 close rows, 2-needle, 15
2 close rows, 2-needle, first quality or with silk, ... 16
Circular Oxford :—
2 close rows, 2-needle, 13
2 close rows, 2-needle, first quahty or with silk, ... 14
Circular bal:
—
i
2 close rows, 2-needle,
. . .
• 15
2 close rows, 2-needle, first quality or with silk, ... 16
Academy button, 17
Varsity button, 17
Blucher, 2 rows spaced and barred, single-needle, . . . .23
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Per 12 Pair.
Tuxedo Blucher, 2 close rows, including barring, . . . . $0 28
Blucher and Blucher Oxford, 2 close rows, 2-needle, ... 20
Blucher, 4 rows, spaced, 2-needle, bellows tongue : —
High cut, 32
Regular cut, 25
Extra row through : —
Long vamps, 07
Long vamps, silk or first quality, 08
Circular vamps, 05
Circular vamps, first quality or silk, 06
Cordovan, 1^ price.
Day work, $3.25 per day.
Cripples, double price.
Samples:—
3 pairs or less, double price.
More than 3 pairs. If price.
All work to be sized, and tops and vamps to be matched together with
tongue; wound bobbins to be furnished, and underthread to be cut for
vampers.
WEST & DODGE, INC. —BOSTON.
On September 12 a certificate of normality of business was
issued, as follows : —
In the matter of the application of West & Dodge, Inc., gauge and tool makers
of Boston. (255)
This application to the Board, under Acts of 1914, chapter 347, as
amended by General Acts of 1916, chapter 89, states that during the
month of April, 1916, 130 persons left their work in the shop of said
company. The petitioner requests the Board to determine whether
the business of said West & Dodge, Inc., is being carried on in a normal
and usual manner and to the normal and usual extent.
Notice of hearing having been given to the strikers and employees
in the manner prescribed by law, and having considered said application
and investigated the character of the business in question and the
conditions under which it is carried on, the Board determines that the
business of said West & Dodge, Inc., at Boston, is being carried on in
the normal and usual manner and to the normal and usual extent.
By the Board,
Bernaed F. Supple, Secretary.
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A. H. LEEMING— FALL RIVER.
Carpenters at work for A. H. Leeming of Fall River, ob-
jecting to a non-union man acting as foreman, went out on
strike on September 14 despite the Board's effort to bring
about a peaceful adjustment. The employer had requested
the Board's mediation and both parties had been intervieyred.
The employer claimed that Article 7 of the existing agree-
ment (page 116) had been violated. The Carpenters denied
the charge, saying they were free under the agreement to
work with non-union men or quit, and they chose to quit,
and Mr. Leeming was free to hire union carpenters if he
could obtain any, which was not likely, for non-union men
of other crafts were also employed on the job. The em-
ployer contended that an oral understanding at the time of
the written agreement forbade sympathetic strikes.
The employer applied to the Board for arbitration, sub-
mitting the question: What ought to be done or submitted
to, to terminate the difficulty? The journeymen carpenters
at first refused to join without the consent of allied trades;
after many prolonged efforts their assent was secured on
October 5, through the assistance of Mr. Walter Pratt of
Brockton, organizer for the carpenters' general body, and
representing Mr. C. N. Kimball, who was unavoidably ab-
sent. The journeymen's application was made in the follow-
ing terms : —
October 5, 1916.
The carpentei'S of Fall River interested in the application of A. H.
Leeming hereby request the arbitration of the State Board and submit
the question: Whether the carpenters violated the agreement of last
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May in quitting their work for said Leeming on the Astor Lunch on
North Main Street.
Charles H. Percival,
Duly Authorized Agent of the Carpenters of Fall River
for the Purpose of State Arbitration.
The law requires that there shall be no strike or lockout
during arbitration proceedings. The employer waived the
requirement of returning to work and requested a decision.
A hearing was given on October 9, at which sworn testimony
was received and affidavits of absent persons provided for.
The Board, ruling that a decision could not be rendered in the
premises, issued the following report on October 18 : —
In the matter of an application of A. H. Leeming, master builder, and of an
application of former employees, members of the Fall River Carpenters'
Union. (269)
These parties, who have not the relation of employer and employed,
refer separate questions to this Board in pursuance of a contract dated
May 3, 1916, of which Article 7 is as foUows:
There shall be a committee of three members from each organization,
to be known as the conference committee, to whom all disputes and viola-
tions of this agreement shall be referred, notices of which shall be sent to
said committee and meeting held by them within 48 hours; failure to meet
will leave either party free to act. In case of failure on their part to agree,
the State Board of ConcHiation and Arbitration shall be asked to act,
and their decision shall be bindiag on both parties. It is understood that
the agreements now existing between the bricklayers and carpenters shall
be exempted from the provisions of this article.
At the end of a strike involving nearly all the carpenters of Fall
River, this Article 7 was accepted by all parties as a solution of the
diflSculty. Said contract is a trade agreement of limited scope, in
that it does not state the procedure of mutual adjustment with the
degree of detailed specification required by the circumstantial relations
of the parties, and in that it neither states nor surely indicates— as
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do most trade agreements in vogue in Massachusetts— that labor
shall not be suspended by reason of a dispute. The employer claims
the right to employ both union and non-union men, and that thfey
should work together, and accordingly he employed a non-union
carpenter as foreman. Thereupon the union men, disputing the
employer's interpretation of their duty, quit work on September 14
without referring their intention to the conference committee provided
in the agreement, and claim that the agreement imposed no duty in
this particular. The employer, likewise without reference to the
conference committee, submitted to this Board on September 15 the
question: "What ought to be done or submitted to, to terminate the
difficulty? The employees were not willing to join in the submission.
The conference committee then met, pursuant to the Board's advice,
but did not agree to settle or to submit the settlement to arbitrators.
On October 5, responding to the Board's mediation, they submitted
a question. Whether the carpenters violated the agreement of last May
in quitting their work for said Leeming on the Astor Lunch on North
Main Street.
Having heard the parties and their associates and inquired into the
conditions under which said agreement was effected, and having
considered all the circumstances of the case, the Board finds that
the agreement of May 3 leaves employer and carpenters free to act
according to the pleasure of each in regard to union and non-union
men working together, but that it neither expresses nor impHes a duty
to do so. The Board regrets that in this case the freedom to act went
beyond the bounds of industrial peace, and therefore recommends that
the parties, recognizing the rights and duties of each, shall further
confer and conclude an agreement by which the interest of each shall
be safeguarded, and a means provided by which controversies may
be avoided or composed.
Bjr the Board,
Bernaed F. Supple, Secretary.
Both parties accepted the recommendation and no dif-
ficulty has since arisen.
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BAY STATE CORSET COMPANY— SPRINGFIELD.
Three hundred workers, mostly women and girls in the
factory of the Bay State Corset Company at Springfield,
left work on September 18, unwilling to work with other than
members of the Corset Workers' Union. The employer
announced his non-interference in union affairs, and that it
was a matter of indifference whether any or all of his workers
did or did not belong to organized labor, for that was their
affair and not his, saying : —
Since the strike last fall we have done everything possible to make
conditions better for the employees. We established the 48-hour week,
increased the scale of piecework prices and reduced the cost of thread.
We agreed to meet department committees and committees repre-
senting all the departments to discuss grievances; we abohshed the
payment formerly required for needles and ironing; we no longer
required operators to scrub floors; and we sought to settle all questions
on which we could not agree by submitting them to the State Board
of Conciliation and Arbitration. I do not see how we could have
done more.
It is a fact that the employees are now earning considerably more in
48 hours than they were able to earn in 54 hours. A comparison of
the pay rolls for 1915, when the employees worked a 54-hour schedule,
and the pay rolls for the corresponding time this year show that in
many cases the increases which the employees have received amount
to 44 per cent., and in some cases more.
Jocular boasting by non-union women had led to serious
resentment that such women, while enjoying without cost
the improved conditions secured by organization, refused
to join the union; and to suspecting the employer of en-
couraging them to break up the union so that the operation
of the factory might revert to former conditions. This
controversy still remains unsettled. The actual strikers have
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diminished in number, and the personnel of the workrooms
has been greatly changed. Temporary injunction was
secured by the employer with a view to prevent interference
with the business.
CHARLTON MILLS— FALL RIVER.
On September 19, 175 weavers left their work in the
Charlton Mills of Fall River and went out on strike for an
increase in wages and the discharge of a superintendent.
Attempts at conference having failed through misunder-
standing, the Board interposed on October 3 and offered the
services of the Board, arranging for a conference on the
following day. The parties met accordingly and an agree-
ment was reached.
T. D. BARRY COMPANY, CHURCHILL & ALDEN COMPANY,
DIAMOND SHOE COMPANY, W. L. DOUGLAS SHOE COM-
PANY, CHARLES A. EATON COMPANY, CONDON BROTHERS
& CO., FRED F. FIELD COMPANY, HOWARD & FOSTER
COMPANY, GEORGE E. KEITH COMPANY, PRESTON B.
KEITH SHOE COMPANY, C. S. MARSHALL COMPANY,
M. A. PACKARD COMPANY, GEORGE H. SNOW COMPANY,
E. E. TAYLOR COMPANY, THOMPSON BROTHERS COM-
PANY, WHITMAN & KEITH COMPANY— BROCKTON.
On September 19 the following decisions were rendered: —
In the matter of the joint applications for arbitration of a controveriy between
T. D. Barry Company, shoe manufacturer of Brockton, and vampers.
(203, 204)
Having considered said appKcations and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the work
and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the subject-
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matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert assistants
nominated by the parties, the Board awards that the following prices
be paid by T. D. Barry Company at Brockton for the work as there
performed:—
Factory No. 1.
Regular long vamps:—
1-needle machine, 2 rows
Regular work,
Extra grade, .
2-needle machine, .
Circular vamps: —
1-needle machine, 2 rows
Regular work,
Extra grade, .
2-needle machine, .
Per day of 9 hours, $3.25.
Per hour, broken time, $0.37.
Per 12 Pair.
$0 32
36
26
24
26
18
Factory No. 2.
Regular long vamps:—
1-needle machine, 2 rows, . . . . . . 29
2-needle machine, . . . . . . . .24
Circular vamps:
—
'
1-needle machine, 2 rows, ...... 22
2-needle machine, . . . . . . , . 15
Per day of 9 hours, $3.25.
Per hour, broken time, $0.37.
By the Board,
Beknaed F. Supple, Secretary.
In the matter of the joint applications for arbitration of a controversy between
Churchill & Alden Company, shoe manufacturer of Brockton, and
vampers. (205, 206)
Having considered said appUcations and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the work
and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the subject-
matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert assistants
nominated by the parties, the Board awards that the following prices
be paid by Churchill & Alden Company to employees in Brockton for
work as there performed : —
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Ralston Factory.
Regular long vamps, 1-needle machine, 2 rows,
Circular vamps, 1-needle machine, 2 rows,
Per day of 9 hours, $3.25.
Per hour, broken time, $0.37.
Farnum Factory.
Regular long vamps:—
1-needle machine, 2 rows, . .
2-needle machine, .....'
Circular vamps:—
1-needle machine, 2 rows, . . .
2-needle machine, .....
Per day of 9 hours, $3.25.
Per hour, broken time, $0.37.
By the Board,
Bernard F.
Per 12 Pair.
$0 32
24
29
24
22
16
Supple, Secretary.
In the matter of the joint applications for arbitration of a controversy between
Diamond Shoe Company of Brockton and vampers. (207, 208)
Having considered said applications and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the work
and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the subject-
matter of the controversy, atid considered reports of expert assistants
nominated by the parties, the Board awards that the following prices
be paid by the Diamond Shoe Company to employees in Brockton for
work as there performed : —
Factories Nos. 1 and 2.
Regular long vamps :—
1-needIe machine, 2 rows:—
Regular work,
White-tagged shoes,
2-needle machine:—
Regular work.
White-tagged shoes,
Circular vamps:—
1-needle machine, 2 rows,
2-needle machine, .
Per day of 9 hours, $3.25.
Per hour, broken time, $0.37.
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Factory No. 3.
Regular long vamps : —
1-needle machine, 2 rows :—
Bal,
Button, . . . .
2-needle machine, ....
Circular vamps : —
1-needle machine, 2 rows,
2-needle machine, . . .
Per day of 9 hours, $3.25.
Per hour, broken time, $0.37.
Per 12 Pair.
$0 281
27|
22
20
15
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
In the matter of the joint applications for arbitration of a controversy betiveen
W. L, Douglas Shoe Company of Brockton and vampers. (209-211)
Having considered said applications and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the work
and the conditions under which, it is performed, which is the subject-
matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert assistants
nominated by the parties, the Board awards that the following prices
be paid by W. L. Douglas Shoe Company'- to emploj^ees in Brockton for
work as there performed : —
Factory No. 1.
Regular long vamps:—
1-needle machine, 2 rows:—
Regular work,
$5 shoes,
2-needle machine:—
.
Regular work,
$5 shoes.
Circular vamps:—
1-needle machine, 2 rows,
2-needle machine, .
Per day of 9 hours, S3.25.
Per hour, broken time, $0.37.
Factory No. 2.
Regular long vamps: —
1-needle machine, 2 rows,
2-needle machine, ....
Per 12 Pair.
$0 32
36
26
27
24
18
29
24
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CirciJar vamps :— Per 12 Pair.
1-needle machine, 2 rows,
. . . . . . $0 22
2-needle machine, , . . . . . . . ' 17
Per day of 9 hours, $3.25.
Per hour, broken time, $0.37.
Factort No. 3.
Regular long vamps:—
1-needle machine, 2 rows, ...... 28
2-needle machine, ........ 22
Circular vamps:—
1-needle machine, 2 rows, ...... 20
2-needle machine, ........ 14
Per day of 9 hours, $3.25.
Per hour, broken time, $0.37.
By the Board,
Bernakd F. Supple, Secretary.
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
Charles A. Eaton Company, shoe manufacturer of Brockton, and vampers.
(213)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the work
and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the subject-
matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert assistants
nominated by the parties, the Board awards that the following prices
be paid by Charles A. Eaton Company at Brockton, for work as there
performed : —
Regular long vamps:— Per 12 Pair.
1-needle machine, 2 rows, . . . . . . $0 32
2-needle machine, ........ 26
Circular vamps:—
1-needle machine, 2 rows, ...... 24
2-needIe machine, ........ 18
Per day of 9 hoiurs, $3.25.
Per hour, broken time, $0.37.
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
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In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
Condon Brothers & Co., shoe manufacturers of Brockton, and vampers.
(214)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the work
and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the subject-
matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert assistants
nominated by the parties, the Board awards that the following prices
be paid by Condon Brothers & Co. at Brockton for work as there
performed:—
Regular long vamps:
—
Per 12 Pair.
1-needle machine, 2 rows, . , . . . . $0 28
2-needle machine, . . . . . . " . . 24
Circular vamps:—
1-needle machine, 2 rows, ...... 22|
2-needle machine, . . . . . . . . 17
Per day of 9 hours, $3.25.
Per hoiir, broken time, $0.37.
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
In the m/itier of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
Fred F. Field Company, shoe manufacturer of Brockton, and vampers.
(215)
Having considered said apphcation and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the work
and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the subject-
matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert assistants
nominated by the parties, the Board awards that the following prices
be paid by Fred F. Field Company at Brockton for work as there
performed: —
Regular long vamps :—
1-needle machiae, 2 rows : — Per 12 Pair.
Regular work, $0 32
X-fitted, 36
2-needle machine, ........ 26
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Circular vamps:— Per 12 Pair.
1-needle machine, 2 rows, . . . . . . $0 24
2-needle machine:—
Regular work, ....... 18
Silk work, X-fitted, 18
^
Per day of 9 hoxu-s, S3.25.
Per hour, broken time, $0.37.
By the Board,
Bernaed F. Supple, Secretary.
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
Howard & Foster Company, shoe manufacturer of Brockton, and vampers.
(216)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the work
and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the subject-
matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert assistants
nominated by the parties, the Board awards that the following prices
be paid by Howard & Foster Company at Brockton for work as there
performed : —
Regular long vamps:
—
Per 12 Pair.
1-needle machine, 2 rows,
. . . . . . $0 32
2-needle machine, ........ 26
Circular vamps: —
1-needle machine, 2 rows, ...... 24
2-needle machine, ........ 18
Per day of 9 hours, $3.25.
Per hoiu", broken time, $0.37.
By the Board,
Bernaed F. Supple, Secretary.
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
George E. Keith Company, shoe manufacturer of BrocTcton, and vampers.
(217, 218)
Having considered said appHcation and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the work
and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the subject-
matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert assistants
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nominated bj'" the parties, the Board awards that the following prices
be paid by George E. Keith Company to employees in Brockton for
work as there performed: —
Factory No. 1.
Regular long vamps:—
1-needle machine, 2 rows: — Per 12 Pair.
Blue- and white-tagged shoes, . . . . . $0 32
Custom-made Walkover, No. 1, pink-tagged shoes, . 36
2-needle machine:—
Blue- and white-tagged shoes, ..... 26
Custom-made Walkover, No. 1, pink-tagged shoes, . 28
Circular vamps : —
2-needle machine :—
Blue-tagged shoes, . . . . . . . 18
White-tagged shoes, . . . . 17
Custom-made Walkover, No. 1, pink-tagged shoes, . 20
1-needle machine, 2 rows : —
Blue-tagged shoes, . . . . . . . 23
1
White-tagged shoes, . . . . . . 22
Custom-made Walkover, No. 1, pink-tagged shoes, . 26
Per day of 9 hours, $3.25.
Per hour, broken time, $0.37.
Factory No. 3.
Regular long vamps :—
1-needle machine, 2 rows, ...... 32
2-needle machine, . . . . , . . . . 26
Circular vamps:—
1-needle machine, 2 rows, . . . . . . 22
2-needle machine, ........ 17
Per day of 9 hours, $3.25.
Per hour, broken time, $0.37..
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
Preston B. Keith Shoe Company of Brockton and vampers. (219)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the work
and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the subject-
matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert assistants
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nominated by the parties, the Board awards that the following prices
be paid by Preston B. Keith Shoe Company at Brockton for work as
there performed:—
Regular long vamps:—
1-needle machine, 2 rows:—
Blue-tagged shoes, .
Green- or yellow-tagged shoes,
2-needle machine: —
Blue-tagged shoes, .
Green- or yeUow-tagged shoes,
Circular vamps:—
1-needle machine, 2 rows,
2-needle machine, .
Per day of 9 hours, $3.25.
Per hovu", broken time, $0.37.
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In the matter of the joint applications for arbitration of a controversy between
M. A. Packard Company, shoe manufacturer of Brockton, and vampers.
(221, 222)
Having considered said applications and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the work
and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the subject-
matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert assistants
nominated by the parties, the Board awards that the following prices
be paid by M. A. Packard Company to employees at Brockton for
work as there performed:—
Factoky No. 1.
Regular long vamps:
—
Per 12 Pair.
1-needle machiae, 2 rows, . . . . . . $0 32
2-needle machine, ........ 26
Circular vamps:—
1-needle machine, 2 rows, . . . . . . 24
2-needle machiae, ........ 18
Per day of 9 hours, $3.25.
Per hour, broken time, $0.37.
Factoby No. 2.
Regular long vamps:—
1-needle machine, 2 rows, ...... 29
2-needle machine, ........ 24
Circular vamps:—
1-needle machine, 2 rows, ...... 22
2-needle machine, ........ 16
Per day of 9 hours, $3.25.
Per hoiu-, broken time, $0.37.
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
George H. Snow Company, shoe manufacturer of Brockton, and vampers.
(223)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the work
and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the subject-
matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert assistants
Per 12 Pair.
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In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
Thompson Brothers Company, shoe manufacturer of Brockton, and
vampers. (225)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the work
and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the subject-
matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert assistants
nominated by the parties, the Board awards that the following prices
be paid by Thompson Brothers Company at Brockton for work as
there performed:—
Regular long vamps : —
•
1-needle machine, 2 rows: —
•
Per 12 Pair.
Regular work, . . . . . . . $0 32
YeUow-tagged shoes, ...... 36
2-needle machine, ........ 26
Circular vamps :—
1-needle machine, 2 rows : —
Regular work, . . . . . . . 24
YeUow-tagged shoes, . . . . . . 26
2-needle machine, . . . . . . . .18
Per day of 9 hours, $3.25.
Per hour, broken time, $0.37.
By the Board,
Bernakd F. Supple, Secretary.
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
Whitman & Keith Company, shoe manufacturer ofBrockton, and vampers.
(226)
Having considered said application and heard the parties bj^ their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the work
and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the subject-
matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert assistants
nominated by the parties, the Board awards that the following prices
be paid by Whitman & Keith Company at Brockton for work as there
performed: —
Regular long vamps:— Per 12 Pair.
1 needle-machine, 2 rows, . . . . . . $0 32
2-needle machine, . . . . . . ' . . 26
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Circular vamps : — Per 12 Pair.
1-needle machine, 2 rows, . . . . . . $0 25
1-needle machine, 2 rows, including holding tongue, . . 27
2-needle machine, ........ 18
2-needle machine, including lacing and holding tongue, . 20
Per day of 9 hours, $3.25.
Per hoxir, broken time, $0.37.
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
Result. — Similar terms to the foregoing were accepted by
agreement of parties in cases affecting the factory of the
Commonwealth Shoe Company of Whitman; Sears, Roebuck
Shoe Company of Holbrook; Leonard & Barrows of Middle-
borough; and in Brockton by parties interested in cases of
Stacy-Adams Company, L. W. Reynolds Company and the
Kelly-Buckley Company.
NEW ENGLAND WESTINGHOUSE COMPANY— SPRINGFIELD.
At the East Springfield works of the New England West-
inghouse Company a dispute arose between the polishers and
their employer as to the classifying of workmen and pay-
ment on a scale commensurate with skill. The polishers
claimed that first-rate workmen were paid less than the
agreed scale called for, and were not placed in the highest
class. For six weeks the complaint had been proffered from
time to time without satisfactory result. On September 20
they went out on strike, 58 in number.
The Board mediated on notice from the mayor of Spring-
field, and obtained the statements of the parties in many
separate interviews. The employer assured the Board that
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all who desired to return would be received into their
former places, most of them at once and the remainder as
fast as opportunity offered. A conference of parties on this
proposition was had October 2 in the forenoon, but no
agreement was reached. Separate interviews were had with
the parties in the afternoon of that day, and a decisive
meeting of the union was called for the evening. The Board
recommended acceptance of the employer's offer; the meet-
ing so voted. The strike was declared off, and the strikers
began to return on the following day. In a few days all
were at work.
HALLETT & DAVIS PIANO COMPANY— BOSTON.
In the last week of September a strike of about 375 work-
men resulted in the cessation of labor in the Hallet & Davis
piano factory at Neponset. The strikers effected a provi-
sional organization, and applied for admission to the
American Federation of Labor. On September 28 Frank H.
McCarthy, general organizer for that federation of unions,
notified the Board of the difficulty. It appeared from
interviews with employer and strikers that the following
demands had been refused: 15 per cent, increase in wages,
reduction of work time to 9 hours a day, Saturday half
holidays, double pay for holiday work and 50 per cent, more
than regular rates for work after hours. The Board's advice
from time to time was accepted after some hesitation;
negotiations lagged for a month. A Piano and Organ-
Workers' Union was formed. On October 25 an under-
standing was reached, and all hands returned the following
day on terms that were not made public.
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PRESTON B. KEITH SHOE COMPANY— BROCKTON.
On October 3 the following decision was rendered : —
In the matter of the joint application Jor arbitration of a controversy between
Preston B. Keith Shoe Company of Brockton and employees in the lasting
department. (262)
Having considered said application, heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives and investigated the character of the
work in question and the conditions under which it is performed, the
Board decides that the Monarch last is to be classified as a high-toed
last; that the Moth last is not to be so classified.
By the Board,
Bernakd F. Supple, Secretary.
A. M. CREIGHTON— LYNN.
The following recommendation was rendered on October
3: —
In the matter of the joint arbitration of a controversy between A. M. Creighton,
shoe manufacturer of Lynn, and cutters, submitted pursuant to agreement
to the Lynn board of adjustment and to this Board for determination upon
consideration of the evidence submitted to said board of adjustment. (251)
Having considered the evidence submitted, this Board recommends
that the decision of the board of adjustment should be that 1}4 cents
per pair be paid by A. M. Creighton at Lynn for cutting foxing pattern
No. 5066.
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
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MILLETT, WOODBURY & CO. —BEVERLY.
On October 3 the following decision was rendered : —
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
Millett, Woodbury & Co., shoe manufacturers of Beverly, and tasters.
(247)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the work
and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the subject-
matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert assistants
nominated by the parties, the Board awards that the following prices
be paid by Millett, Woodbury & Co. at Beverly for the work as there
performed on men's shoes :—
Pulling-over by hand (including assembling) : —
•
Per 72 Pair.
Leather, wool-lined (by agreement), . . . . $2 16
Heavy felt, wool-lined, with box, . . . . . 2 16
Plain felt, wool-lined, without box, . . . . . 1 98
PuUing-over by machine (by agreement), one-half the price of
hand-puUing the shoes in question.
By agreement this' decision shall take effect as of date of August 21,
1916.
By the Board,
Bernaed F. Supple, Secretary.
CHURCHILL & ALDEN COMPANY— BROCKTON.
The following decision was rendered on October 3 : —
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
Churchill & Alden Company, shoe manufacturer of Brockton, and em-
ployees in the stitching department of the Ralston factory. (188)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the work
and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the subject-
matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert assistants
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nominated by the parties, the Board awards that the following prices
be paid by Churchill & Alden Company in the Ralston factory at
Brockton for work as there performed:—
Per 12 Pair.
Stitching O. B. backstay through top and lining, . . . 10 08
Stitching second cord through box on No. 194 corded tip, . 10
Stitching cord through box on No. 203 corded tip, ... 10
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
THE ASHTON VALVE COMPANY— BOSTON.
On October 3 a certificate of normality of business was
issued, as follows : —
In the matter of the applications of the Ashton Valve Company of Boston.
(267, 268)
These applications, made to the Board under the Acts of 1914,
chapter 347, as amended by General Acts of 1916, chapter 89, request
the Board to determine whether the business of the Ashton Valve
Company is being carried on in a normal and usual manner and to
the normal and usual extent.
Having considered said applications and heard the petitioner
(notice of hearing having been given to employees in the manner
prescribed by law), the Board determines that the business of the
Ashton Valve Company in Cambridge, which is that of manufacturing
valves and gauges, is being carried on in the normal and usual manner
and to the normal and usual extent.
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
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GEORGE E. KEITH COMPANY— BROCKTON.
On October 10 the following decision was rendered: —
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
George E. Keith Company, shoe manufacturer of Brockton, and treers in
Factory No. 1. (238)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the work
and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the subject-
matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert assistants
nominated by the parties, the Board awards that one and one-half price
for treeing samples and single pairs in Factory No. 1 be paid by
George E. Keith Company at Brockton for the work as there performed.
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
HENNESSEY, MAXWELL & HENNESSEY SHOE COMPANY—
LYNN.
On October 10 the following decision was rendered: —
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
Hennessey, Maxwell & Hennessey Shoe Company of Lynn and employees
in the edgemaking department. (242)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the work
and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the subject-
matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert assistants
nominated by the parties, the Board awards that there be no change in
the prices paid by Hennessey, MaxweU & Hennessey Shoe Company
at Ljnin for edgetrimming and edgesetting, as the work is there
performed.
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
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REGAL SHOE COMPANY— WHITMAN.
An application was received from the Regal Shoe Com-
pany of Whitman on October 10, alleging inability to agree
with its employees on six items of welting, rounding, stitch-
ing and edgemaking, and requesting the Board to determine
the prices for the work as performed in the company's fac-
tory at Whitman. The employees joined in this request on
November 16 after several interviews, conferences of parties
in the presence of the Board and a hearing. Conferences
were had after the hearing; on November 18 an agreement
was concluded, as follows : —
Agreement between the Regal Shoe Company and its employees in the unit
factory at Whitman in the matter of the joint application for arbitration
which was filed with this Board on November 16, 1916, this agreement to
supersede said application.
The following prices for the items of work specified in said application
shall remain in force until changed by agreement or by the decision
of said Board:—
Per 12 Pair.
Welting, $0 18
Rounding, .......... 09
Stitching, 20
Trimming, . ......... 25
Edgesetting, no brushing: —
Set once, ......... 16|
Set twice, ......... 24
The conditions of labor are to be those under which the work is
now performed; but in the items of welting and stitching, insoles are
to be wet or bobbins wound, if such are found to be done in other
factories paying the prices specified above; in general, conditions in
competitive factories paying the above prices are hereby agreed to.
For the Regal Shoe Company,
E. J. Bliss, President.
For said Employees,
Joseph D. Poitras, Agent No. 4B5.
In the presence of—
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
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L. Q. WHITE SHOE COMPANY— BRIDGEWATER.
On October 10 the following decision was rendered: —
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
L. Q. White Shoe Company of Bridgewater and edgesetters. (236)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the work
and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the subject-
matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert assistants
nominated by the parties, the Board awards that the following prices
be paid by L. Q. White Shoe Company at Bridgewater for the work
as there performed:—
Per 12 Pair.
Blacking and setting edges, . . . . . . . $0 llf
Blacking, setting and brushing edges, . . . . . 12|
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
PLYMOUTH RUBBER COMPANY— CANTON.
The Plymouth Rubber Company's factory at Canton,
being operated to its full capacity, the management an-
nounced a shutdown on October 13 with a view to extensive
and much-needed repairs. The operatives found the gates
closed and were paid off. The matter was reported to the
Board as a lockout, but the employer, responding to in-
quiries, denied it. The factory opened on the 15th, but
some of the workers declined to return, and assumed the at-
titude of strikers. After several conferences between the
management and those who chose to refrain from work,
divisions arose and mutual antagonism of crafts developed.
Opposition died down; by October 30, 425 had returned;
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of the remainder, 25 in number, some had found work else-
where. The employer declared that the factory was oper-
ating at its full capacity.
A. J. BATES COMPANY— WEBSTER.
The A. J. Bates Company of Webster and sole-leather
workers having petitioned this Board to hear and determine
20 points of controversy on prices, their application was
filed on October 18, and a day assigned for hearing their
contention. A reassignment was made on motion of one
of the parties, but before the day appointed notice was
received that they had reached a satisfactory agreement.
W. & V. O. KIMBALL— HAVERHILL.
On October 24 the following decision was rendered: —
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
W. & V. 0. Kimball, shoe manufacturers of Haverhill, and employees in
the cutting department. (244)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the work
and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the subject-
matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert assistants
nominated by the parties, the Board awards that the foUowiag prices
be paid by W. & V. 0. Kimball to employees in said department at
Haverhill for work as there performed :—
Cutting by machine: —
Blucher quarters: —
Vici, ...... No change.
Black leather, . . . . . No change.
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Cutting by machine— Concluded.
Tips: —
Right and left, .... No change.
Straight, ..... No change.
Goat tops on all patterns; the same price as vici.
Tops when cut with shoes, .... No extra.
Plain-toed vamps out of horse butts, extra over price for
vici, per 12 pair, . . $0 02|
Per hour, ...... No change.
Putting up cloth linings, per week, 50 hours, . . . . 9 00
Putting up facings, per week, 50 hours, . . . . . 7 00
By the Board,
Bernaed F. Supple, Secretary.
CHURCHILL & ALDEN COMPANY— BROCKTON.
On October 26 the following decision was rendered : —
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
Churchill & Alden Company, shoe manufacturer of Brockton, and em-
ployees in the finishing department of the Farnum factory. (271)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the work
and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the subject-
matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert assistants
nominated by the parties, the Board awards that the following prices
be paid by Churchill & Alden Company in the Farnum factory at
Brockton for the work as there performed upon third-grade shoes : —
' Per 12 Pair.
Gumming full bottoms (oakaline stain), . '. . . . $0 04
Gumming top-pieces (oakaline stain), . . . .
. 01
Scouring heels, two papers, ....... 04§
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
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STACY-ADAMS COMPANY— BROCKTON.
On October 26 the following decision was rendered : —
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
Stacy-Adams Company, shoe manufacturer of Brockton, and jointers.
(165)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the work
and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the subject-
matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert assistants
nominated by the parties, the Board awards that 5 cents per 12 pair
be paid by Stacy-Adams Company at Brockton for jointing by ma-
chine, as the work is there performed.
By agreement of the parties, this decision shall take effect as of
date of May 1, 1916.
By the Board,
Bernaed F. Supple, Secretary.
E. E. TAYLOR COMPANY— NEW BEDFORD.
On October 26 the following decision was rendered: —
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
E. E. Taylor Company, shoe manufacturer of New Bedford, and in-
seam-trimmers. (258)
Having considered said apphcation and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the work
and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the subject-
matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert assistants
nominated by the parties, the Board awards that 9 cents per 12 pair
be paid by E. E. Taylor Company at New Bedford for inseam-trimming
as there performed,— remoAdng toe wire and side tacks after shoes are
welted, trimming seams, butting end of welt and removing insole tacks.
i^ By agreement of the parties this decision shall take effect as of date
of August 28, 1916.
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary. '
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CHARLES A. EATON COMPANY— BROCKTON.
On October 26 the following decision was rendered : —
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
Charles A. Eaton Company, shoe manufacturer of Brockton, and em-
ployees in the finishing department. (272)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the work
and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the subject-
matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert assistants
nominated by the parties, the Board awards that the following prices
be paid by Charles A. Eaton Company at Brockton for the work as
there performed:—
Per Day, 9 Hours.
Smoothing heels,
. $3 00
Gumming foreparts, full bottoms and top-pieces, . . . 3 00
RoUing, faking and brushing black bottoms and top-pieces and
cleaning slugs; rolKng, faking and brushing black shanks and
top-pieces and cleaning slugs; rolling, faking and brushing
top-pieces and cleaning slugs, . . . . . . 3 00
Wheeling,
. . ... 3 00
By the Board,
Bernaed F. Supple, Secretary.
CONDON BROTHERS & CO. — BROCKTON.
On October 26 the following decision was rendered : —
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
Condon Brothers & Co., shoe manufacturers of Brockton, and employees
in the finishing department. (.273)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the work
and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the subject-
matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert assistants
nominated by the parties, the Board awards that the following prices
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be paid by Condon Brothers & Co. at Brockton for the work as there
performed:—
Per Day, 9 Hours.
Blacking bottoms, breasts and top-pieces or shanks, breasts and
top-pieces, and striping, . . . . . . . $2 00
Gmnming, polishing, rolling, faking and brushing bottoms,
shanks and top-pieces, and cleaning slugs, . . . . 3 00
By the Board,
Bernabd F. Supple, Secretary.
T. D. BARRY COMPANY— BROCKTON.
On October 26 the following decision was rendered: —
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
T. D. Barry Company, shoe manufacturer of Brockton, and employees
in the finishing department of Factory No. 2. (270)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the work
and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the subject-
matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert assistants
nominated by the parties, the Board awards that the following prices
be paid by T. D. Barry Company in Factory No. 2 at Brockton for
the work as there performed:—
Per Day, 9 Hours.
Waxing, padding, brushing and keying heels (Expedite ma-
chine), . . 13 00
Blacking, staining and bleaching foreparts and full bottoms;
blacking shanks, breasts and top-pieces, . . . . 2 00
Gumming, brushing, rolUng, polishing and faking foreparts, full
bottoms, shanks and top-pieces and cleaning slugs, . . 3 00
WheeUng, . . 3 00
By the Board,
Bernabd F. Supple, Secretary.
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GREGORY & READ COMPANY— LYNN.
On October 26 the following recommendation was ren-
dered: —
In the matter of the joint arhitration of a controversy between Gregory & Read
Company, shoe manufacturer of Lynn, and employees in the m,aking
department, submitted pursuant to agreement to the Lynn board of ad-
justment and to this Board for determination upon consideration of the
evidence submitted to said board of adjustment. (296)
The controversy as stated concerns a request for an increase in the
price per 36 pair for 'puUing and throwing away lasts," and this
Board is requested to say on the evidence submitted whether the
increase ought to be granted.
Having considered all the evidence submitted by the board of
adjustment, and finding no evidence as to the conditions under which
the work is performed, this Board recommends that the board of
adjustment shall further consider the controversy with a view to
ascertaining whether the conditions of emplojnnent are substantially
the same as those of the factories whose prices are quoted. If so, the
Board advises the board of adjustment to award the total price of
9 cents; but if the conditions of employment are found to be sub-
stantially different, the Board advises the board of adjustment to
award such price as will compensate for the performance required in
the factory of Gregory & Read Company.
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
BURNHAM BROTHERS— NEWTON; CARDER WOOD WORK-
ING COMPANY— BOSTON; E. J. DAVIS & SON—
ARLINGTON; DAVENPORT-BROWN COMPANY— SOMER-
VILLE; THE J. H. GERLACH COMPANY — ARLINGTON;
GRAHAM & CAMERON— BOSTON; M. FRANK LUCAS —
NEWTON; MURPHY & ROBSON — CAMBRIDGE; PERKINS
WOOD WORKING COMPANY— BOSTON; BENJAMIN
PEARSON— BOSTON.
On October 26 certificates of normality of business were
issued, as follows : —
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In the matter of the application of Burnham Brothers of Newton. (285)
This application, made to the Board under the Acts of 1914, chapter
347, as amended by General Acts of 1916, chapter 89, requests the
Board to determine whether the business of Burnham Brothers is
being carried on in a normal and usual manner and to the normal and
usual extent.
Having considered said application and heard the petitioners
(notice of hearing having been given to strikers and employees in the
manner prescribed by law), the Board determines that the wood-
working business of said Burnham Brothers in Newton is being carried
on in the normal and usual manner and to the normal and usual extent.
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
In the matter of the application of Carder Wood Working Company of Boston.
(286)
This application, made to the Board under the Acts of 1914, chapter
347, as amended by General Acts of 1916, chapter 89, requests the
Board to determine whether the business of the Carder Wood Working
Company is being carried on in a normal and usual manner and to the
normal and usual extent.
Having considered said application and heard the petitioner (notice
of hearing having been given to strikers and employees in the manner
prescribed by law), the Board determines that tbe business of said
Carder Wood Working Company in Boston, which is that of manu-
facturing builders' finish, is being carried on in the normal and usual
manner and to the normal and usual extent.
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
In the matter of the application of E. J. Davis & Son of Arlington. (287)
This application, made to the Board under the Acts of 1914, chapter
347, as amended by General Acts of 1916, chapter 89, requests the
Board to determine whether the business of E. J. Davis & Son is being
carried on in a normal and usual manner and to the normal and usual
extent.
Having considered said application and heard the petitioners (notice
of hearing having been given to strikers and employees in the manner
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prescribed by law), the Board determines that the business of said
E. J. Davis & Son in ArHngton, which is that of manufacturing
builders' finish, is being carried on in the normal and usual manner
and to the normal and usual extent.
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
In the matter of the application of Davenport-Brown Company of Somer- ,
ville. (288)
This application, made to the Board under the Acts of 1914, chapter
347, as amended by General Acts of 1916, chapter 89, requests the
Board to determine whether the business of Davenport-Brown Com-
pany is being carried on in a normal and usual manner and to the
normal and usual extent.
Having considered said application and heard the petitioner (notice
of hearing having been given to strikers and employees in the manner
prescribed by law), the Board determines that the woodworking
business of said Davenport-Brown Company in Somerville is being
carried on in the normal and usual manner and to the normal and
usual extent.
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
In the matter of the application of the J. H. Gerlach Company of Arlington.
(289)
This application, made to the Board under the Acts of 1914, chapter
347, as amended by General Acts of 1916, chapter 89, requests the
Board to determine whether the business of the J. H. Gerlach Company
is being carried on in a normal and usual manner and to the normal
and usual extent.
Having considered said application and heard the petitioners (notice
of hearing having been given to strikers and employees in the manner
prescribed by law), the Board determines that the woodworking
business of the J. H. Gerlach Company in Arlington is being carried
on in the normal and usual manner and to the normal and usual extent.
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
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In the matter of the application of Graham & Cameron of Boston. (290)
This application, made to the Board under the Acts of 1914, chapter
347, as amended by General Acts of 1916, chapter 89, requests the
Board to determine whether the business of Graham & Cameron is
being carried on in a normal and usual manner and to the normal and
usual extent.
Having considered said application and heard the petitioners (notice
of hearing having been given to strikers and employees in the manner
prescribed by law), the Board determines that the business of said
Graham & Cameron, which is that of stair-building and woodworking
in Boston, is being carried on in the normal and usual manner and to
the normal and usual extent.
By the Board,
• Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
In the matter of the application of M. Frank Lucas of Newton. (291)
This application, made to the Board under the Acts of 1914, chapter
237, as amended by General Acts of 1916, chapter 89, requests the
Board to determine whether the business of M. Frank Lucas is being
carried on in a normal and usual manner and to the normal and usual
extent.
Having considered said application and heard the petitioner (notice
of hearing having been given to strikers and employees in the manner
prescribed by law), the Board determines that the business of M. Frank
Lucas in Newton, which is that of manufacturing buUders' finisb, is
being carried on in the normal and usual manner and to the normal and
usual extent.
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
In the matter of the application of Murphy & Robson of Cambridge. (292)
This application, made to the Board under the Acts of 1914, chapter
347, as amended by General Acts of 1916, chapter 89, requests the
Board to determine whether the business of Murphy & Robson is
being carried on in a normal and usual manner and to the normal and
usual extent.
Having considered said appUcation and heard the petitioners (notice
of hearing having been given to strikers and employees in the manner
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prescribed by law), the Board determines that the milling and house-
finish business of said Murphy & Robson in Cambridge is being carried
on in the normal and usual manner and to the normal and usual extent.
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
In the matter of the application of Perkins Wood Working Company of
Boston. (293)
This application, made to the Board under the Acts of 1914, chapter
237, as amended by General Acts of 1916, chapter 89, requests the
Board to determine whether the business of Perkins Wood Working
Company is being carried on in a normal and usual manner and to the
normal and usual extent.
Having considered said application and heard the petitioner (notice
of hearing having been given to strikers and employees in the manner
prescribed by law), the Board determines that the business of said
Perkins Wood Working Company in Boston, which is that of manu-
facturing builders' finish, is being carried on in the normal and usual
manner and to the normal and usual extent.
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
In the matter of the application of Benjamin Pearson of Boston. (294)
This application, made to the Board under the Acts of 1914, chapter
237, as amended by General Acts of 1916, chapter 89, requests the
Board to determine whether the business of Benjamin Pearson is being
carried on in a normal and usual manner and to the normal and usual
extent.
Having considered said application and heard the petitioner (notice
of hearing having been given to strikers and employees in the manner
prescribed by law), the Board determines that the business of said
Benjamin Pearson in Boston, which is that of manufacturing builders'
finish, is being carried on in the normal and usual manner and to the
normal and usual extent.
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
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AMERICAN OPTICAL COMPANY— SOUTHBRIDGE.
Four hundred and seventy-five non-English speaking
persons of different nationalities struck for higher wages at
the works of the American Optical Company at Southbridge
on November 1. Their demands, expressed at a later day,
were 20 per cent, increase in wage rates, 50 per cent, extra
for work after hours, with option whether to work overtime
or not, and impunity for strike activities with a special
reference to the strike committee. Still later they abated
the demand for an increase, in saying to an agent of this
Board that they would accept one as small as 5 per cent.
The reason alleged for the demand for an increase was that
there was shortage in their pay envelopes; they desired full
pay for what work they were performing. The company
informed the Board that there had been no shortage; that
the notion of it must be due to the strikers' scant knowledge
of the language; that the management had tried to ascertain
instances of shortage, but with negative results; that any
specific allegation of an envelope containing less than was
due a worker would be investigated, and if verified the
shortage would be corrected. The company expressed a
desire that the workers return at the former rates, subject to
correction in individual instances, and, moreover, purposed
to punish none for strike activities, but for business reasons
no general increase, however small, would be granted.
The strike committee conferred with the management, as
arranged by the Board, and being reassured of the com-
pany's good faith was of opinion that all should return to
work, and such was the manifest wish of the strikers in mass
meeting assembled on November 17. until a fiery speech by a
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visitor from Springfield impugned the company's motives,
intimidated the weak and turned the vote to one of re-
sistance. The orator, claiming to be an organizer of the
American Federation of Labor, was in this instance acting
contrary to the professed principles of organized labor.
The attempt to negotiate a settlement was thwarted, the
strike was prolonged wantonly, it would seem, since the
strikers did not join his proposed union, and the strike
persisted far into December.
The Board had mediated between the parties at the outset,
communicated with the selectmen of Southbridge from time
to time, procured several conferences and investigated con-
ditions. On December 4 an application for arbitration was
received from the optical workers, who were willing to
return pending a decision. The company was resolved not
to join in the request for arbitration; its attitude continued
the same as explained before. In the last week of December
there were but few out on strike, some had left for other
parts and others returned to work. Then those who had
obtained work elsewhere returned, and on seeking their old
jobs found them. On the last day of the year the strike had
vanished.
T. D. BARRY COMPANY, CHURCHILL & ALDEN COMPANY,
W. L. DOUGLAS SHOE COMPANY, CHARLES A. EATON
COMPANY, GEORGE E. KEITH COMPANY, M. A. PACKARD
COMPANY, GEORGE H. SNOW COMPANY, E. E. TAYLOR
COMPANY— BROCKTON.
The dressers and the packers in the Barry No. 1 and
Barry No. 2, the Douglas, George E. Keith, Packard and
Taylor factories; the brushers in the Farnum factory of
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Churchill & Alden Company and in the Taylor factory; the
carton-makers in the Eaton, George E. Keith No. 1 and
No. 3 factories; the Packard, Snow and Taylor factories;
and the patent leather tip fillers and repairers in the George
E. Keith No. 1 factory, requested an increase of 25 cents in
their 9-hour daily wage rates, which the employers in interest
would not readily grant. On November 8 and 11, 20 joint
petitions, involving 10 Brockton factories, were received.
The Board, for a better understanding of what was expected,
and for the purpose of possibly amending the petitions, or
some of them, on November 20 sent its secretary to a con-
ference of parties in the chambers of the Brockton Shoe
Manufacturers' Association.
Five or six of the employers and the employees appeared
by representatives. The manufacturers expressed the
opinion that it was inexpedient to proceed as separate
companies in a controversy that ought to receive the atten-
tion of the whole association, in that the employees were
bound by a two-year agreement not yet expired. The
employees' agent expressed a belief that if the manufacturers
were willing to submit their case to arbitrators they ought
to be equally willing to join, in an effort to obtain a mutual
adjustment. The employers said that in the circumstances
it would be better to postpone arbitration proceedings until
the association passed upon the question of increasing wages
in these departments, but the agent of the union would not
consent without a promise of immediate attention to the
demand. He concurred, however, when the manufacturers
present gave him satisfactory assurances of a prompt
response in the event of his proffering his request to the
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whole association. This understanding being effected, the
conference dissolved.
On December 7 notice of an agreement was received from
the agents of the respective parties.
REYNOLDS, DRAKE & GABELL COMPANY— EASTON.
The following decision was rendered on November 9 : —
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
Reynolds, Drake & Gabell Company, shoe manufacturer of Easton, and
employees in the finishing department. (297)
Having considered said application, heard the parties by their duly
authorized representatives, investigated the character of the work in
question and the conditions under which it is performed, and considered
reports of expert assistants nominated by the parties, the Board awards
that $2.75 per day of 9 hours be paid by Reynolds, Drake & Gabell
Company at Easton for the following items of work, as there performed:
wetting down 'foreparts and full bottoms; painting foreparts and full
bottoms; bleaching foreparts and full bottoms; blacking shanks and
top-pieces or fuU bottoms and top-pieces; scalloping top-pieces;
cutting shanks; gumming foreparts, full bottoms and top-pieces;
polishing foreparts, full bottoms and top-pieces; rolling, polishing and
brushing full bottoms and top-pieces and cleaning slugs; rolling,
polishing and brushing shanks and top-pieces and cleaning slugs;
painting breasts; wheehng breast and cut; waxing scallops; sand-
papering and rubbing velvet bottoms with pumice stone; and staining
and blacking top-pieces.
By agreement of the parties this decision shall take effect from
September 25, 1916.
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
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CHURCHILL & ALDEN COMPANY— BROCKTON.
On November 9 the following decision was rendered : —
In the matter oj the joint application for arbitration of a controversy "between
Churchill & Alden Company, shoe manufacturer of Brockton, and em-
ployees in the packing department of the Farnum factory. (234)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the work
and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the subject-
matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert assistants
nominated by the parties, the Board awards that $2.25 per day of
9 hours be paid by Churchill & Alden Company in its Farnmn factory
at Brockton for stamping bottoms and shanks and marking work for
treers, as there performed.
By the Board,
Beknard F. Supple, Secretary.
LUKE W. REYNOLDS COMPANY— BROCKTON.
On November 15 the following decision was rendered:—
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
Luke W. Reynolds Company, shoe manufacturer of Brockton, and em-
ployees in the lasting department. (304)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the work
and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the subject-
matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert assistants
nominated by the parties, the Board awards that lasts B. T. and
No. 432 in the factory of Luke W. Reynolds Company at Brockton
should be classified as high-toed or difficult lasts.
By the Board,
Beenaed F. Supple, Secretary.
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W. L. DOUGLAS SHOE COMPANY— BROCKTON.
On November 16 the following decision was rendered: —
•
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy ietween
W. L. Douglas Shoe Company of Brockton and vampers. (308)
Having considered said application, heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives and considered the facts and the
conditions of employment involved in this controversy, the Board
is of opinion that the conditions complained of should be improved
by the employer, but makes no award involving payment for loss of
time.
By the Board,
Bernaed r. Supple, Secretary.
HENDEE MANUFACTURING COMPANY— SPRINGFIELD.
On November 16 the following decision was rendered:—
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy betiveen
Hendee Manufacturing Company of Springfield and employees in the
frame-filing department. (307)
The parties submit the question: Is 60 cents each on part 17-E-llX,
operation D'-14, a fair price?
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, the decision of the Board is that
60 cents is not a fair price, but that 63 1-3 cents each is a fair price,
and so awards.
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
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GEORGE E. KEITH COMPANY— BROCKTON.
On November 16 the following decision was rendered: —
In the matter of the joint application jor arbitration of a controversy between
George E. Keith Company, shoe manufacturer of Brockton, and em-
ployees in the edgemaking department oj Factory No. 1. (314)
Having considered said application, heard the parties by their duly
authorized representatives and considered the agreement made by
the parties on August 5, 1914, the Board awards that the George E.
Keith Company is entitled to a "re\asion of the selling prices" to the
trade.
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
THE L. S. STARRETT COMPANY— ATHOL.
On November 16 the petition of the L. S. Starrett Com-
pany of Athol for a certificate of normality of business was
dismissed, as follows : —
In the matter of the application of the L. S. Starrett Company, tool manufac-
turer of Athol. (284)
This application, made to the Board under the Acts of 1914, chapter
347, as amended by General Acts of 1916, chapter 89, requests the
Board to determine whether the business of the L. S. Starrett Com-
pany is being carried on in a normal and usual manner and to the
normal and usual extent.
The Board is not satisfied, upon the representations made bj^ the
employer to the Board, unsupported by further e-vidence, that a
certificate of normality should be issued upon the petition, and there-
fore dismisses the petition mthout prejudice.
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
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E. E. TAYLOR COMPANY— BROCKTON.
On November 16 the following decision was rendered: —
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
E. E. Taylor Company, shoe manufacturer of Brockton, and stationary
firemen. (303)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the work
and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the subject-
matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert assistants
nominated by the parties, the Board awards that S19.50 per week be
paid by E. E. Taylor Company at Brockton to stationary firemen in
its employ, for the work as there performed.
By the Board,
Beenaed F. Supple, Secretary.
L. Q. WHITE SHOE COMPANY— BRIDGEWATER.
On November 21 the following decision was rendered: —
In the matter of the joint applications for arbitration of a controversy between
L. Q. White Shoe Company of Bridgewater and employees. (263, 264)
Having considered said applications and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the work
and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the subject-
matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert assistants
nominated by the parties, the Board awards that the following prices
be paid by L. Q. White Shoe Company at Bridgewater for the work
as there performed : —
Goodyear stitching, sole-laying and edgetrimming, on shoes
which are not roughrounded; no change.
Stitching rope on insoles
First two weeks,
Next two weeks,
Thereafter, ..........
Per Day,
9 Hours.
$1 25
1 50
1 75
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Roping insoles by hand,
First two weeks, .
Thereafter, ....
Cementing insoles and doubling: —
First two weeks, .
Thereafter, ....
Per Day,
9 Hours.
SI 25
1 50
1 25
1 50
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
A dispute arose as to the scope of the first item, the
employees claiming that the award in that particular re-
ferred to pumps only and not to the regular product of the
factory. It appeared that while pumps were not specified
in that item of the joint submission, expert investigation
had revealed that the labor at that time was performed
on pumps only. As the award contemplated no work
other than what was there performed, the Board sustained
the workmen's contention and so informed the parties
on December 21.
STACY-ADAMS COMPANY— BROCKTON.
On November 21 the following decision was rendered: —
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
Stacy-Adams Company, shoe manufacturer of Brockton, and employees
in the treeing department. (260)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the work
and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the subject-
matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert assistants
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nominated by the parties, the Board awards that 8 cents per 12 pair
be paid by Stacy-Adams Company at Brockton for ironing tops on
shoes which have no estabHshed price for the operation, as the work
is there performed.
By the Board,
Bernard F. SupI'le, Secretary.
ATLAS TACK COMPANY— FAIRHAVEN.
On November 23 a certificate of normality of business was
issued, as follows : —
In the matter of the application of Atlas Tack Company of Fairhaven. (309)
This application, made to the Board under Acts of 1914, chapter
347, as amended by General Acts of 1916, chapter 89, requests the
Board to determine whether the business of said Atlas Tack Company
is being carried on in a normal and usual manner and to the normal
and usual extent.
Having considered said application and heard the petitioner (notice
of hearing having been given strikers and employees in the manner
prescribed by law), the Board determines that the business of said
Atlas Tack Company in Fairhaven, which is the manufacture of tacks,
nails, shoe findings, etc., is being carried on in the normal and usual
manner and to the normal and usual extent.
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
MEMBERS OF THE MASTER HORSE-SHOERS' NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION— BROCKTON.
On November 23 the following decision was rendered: —
•
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
members of the Master Horse-Shoers' National Association, Local No.
364 of Brockton, and employees. (280)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, the Board awards that $20 per week
for work at the fire, and $18 per week for work on the floor, as now
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performed, be paid by the members of Master Horse-Shoers' National
Association, Local No. 364, at Brockton.
By agreement of the parties this decision shall take effect as of date
of September 28, 1916.
By the Board,
Bernaed F. Supple, Secretary.
WILLIAMS, CLARK & CO. — LYNN.
In the second, fortnight of November, Williams, Clark &
Co. of Lynn and their cutters had several meetings for the
purpose of understanding the union's list of demands. The
cutters demanded a level increase on the several items of
labor; the employers preferred to grant an increase per
cent., but entered into no negotiations for a settlement. On
December 5, 40 cutters struck, and 300 sympathizing
members of 11 local unions of the United Shoe Workers of
America, and others not members of that union remained
out on strike at the end of the noon hour.
The Board endeavored to arrange a conference, and as-
certained that such was the endeavor of the Lynn Chamber
of Commerce. After several interviews with the parties,
their representatives met at the office of the Board in the
State House on December 22 and reached an understanding
subject to ratification by the parties. The assent of the
union was not obtained until after Christmas. Conclusions
were effected on the 30th. On Tuesday, January 2, 1917,
the cutters returned to work, and on the following days the
employees of the other departments returned in succession
as soon as the product was ready for their labor.
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CHURCHILL & ALDEN COMPANY— BROCKTON.
Disputes having arisen in the finishing department of the
Ralston factory and of the Farnum (third-grade, unit)
factory of the Churchill & Alden Company at Brockton,
concisely stated as inability to agree upon a fair price for
"applying bleach with brush and rubbing with brush and,
when dry, rubbing off with sponge," called No. 60 finish, the
controversies were presented by the company in two applica-
tions. The Board communicated with both parties with a
view to composing the difficulty, and learned that the
employees hesitated to join in the applications as stated,
and were conferring with the employer on the question of
the proper form of submission.
On December 1 the employees proposed a settlement by
negotiation in the presence of the Board. Dates were set for
a conference, but it was continued from time to time at the
request of the parties and postponed indefinitely on
December 18.
W. & V. O. KIMBALL— HAVERHILL.
On December 5 the following decision was rendered : —
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
•W. & V. 0. Kimball, shoe manufacturers of Haverhill, and employees
in the vamping department. (281)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the work
and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the subject-
matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert assistants
nominated by the parties, the Board awards that the following prices
be paid by W. & V. 0. Kimball to employees in said department for
work as there performed: —
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Cylinder vamping : —
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Eyeletting (Peerless machine) : —
Bal : — Per 12 Pair.
Regular height, 14 eyelets or fewer, . . . . $0 04
High-cut, more than 14 eyelets, .... 05
Lace Oxford or Blucher Oxford, .... 02
By the Board,
' Beenaed F. Supple, Secretary.
In addition, the Board on the same day advised the
employer as follows : — "
Upon consideration of the evidence submitted in the stitching case
and the report of the experts, employed as suggested by the parties,
it would appear that a much more satisfactory day's work could be
accomplished by the employees upon the operations submitted to
the arbitration of the Board if the linings were made to fit better than
at present.
HOWARD & FOSTER COMPANY— BROCKTON.
On December 12 the following decision was rendered: —
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
Howard & Foster Company, shoe manvfacturer of Brockton, and fin-
ishers. (313)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the work
and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the subject-
matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert assistants
nominated by the parties, the Board awards that the following prices
be paid by Howard & Foster Company at Brockton for the work as
there performed :—
Rolling, polishing and brushing:— Per 12 Pair.
Full stained bottoms, . . . ' . . . . $0 09
Stained top-pieces, . . . ... . . 01 f
By the Board,
Beenaed F. Supple, Secretary.
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L. Q. WHITE SHOE COMPANY— BRIDGEWATER.
On December 14 the following decision was rendered: —
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
L. Q. White Shoe Company of Bridgewater and brushers. (312)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the work
and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the subject-
matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert assistants
nominated by the parties, the Board awards that for brushing edges
in the dressing room the following prices be paid by L. Q. White Shoe
Company in Bridgewater:—
Per Day, 9 Hours.
Beginners, the first two weeks, . . . . . . $1 50
After two weeks and until employed six months, . . . 1 75
Thereafter, . . 2 00
By the Board,
Bernaed F. Supple, Secretary.
W. L. DOUGLAS SHOE COMPANY— BROCKTON.
On December 21 the following decision was rendered: —
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
W. L. Douglas Shoe Company of Brockton and firemen and coal passers.
(315)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the work
and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the subject-
matter x)f the controversy, and considered reports of expert assistants
nominated by the parties, the Board awards that coal passers shall
work under the same schedule as to hours of labor as that estabhshed
in the plant for firemen, and that there be no change in the wages now
paid firemen and coal passers in the employ of the W. L. Douglas Shoe
Company at Brockton for work as there performed.
By the Board,
Bernaed F. Supple, Secretary.
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FULLER, CHANDLER & PATTON— HUDSON.
On December 23 the Board investigated a strike of heel-
scourers in the factory of Fuller, Chandler & Patton, at
Hudson, for a 10 per cent, increase. The employer offered
what was practically a 5 per cent, increase. A conference of
parties was held in the presence of the Board; suggestions as
to leaving the matter to arbitration were accepted by the
employer, and the employees took them under consideration,
the members of the committee desiring to consult with their
fellows. No application was filed. The firm obtained suf-
ficient help to operate the factory without intermission. At
the end of ten days normal conditions were reached, new
hands having been trained to the satisfaction of the em-
ployer. The strikers did not return or manifest any desire
to do so.
L. Q. WHITE SHOE COMPANY— BRIDGEWATER.
The finishers of buttonholes made on the Reece machine
in the factory of L. Q. White Shoe Company at Bridgewater
joined with their employer in submitting a controversy con-
cerning a fair compensation for their performance on 100
buttonholes. The application was filed toward the close of
the year, and a hearing was assigned to January 9, 1917.
It appeared that finishing was no longer the sole task of
special employees, but one performed by the operators that
"worked" the holes. By agreement of parties the applica-
tion was placed on file and a hearing was given to the
buttonhole workers, who had also besought the Board to
determine a fair price; the award, if any, in the buttonhole
workers' case, will appear in the report for the coming year.
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CASS & DALEY SHOE COMPANY— SALEM.
On January 4, 1917, the following decisions were
rendered : —
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
Cass & Daley Shoe Company of Salem and edgetrimmers. (341)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the work
and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the subject-
matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert assistants
nominated by the parties, the Board awards that the following prices
be paid by Cass & Daley Shoe Company at Salem for work as there
performed:— >
Factory A.
Edgetrimming: —
Single and half-double soles:— Per 12 Pair.
Men's, $0 13
Boys' and youths', ....... 12
Little gents', ........ 10
Double soles and half-double soles with double shanks:—
Men's, 13
Boys' and youths', ....... 12
Little gents', . ... . . . . . 10
McKay-welts (including cutting back and randing out) : —
Men's and boys', 19
Youths' and little gents', . . . . . . 17
Samples:—
Lots of more than six pair, 1| price.
Lots of six pair or less, 40 cents per hour.
By agreement of the parties this decision shall take effect as of
date of December 11, 1916.
By the Board,
Beenaed F. Supple, Secretary.
In the nyxtter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
Cass & Daley Shoe Company of Salem and McKay-rsewers. (342)
Having considered said apphcation and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the work
and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the subject-
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matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert assistants
nominated by the parties, the Board awards that there be no change
in the prices paid by Cass & Daley Shoe Company in Factories A and B
at Salem for McKay-sewing, as the work is there performed.
By the Board,
Bernaed F. Supple, Secretary.
The decision was accompanied by the following recom-
mendation : —
Cass & Daley Shoe Company and Mr. A. J. Greniee, Salem, Mass.
Gentlemen : — The Board recommends, for the benefit of the
employer and the employees, that the employer should endeavor to
have the channels properly turned back for the McKay-sewers.
Yours respectfully,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
THE L. S. STARRETT COMPANY— ATHOL.
On January 17, 1917, a certificate of normality of business
was issued, as follows : —
In the matter of the application of the L. S. Starrett Company of Athol. (347)
This application, made to the Board under the Acts of 1914, chapter
347, as amended by General Acts of 1916, chapter 89, requests the
Board to determine whether the business of the L. S. Starrett Company
is being carried on in a normal and usual manner and to the normal
and usual extent.
Having considered said application and heard the petitioner (notice
of hearing having been given to strikers and employees in the manner
prescribed by law), the Board determines that the business of the
L. S. Starrett Company, which is manufacturing tools in Athol, is
being carried on in the normal and usual manner and to the normal
and usual extent.
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
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W. L. DOUGLAS SHOE COMPANY— BROCKTON.
The following decision was rendered on January 17,
1917: —
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
W. L. Douglas Shoe Company of Brockton and vampers in Factories
Nos. 1 and 2. (337)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the work
and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the subject-
matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert assistants
nominated by the parties, the- Board awards that the following prices
be paid by W. L. Douglas Shoe Company in Brockton for work as
there performed:—
Stitching third row all around vamp: — Per 12 Pair.
Factory No. 1, excluding "extra grade," . . . . $0 09
Factory No. 2, OS
Stitching stay row, Factories Nos. 1 and 2, . . . . 05
By the Board,
Bernaed F. Supple, Secretary.
J. D. MURPHY SHOE COMPANY— NATICK.
The following decision was rendered on Januiry 19,
1917: —
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
J. D. Murphy Shoe Company of Natick and employees in the treeing
department. (350)
Having considered said appHcation, heard the parties by their duly
authorized representatives and investigated the character of the work
in question and the conditions under which it is performed, the Board
awards that 12.50 per day of 9 hours be paid by J. D. Murphy Shoe
Company at Natick for treeing by hand, as there performed.
By agreement of the parties this award shall take effect as of
December 1, 1916.
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple. Secretary.
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W. L. DOUGLAS SHOE COMPANY— BROCKTON.
The following decision was rendered on January 19,
1917: —
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
W. L. Douglas Shoe Company of Brockton and vampers. (212)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their
duly authorized representatives, investigated the character of the work
and the conditions under which it is performed, which is the subject-
matter of the controversy, and considered reports of expert assistants
nominated by the parties, the Board awards that the following prices
be paid by W. L. Douglas Shoe Company to employees in Brockton
for work as there performed:
—
Vamping women's shoes (three grades) :—
One-needle machine:—
Regular long vamps, two rows,
Circular vamps, two rows,
Two-needle machine: — \ No change.
Regular long vamps, two rows,
Circular vamps, two rows.
Linings held back, extra.
Per day, $3.25.
Hour work, broken time, $0.37.
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Secretary.
The foregoing report is respectfully submitted.
WILLARD ROWLAND,
CHARLES G. WOOD,
FRANK M. BUMP,
State Board of Conciliation and Arbitration.
February 1, 1917.
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